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Summary 
 
The study of transport mode choice for trade between Singapore and Kuala Lumpur 
(Malaysia) is an interesting one since the distance between these two cities is such that 
there is active competition between all four modes. Indeed the infrastructure exists for air, 
sea, road and rail freight, with a fairly satisfactory level of service. In order to conduct 
useful comparisons between the transport modes, it is useful to take the case of a specific 
commodity that can be transferable by all four modes between the two cities.  Electronics 
goods would be most suitable for this purpose not only because the different modes 
compete for these shipments, but also because it is one of the most important commodities 
traded between the two countries, in value terms.   
 
The electronics industry in this region exhibits a very interesting spreading of its supply 
and distribution chains over borders. The electronics trade between Singapore and 
Malaysia is partly a result of the industry’s global characteristics. A survey among 
electronics manufacturers showed that the share of intra-company trade between the two 
countries was important: 40% of the manufacturers in Singapore trading with Malaysia do 
so with their subsidiaries, factories, or sister-companies. Many global electronics firms 
have their regional headquarters in Singapore and distribute the production needs to the 
factories in Singapore and Malaysia according to the characteristics of their location: 
highly skilled or labor intensive demanding products.  
 
The transport requirements for electronics goods between the two countries are huge since 
the distances have to be overcome to enable efficient just-in-time production and 
distribution.  Consequently the transport industry developed itself strongly to respond to 
this demand.  The freight forwarding industry expanded greatly to support the 
international trade. The only weakness of the industry currently is the rail service, which 
remains specific to a certain type of cargo and does not offer services for small shipments.  
A field investigation among both electronics manufacturers and freight forwarders 
provided the data necessary to formulate the decision tree to analyze the mode choice 
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decision to allocate resource to the best mode for shippers of electronics goods.  On the 
tree both direct weighting and pair-wise comparisons from the Analytical Hierarchical 
Process AHP theory were used.   
 
The results showed that air was the preferred option for small consignments of 100 
kilogrammes and road for larger consignments that are sent on a full container load (FCL) 
basis.  A sensitivity analysis was carried out to evaluate the significance of the factors in 
mode choice and to highlight boundary effects. The introduction of the cargo 
characteristics in the hierarchy tree made the air option more favourable over road 
transport for small consignments as the service quality features of the alternatives were 
prevalent. In contrast, the road option dominated other choices for larger whole container 
shipments as there was little in the way of trade-off between the cost and other criteria. 
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1 Chapter I: Introduction 
 
1.1. Research Background 
 
The globalization of the world economy and the growth of international trade have put the 
transport industry on the front of the stage over the past decades. The acceleration of the 
integration of international supply chains has now made freight transportation a vital need 
for global industries. The importance of distance has been steadily becoming less 
important in decision making as other more strategic factors determine the location of 
plants, factories, warehouses, vendors or headquarters. 
 
Among the global industries, the electronics industry is especially advanced as regards the 
multinational spreading of its activities. The supply chains to produce electronics parts 
and equipment span different countries and continents. This is achieved through strong 
coordination between the various branch plants and offices, each with specialized 
functions in the production chain. Regional headquarters are set up in strategic locations to 
manage whole regions of the planet. 
 
International electronics companies divide the world into regions, one of which is Asia or 
Asia-Pacific. Inside the Asian region lies the Far East which is often split into two areas of 
influence, the China sub-region and the Southeast Asia countries (Chia 1997). Both of 
these sub-regions are supervised from Regional Headquarters, which are located in cities 
especially dynamic and of strategic importance in the transportation and communication 
networks linking them to other regional countries. Hong-Kong and Singapore are the 
preferred cities for Regional Headquarters serving China and Southeast Asia sub-regions 
respectively. 
 
When focusing on Southeast Asia, Singapore immediately stands out as the economic 
gateway, the central node of the Southeast Asian trade network. The integration to its 
neighboring region was a vital need to a small country like Singapore. The government 
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concentrated its efforts on building a strong economy. It led to the growth economic 
triangle SiJoRi, which links economically the state of Johor (South Malaysia) and Riau 
(Indonesia) to Singapore. However the strongest exchanges remain with its closest 
(historically and economically) neighbor: Malaysia. 
 
The trade between Singapore and Malaysia is not only made up of mere exchanges 
between the two countries, but is embedded within a more global picture of corss-border 
supply chains. Factories, plants and warehouses exchange manufactured products 
following a logical specialization due to comparative advantage associated with location. 
In this respect, the electronics industry is sufficiently well developed and integrated to 
afford this kind of production strategy. However this production strategy cannot be 
executed without a reliable transportation system. 
 
Both countries are linked by all the transport modes available: sea, air, road and rail. This 
allows the management of the electronics companies many transport options in order to 
achieve the best efficiency possible for their production process. That is why it is 
particularly interesting to focus on the Malaysia-Singapore transport network to conduct a 
transport mode choice decision analysis, as all the modes are available and can compete 
quite fairly for a given cargo. However, for many commodities such as agricultural 
products or raw materials, there is usually a preference for one mode over the others 
because of various dominating factors including transport cost, perishability or time taken 
for shipping.  Electronics goods represent one of the few commodities for which there is 
competition between different modes, as there can be trade-offs between different modal 
qualities.  In the Singapore-Malaysia case, it is also an industry that is well developed and 
there are significant exchanges between both countries  
 
This study thus limits itself to the specific shipment of electronics goods between 
Singapore and Malaysia. To be able to conduct useful comparisons of the transport modes 
only one set of routes was selected: the routes from Singapore to Kuala Lumpur city and 
the way back. By choosing to describe a very specific situation (specific cargo, specific 
origin and destination points), we will be able to provide relevant comparisons between 
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1.2. Objectives and Scope 
 
The aim of this study is to determine the factors that affect the decision to use a particular 
transport mode among a range of options available with a similar level of quality, and to 
determine the weight of influence of these factors. The importance of these factors is a 
matter of subjective opinion. The study will include not only the judgment of the shippers 
but also that of the freight forwarders who act as the intermediaries in the transport chain. 
This gives a more holistic understanding as what is important to one party might not be of 
the same importance to another. The outcome of the study will be useful in the 
determination of which transport modes developmental resources should be allocated to in 
order to support the electronics industry, 
 
In order to determine the transport mode decision factors we need to know the 
characteristics of each transport mode and then of the route that represents that transport 
mode between Singapore and Kuala Lumpur. Consequently, a first objective of this study 
is to describe the transport network available between the two points. We intend to give an 
overview not only of the transport infrastructure but also of the transport industry services; 
This includes a description of the freight forwarding industry in Singapore, available 
transport alternatives and a description of the transport operations (involving freight 
forwarders, carriers, other intermediates and government stakeholders) to carry cargo with 
each mode. 
 
The second objective of this study is to understand how the electronics industry uses this 
transport network. In this respect we will provide a description of the production and 
distribution process of the electronics industry of the two cities. However we will limit 
ourselves in this issue to the specific transportation problem and avoid broader discussion 
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on logistics optimization problems of the industry. The aim is to be able to identify the 
elements of the supply chain which have an impact on the transport mode choice. 
 
With this general picture of how the transport takes places in this specific geographical 
route for this specific industry, we will determine the decision process structure. We aim 
at splitting the decision reasons into several factors and afterwards at weighting these 
factors in order to understand the logic behind a mode choice. With the understanding of 
this logic we will be able to determine the preferred transport mode option for the 
electronics industry between these two cities depending on its criteria. 
 
Finally the analysis of a particular case will give insights to understand more generally 
transport mode choice. The last objective of this study is to broaden the findings for a 
given cargo on a given route to more general conclusions on the logic in transport decision 
making. Through sound and careful comparisons with similar or inverse situations, we 




Many studies on transport mode choice analysis have been carried on, but almost always 
remained limited to time versus cost comparisons (Friedlaender & Spady, 1980, Allen, 
1977, Zlatoper & Austrian, 1989, Ludvigsen, 1999). The modes are differentiated only by 
these two criteria and other decision factors are simply mentioned and described apart but 
are not taken into account in the quantitative analysis.  We intend to provide in this study a 
more complete decision structure of the transport mode choice by integrating in the 
analysis other factors, some of which were already mentioned as of tremendous 
importance in the literature to the shippers’ mind, mainly reliability and risk. 
 
The purpose of the study will be to show that the current mode choice of the electronics 
industry might not be the preferred one in view of the selected criteria. With this decision 
analysis we will be able to explain why we obtain such a result. The factors impacting on 
the final selection will be explained. And the other contextual constraints that are not 
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included in the model will be used to comment on the coherence of the results and provide 
a deeper understanding of the decision mechanisms. Then the study can help the 
electronics industry to consider changes in its transport strategy and the freight forwarding 
industry to target more accurately its client needs. 
 
The analysis will be conducted as if it were for a decision maker interested in allocating 
resources to develop one transport mode between Kuala Lumpur and Singapore cities in 
order to support the electronics industry. The final results obtained will indicate the 
preferred transport mode option to be enhanced when the goal is to provide the electronics 
industry with a good transport solution and when the decision maker is limited to the 
choice of a single mode only. The focus could have been uniquely on shippers and/or 
freight forwarders as decision makers, but they would have only been concerned with the 
importance of direct criteria described later, and the decision making analysis would have 
been different for each type of goods consignment. 
 
Furthermore, relative to the number of studies conducted on multimodalism and combined 
transport in Europe and North America, very few similar studies on Southeast Asia have 
been reported in the literature.  For example, when we examine the studies conducted by 
the French National Research Institute on Transports and their Security (INRETS, 
www.inrets.fr) alone, there are more than 100 papers considering topics on multimodal 
transport such as the European railways integration, the shipping lines approach to inland 
haulage, and assessments of the combined rail-road solutions. Even if Singapore research 
institutes have notably increased the knowledge in these subjects to improve their 
industrial strategies, and supra-national institutions like ASEAN, UNESCAP, ADB or 
World Bank are more and more providing studies and analysis on the region transport 
issues, plenty of scope remains for research on transport decision making processes of the 
region’s industries. 
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1.4. Methodology 
 
This study requires a field investigation to be able to describe the transport network as it 
works currently and the freight forwarding industry services currently available. A first 
step is then to collect information from the stakeholders of the transport industry in order 
to give a clear picture of the transport options available to the shippers between Singapore 
and Kuala Lumpur. A serie of interviews with freight forwarders and carriers will provide 
the material to this description. The information obtained will be supplemented with 
secondary research. With this we will have the characteristics of each route for each mode. 
 
The second phase is to contact companies in the electronics industry to assess weights to 
these route characteristics. Interviews will first be conducted to understand how the 
electronics industry uses the transport network between the two cities. With this 
information a description of the flows between the two points is done and the decision 
factors are determined. Secondly a survey will yield statistical data on the kind of trade to 
be taken into account and give weights to the factors. 
 
To provide an understanding of the reasons why one transport mode is chosen over 
another we translate the features of the problem into a decision tree. In order to take into 
account the relative importance of some factors depending on the stakeholder we are 
looking at, a method called the Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP) is used. This 
method was developed by Thomas Saaty (2001) to assess priorities to criteria in a decision 
tree through pair-wise comparisons. It allows including subjective judgments in the 
analysis. However this is not the only method used to give weights to the elements of the 
tree. Direct weighting is used too. In the survey addressed to the electronics industry 
stakeholders we ask for both the subjective rating of criteria (input to the pair-wise 
comparisons) and tangible measures their companies can provide (input to the direct 
weighting). The AHP will provide a quantitative answer to the question raised: what is the 
best modal option for a resource allocation problem? The previous descriptions of the 
industries will give the qualitative side to interpret and understand the AHP results. The 
research program described above can be represented by the diagram in Figure 1.1.  
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Fig.  1.1. Research Work Chronology 
Gathering knowledge on transport and decision 
making research 
Gathering knowledge on transport and freight 
forwarding industry in the region 
Gathering knowledge on trade and electronics 
industry in the region 
Collecting data as input of the decision tree model 
Processing the model to obtain results and 
comment 
Bibliographic research 
Interview of freight 
forwarders and carriers 
Internet research 
Interview of electronics 
manufacturer 
Study of Singapore 
Trade statistics 
Survey of electronics 
manufacturer first part 






Trade statistics research 
Bibliographic research 
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1.5. Outline of the Study 
 
The study is made up of eight chapters. The structure is in two parts with the first few 
chapters (chapters 2, 3, 4) aiming at providing the reader with a broad overview of the 
context, and the following chapters (chapter 5, 6, 7) focusing on analysis and results. 
 
Chapter 1 is an introduction to the study. It gives the background to the objectives and 
scope of the study, the significance of the study and its objectives, and the method adopted 
to achieve the objectives. It ends with a description of the thesis’ structure. 
 
Chapter 2 is the literature review on the topic of this study, in order to explain what has 
been done before in directly or indirectly related areas of research. It provides also the 
general concepts used in research to deal with transport mode choice problems. 
 
Chapter 3 provides the background of the study by describing the economic context in 
which the case study takes place, the trade between Singapore and Malaysia, and the 
working operations within the electronics industry. 
 
Chapter 4 provides a picture of the freight forwarding industry evolution and its current 
state. The transport industry is also described by detailing the services available for all 
four modes (road, rail, sea and air). 
 
Chapter 5 explains the methodology used for the analysis and how it is applied to our case 
study. The model described in this chapter is based on the information presented in the 
previous chapters. 
 
Chapter 6 continues on the application of the method to the case study by giving all the 
choice factors. Firstly we explain the characteristics of each route as a result of our field 
investigation involving the freight forwarders and carriers. Each mode is detailed and its 
specific characteristics are given (transit time, cost, risk and reliability) for the journeys 
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Singapore – Kuala Lumpur and the way back. Secondly we display the results of the 
manufacturers’ survey and show how it is used within the model.  
 
Chapter 7 presents the findings of the analysis, i.e. the outputs obtained from chapter 5. It 
gives the preferred transport mode option and the influence of each factor on this final 
decision. Each final weight is commented in view of the previous chapters’ remarks. 
 
Chapter 8 provides a final discussion on the limitations of the study and the method 
adopted, and propositions for future research work. It broadens the findings by comparing 
the result to other situations and tries to draw more general conclusions. 
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2 Chapter II: Basic Concepts and Literature Review 
 
In this chapter we will first give basic definitions of the logistics and transport area for a 
better understanding of the rest of the study. We will focus only the electronics industry’s 
transport issues, as this is the case study we will be looking at. Concepts of the 
manufacturing sector will be clarified too. This is followed by the literature review, which 
summarizes the work previously done in this area of the research. At the end of this 
chapter, the reader should be provided with all the necessary tools for an understanding of 
the more specific questions addressed hereafter. 
 
2.1. Concepts and Terms 
 
The case study in the thesis is on companies producing electronics products. We will then 
provide general explanations in logistics and transport but directly applied to this example. 
To do this properly, we must first know the possible manufacturing strategies of this 
industry. These strategies are affected notably by the functions of the manufacturer. Three 
categories are usually used: original equipment manufacturer (OEM), original design 
manufacturer (ODM) and contract manufacturer (CM). It is important to understand the 
differences between these types of manufacturers as their divergences in goals and 
requirements will impact on the shape of the intra-industry transport network. 
 
2.1.1. Type of Manufacturers 
 
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) gather all the activities possible for a 
manufacturer: design, manufacture and sale. They are most of the time global firms which 
sell their brands under registered trademarks. OEMs can outsource some of their activities 
to the two other types of manufacturers to reduce costs and realize economies of scale. 
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The contract manufacturers (CM) take in charge the production function for the OEMs. At 
the lowest level they supply basic parts and components. And with equipment 
improvements they increase their capabilities to produce more advanced components and 
products (even finished products) for the OEMs. These firms are targeting high volumes 
and low cost products; as a consequence they are more often located in low wages 
countries. 
 
The original design manufacturers (ODM) add to the function of a CM, the design 
capability. They supply their OEM customer with finished products as some CM but with 
the added service of development. They take into account the market shifts to propose to 
their OEMs customers new products or modification in their products adapted to the new 
market trend instead of simply producing what the OEM asks. As a result, the ODM 
production is more about high value added and high tech complexity products. The ODMs 
save the OEMs development time and production time by making available products in 
tune with the market demand before the OEMs realize they need it. 
 
The ODMs are the evolution of CMs which tried to improve partnership with their OEMs. 
Simplifying a lot, one can say the OEMs are located in the advanced industrialized 
countries of the electronics industry (Japan, US and EU). They subcontract their 
production to CMs in newly industrialized countries (Korea, Taiwan and Singapore) to 
save costs and reach larger markets. These countries’ economic level improving, some of 
the CMs became ODMs while the low-cost CMs moved to lower wages countries (China, 
Malaysia and Philippines). 
 
This distribution of the manufacturing activities makes the electronics industry one of the 
most globalized in the world. In order to achieve an efficient production process, it must 
be supported by a sound transport network to send the products between the previously 
described stakeholders. The freight transportation industry is indeed a vital partner of an 
international manufacturing activity. 
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2.1.2. Freight Transport 
 
The electronics products are considered as general cargo and are packed in small unitized 
parcel. These parcels can either be palletized (loose cargo) or packed in a container as 
containerised cargo. The containerization of cargo facilitates its transport and allows 
economies of scale as it enables to have the same equipment standards all along the 
transport chain. Two types of shipments can be made by container: FCL (Full Container 
Load) and LCL (Less than Container Load). The shipper sending FCL has enough cargo 
to fill a whole container, whereas a shipper with a smaller consignment can send it LCL, 
which means he will share the container with other shippers. In the latter case the cargo is 
first consolidated (gathered from various shippers to fill the container), and afterwards 
deconsolidated to be distributed to the various consignees. 
 
A containerised cargo can be sent by all four modes, although the airline industry needs 
specific containers. The shipper can choose to use only one mode (uni-modal transport), 
which generally only applies to road transport; or several modes in one door-to-door 
journey (intermodal transport). Carriers were traditionally concerned only with terminal to 
terminal transfers of consignments. However, in more recent years, carriers are moving 
towards door-to-door services involving multiple modes. Intermodalism is a new approach 
of the transport industry, which looks for the most efficient combination of transport 
modes. It necessitates coordination from the various transport operators and can only be 
efficient in a well integrated transport network. 
 
The integration of the network relies mainly on the existence of adequate infrastructures. 
It requires “nodes”, called terminals, to link the different transport legs. Freight terminals 
can be in ports, airports, rail stations and ICDs (Inland Container Depot). They are 
interfaces between two modes of transports and it is often there that custom clearance 
takes place. They are operated by a terminal operator often in close relation with public 
entities. Without these efficient nodes, the company will prefer not to waste time and 
money or risk a mishandling of its cargo and will choose the uni-modal solution. 
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Indeed with the intermodal option there will be more handling when moving the cargo 
from one transport unit (ship, train, truck, aircraft) to another. This operation, called 
transhipment, takes place when the terminal is not the final destination of the cargo. A 
terminal specialised in transhipment is a hub. The hub works like a distribution centre: 
Port Klang (Malaysia) receives for instance finished products by ship from Singapore and 
from there the products are distributed to various consignees in Kuala Lumpur. The port 
terminal has a function of hub and the spokes of the network are the road legs to link it to 
the final destination points.  
 
More generally speaking a hub is a place which is connected to far away import-export 
centres and at the same time to its close geographical region by short links. Singapore is a 
hub as the cargo from neighbour countries is sent to the Singapore by a feedering service, 
from where it leaves for farther destination on a mother vessel. On the reverse way the 
cargo is first sent to Singapore by the long-haul service, and then transhipped to the 
feedering service which reaches less important destinations. The hubs deal with huge 
volumes as most of the cargo handled there is just in transit, waiting the service for 
another place of world. 
 
The global electronics industry takes advantage of such networks to choose the location of 
its branch manufacturing plants, headquarters, regional headquarters etc. A Japanese firm 
wanting to reach the Southeast Asian market will most likely implant itself in the regional 
hub: Singapore. It is a logical decision as it enables to be linked both to the parent offices 
in Japan and to the targeted customers in all South East Asian countries. The strategic 
planning of such intra-industry flows is the science of logistics whose management is 
closely related to the transport chain management to achieve efficient linking of the 
industry stakeholders. 
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2.1.3. Logistics and Transportation 
 
The needs of the industry shape the transport networks. Indeed production and distribution 
chains have transport demands which impact on the transport routing and mode choice 
strategies. However, the contrary is also true: the shape of a transport network already in 
place may affect the strategic location choices of an industry. Then the supply chain 
develops itself alongside the transport chain. 
 
The supplier of an electronics production factory selling spare parts will need to send its 
materials to the factory, which itself produces semi-finished electronics products. Then the 
semi-finished products are sold to another company which will produce finished products 
finally sent to retailers. The supply chain is thus about moving the products at each step in 
order to reach eventually the final customer. It implies intermediary steps at warehouses 
and distriparks to pack the products, stuff containers with it and load containers on a 
transport unit. 
 
Source: the author 
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The idea of a chain underlines that links and communication between various elements 
have to be set up and managed. Supply chain management involves notably 
intermediaries, whose role is to create and facilitate links between the other actors. Among 
these “linking agents”, the freight forwarder and third party logistics providers (3PLs) take 
care of the transport part.  In reality, the supply chains of large manufacturing corporations 
have now evolved into complex networks of suppliers and distributors. 
 
The firms can choose not to outsource their transport operations, but currently it is a 
general trend to concentrate on the core business and to take advantage of service 
providers’ specialisation to achieve costs and time savings. Often even the whole logistics 
operations of a global firm are subcontracted to a 3PL, who takes in charge the overall 
management of the supply chain proposing warehousing services in addition of the 
transport services. The freight forwarding activity can be integrated in the wider scoped 
operations of a 3PL or be represented by a specialised freight forwarding firm.   
 
The freight forwarders can provide a very wide range of services such as packing of the 
cargo, consolidation, booking of slots with a carrier, formalities, door to door etc. 
Depending on the size and the orientation of the freight forwarding company, the services 
provided will vary.  They can be non-vessel operating common carriers (NVOCC) if they 
buy big amounts of slots on a vessel to resell smaller quantities of it to their own 
customers. Indirect air carriers (IAC also sometimes called NVOCC) provide  similar 
operations in the air transport industry. These companies may also be customs brokers 
when dealing with international freight forwarding in import/export transactions.  
 
A global electronics producer with a supply chain spread on the whole world will need the 
assistance of at least a freight forwarder to remain competitive (more likely of a 3PL). Its 
services will allow the company to be relieved of cumbersome procedures that should not 
interfere in the way it is conducting its business. The freight forwarder is notably of help 
to handle all the documentation involved in the transport service. 
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2.1.4. Documentation 
 
An exhaustive list of the documents to be exchanged in order to conclude a transaction 
including transportation is not relevant to establish here, we only provide a selection of 
useful terms to obtain a summarized view. 
 
In our study, the shipper is at the same time the exporter and the seller. The consignee is at 
the same time the importer and the buyer. Between these two extremities of the chain two 
main documents are signed: 
- The bill of exchange: it is the bill the exporter address to the importer to receive 
payment (value of the exported goods) in exchange of the goods. 
- The bill of goods: it is the invoice the seller sends to the buyer. It describes the 
goods, their value and the terms under which the transaction is conducted (also 
known as commercial invoice). 
 
These documents are commercial documents; it is about selling goods and not transporting 
goods. However it is of importance for us because it is in these documents that the 
Incoterms (International Commerce Terms) are specified and thus it determines the risks 
and the costs. Only two of the 13 Incoterms are mentioned here. To speak about export 
and import value, the common rule is to speak about import CIF and export FOB. CIF 
means Cost Insurance Freight, the price the buyer (importer) pays encompasses the value 
of the goods and the transport until arrival in his country Up until its presentation for 
import custom clearance the goods are in the seller’s charge. FOB means Free On Board, 
the seller (exporter) is no longer responsible for the goods as soon as they are shipped, i.e. 
as soon as they leave his country. It is the usual way of counting import and export in a 
country balance, the limit of the country being its customs: before the journey when 








Source: Kuehne-Nagel website, www.kuehne-nagel.com 
Fig.  2.2. Costs and Risks Liabilities Depending on the Incoterms 
 
 
On the other side, there is the transport documentation: the documentation exchanged with 
the carrier(s) and the shippers. The documentation emanating from the carrier is like a 
receipt, the carrier acknowledges taking delivery of the goods by issuing these documents: 
- The waybill: it is not a contract; it states the names of shipper and consignee, the 
points of origin and destination, the route and method of shipment, the carrier 
charges. 
- The bill of lading: it is a contract of carriage of goods. It states the same things that 
the waybill. 
The difference between the two types of documents is the contractual character of the bill 
of lading. The waybill is a non-negotiable receipt from the carrier whereas the bill of 
lading can be negotiable if specified. None of them are a document of title (except the bill 
of lading under certain national systems): it does not state ownership on the cargo but a 
right of possession at a certain time and place. 
 
The documentation issued depends on the mode of transport: 
- Airway bill (or Master airway bill): it is a waybill issued by the airline. 
- Road or CMR Consignment Note (CMR stands for Convention Merchandised 
Routers): it is a bill of lading issued by the road carrier. 
- Rail transport document: it is a bill of lading issued by the rail carrier. 
- Non-negotiable seaway bill: it is a waybill issued by the shipping line. 
- Ocean bill of lading: it is a bill of lading issued by the shipping line. 
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The documentation emanating from the forwarder for the carrier is called House Bill of 
Lading or House Airway Bill, it is similar to the bill issued by the carrier. The 
documentation emanating from the forwarder to enable someone (road haulier or 





Source: the author 
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2.2. Literature Review 
 
The literature on decision analysis in freight transportation is substantial. However the 
passenger transportation issues occupy a large space of decision making area. As a matter 
of fact most of the surveys (AHP or others) are conducted to assess the user needs as 
regards the passenger transportation industry. Much less surveys deal with freight 
transportation, but freight transportation today deals very closely with logistics. Indeed 
cargo transport is no longer an issue in itself limited to its own influence, now it is one 
element of the logistics chain. However the literature in logistics is neither exactly 
relevant to what we are dealing with in this study; it is more focused on warehousing 
issues and information technology. 
 
Nevertheless much has been written on the choice factors in transportation to give us a 
comfortable background and at the same time to allow a large window of work to be done. 
Four research areas were identified as closely related to our subject: 
- transport chain management 
- mode choice factors 
- transportation policies 
- intermodal transportation decision making 
 
2.2.1. Transport Chain Management 
 
The transport chain today involves a wide range of actors; we no longer have the simple 
tripartite system of shipper-carrier-consignee. Now the transport service is fragmented 
between the warehouse operator(s), the terminal operator(s), the carrier(s), the authority 
agent(s), the shipper representative etc. (Erickson et al., 1999 and Mahoney, 1985). As a 
consequence the management of the overall chain has become a real issue, which 
encompasses among others liability and communication problems. This activity is about 
dealing with the cargo journey in itself but also with strategic choices regarding routes, 
transport modes, use of information technology etc.  Hence, understanding the functioning 
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of the transport chain is necessary to understand where the mode choice comes from in our 
study and what are the leverages or problems that create bias in the interviewees’ 
judgment. 
 
Studies analyzing the chain through its actors have been conducted. The terminal operator 
influence was described by Wiegmans (1999). The role of the freight forwarder was 
studied by Koch (1994) and Xue & Lai (1997). The stakeholders’ weights in the transport 
chain have been assessed by Woxenius (1994) and Taylor & Jackson (2000). They both 
found that the chain leader, the one who has the greatest influence on the cargo’s trip, in 
international chains is the ocean carrier but that there is no such actor to fulfill this role as 
regards domestic chain. Furthermore Evers and Johnson (2000) showed that the shipper’s 
desire to use an intermodal rail-road system is correlated to his satisfaction with the carrier 
and ability to replace him. These results show that the category of the actors to be 
interviewed impacts heavily on the final conclusion of the preferred mode since the 
shipper we chose to interview might favor a mode because of his control on the transport 
chain but not for the very characteristics of the mode itself. 
 
The relationships between the actors of the chain have also been subject to research (Crum 
& Allen, 1997; Murphy et al., 1997; Keller, 1996). The partnering shipper – carrier was 
studied by Lu (2003), who found that for the shipper timing related services influenced the 
choice of carrier. Our study will be able to confirm if this is so for the specific case of 
electronics manufacturers. Brooks (1990) studied the reason to choose a container carrier, 
and concluded that the cost of service was the first criterion, followed by the frequency of 
sailings. The analysis we are going to present will show the importance of these criteria 
for the shipper who is represented as an element of the hierarchy we will use. Premeaux 
(2002) analyzed in addition shipper-to-shipper and carrier-to-carrier relationships to 
conclude that information access was the main concern of these relationships. Researchers 
worked to determine the main services attributes for shippers and for carriers (Chiu, 1996; 
Tengku, 1995; Marlow & Goggin, 1993). In our study several transport modes are 
considered; thus the comparison is between services on different modes. We study the 
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carriers’ services for each mode and it enables afterwards to compare the level of service 
between the modes. 
 
The following analysis contributes to this area of research in its study of the shipper’s 
priorities. Since the shipper is one of the main decision makers in the transport chain, 
understanding his preferences regarding the criteria of a transportation system can help 
define his relationship with a carrier. Furthermore the thesis presents the importance of the 
freight forwarders’ role and how they fulfill the function of linking agents in the chain of 
stakeholders. The case study provides material for new perspectives in the study of 
transport chains by describing the real situation in the Singaporean economy.  
 
2.2.2. Mode Choice Factors 
 
Although price is an obvious criterion for choosing a mode and must be competitive, it 
does not dominate the quality of service factors. If the price is comparable shippers shift 
their attention to non-pricing factors. .  
 
A survey conducted by Sum and Teo (1999) showed that logistics service providers in 
Singapore believe the customers requirements to be the main factor affecting their firm 
strategy. Thus the respondents to this survey indicated “improving customer service” as 
one of the first areas that they would foster over the next two years to improve their 
overall competitiveness. It seemed interesting to focus on these requirements for a specific 
transport link like the Singapore-Malaysia link we chose to study. We analyse the 
requirements of the freight forwarders’ customers with respect to each mode alternative to 
identify the best mode that meets the shippers’ need. In turn, this will identify where 
resources should be allocated to develop logistics choices for the electronics industry. 
 
According to Bardi et al. (1989) the five most important attributes in making carrier 
choices are: 
- transit time reliability 
- transportation cost 
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- total transit time 
- rate flexibility through negotiations 
- financial stability 
Others (Korpela & Lehmusvaara 1999) suggest that there is a shift in transportation 
selection criteria from cost related issues to service related issues.  Consequently, their 
assessment of the five most important attributes considered by the shippers includes: 
- reliability 
- strategic fit 
- flexibility 
- continuous improvement 
- quality 
These studies have focused not so much on mode choice but on the carrier choice between 
one or two modes. What is new with our study is to compare all four modes, and to do it 
on a real case. However, it is rare  that  all four freight modes provide feasible options on 
the same link. 
 
There has been already a lot of research done on mode choice factors regarding impacts of 
price and quality changes, as it is a classical economic research area: Winston (1983), 
Zlatoper & Austrian (1989), Ludvigsen (1999). In this respect most studies conclude that  
road haulage is preferred as it provides better control of the transport chain than an 
intermodal solution. We will be able to check here if the road option is the preferred one 
because of its simplicity and the impression of better control over the transport of one’s 
products. Indeed the other options are all intermodal options in so far as they include a 
road transport leg to ensure the door-to-door service. 
 
The bias introduced by subjective perception of modes has been studied by Evers et al. 
(1996) and Murphy & Daley (1998). They found that non users of intermodal solutions 
feared its lack of performance but that users were satisfied with it. It shows that the 
ignorance of the transport solutions’ features by the interviewees may interfere a lot in the 
result of a decision making study. Indeed cost efficiency of intermodality is more and 
more increasing as it develops standards, this added to its flexibility makes of it a more 
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than profitable solution to the shipper who chooses it (Harps, 1995, and Jennings & 
Holocomb, 1996, and Johnston & Marshall, 1993). The survey we propose here will be 
able in a first stage to determine whether or not the electronics manufacturers fall within 
this category of shippers who do not use an intermodal option. This will also be an 
opportunity to observe the role of the freight forwarder in selling an intermodal solution. 
 
2.2.3. Transportation Policies 
 
The problem we decided to address is a resource allocation one: to which transport mode 
should we allocate funds in order to support the electronics industry between Singapore 
and Malaysia. In this respect we had to examine more closely the research work done on 
transportation policies. Indeed our decision maker’s behaviour might have already been 
described in a different context, e.g. in a previous study on political decisions related to 
transport planning. 
 
We realized that the main areas of concern for the public sector are pollution, congestion 
and safety to be addressed in a consistent overall planning scheme to meet the nation 
economic objectives, which encompasses both freight and passenger transport: Pan-
European transport corridors (Pfaff, 2005), Pan-Asian highway and railway (UNESCAP, 
2003), East-West corridor in Southeast Asia (Banomyong 2000) etc. As a consequence the 
studies on the subject deal mainly with environmental or safety issues (U.S. department of 
transportation 1994, Gertz, 2003) which are studied as reasons to modal change (Sturm, 
2005) but are not taken into account for our study as the constraints do not include the 
society benefit; or they are more economic oriented analyses, which study trade policies 
and their impact on transport policies (Safwat & Hasan, 2004). 
 
However, public authorities are in need of studies on the reasons to move freight 
(Norojono & Young, 2003), or on the consequences of transport policies (Stead & 
Banister, 2003, and Affuso et al., 2003) in order to do appropriate planning. Indeed the 
governments’ decisions to develop the infrastructure have a direct effect on mode choice. 
The location of terminals for instance is strategic to foster the development of a particular 
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mode over another (McLay & Reynolds-Feighan, 2006 and Yeo & Song, 2006) and is 
today decided regarding the regional economic impact it will have (Barton et al., 1999 and 
Bruinsma et al., 2000). Then the mode choice of the transport industry has to be assessed 
before determining the policies framework (Stank & Roath 1998). In addition, the 
regulation of the transport industry can strongly shape it. The policies on intermodality are 
currently impacting deeply the industry practices as in Europe, where the freight 
transportation policy projects are well advanced: IQ, EUROBORDER, INFOLOG 
(Cardebring et al. 2002). In Asia the concept of freight intermodality in policy is less 
advanced and some very poor countries even do not have any legal framework in this 
respect, as the concept is just emerging in their transport industry (Banomyong 2000). The 
regulation of congestion, which is done through pricing policies, is also a major tool in 
controlling the evolution of the industry. It directly impacts on the transport cost, a factor 
whose importance in decision making is no longer to demonstrate (Runhaar & Vander 
Heijden, 2005, and Fung et al., 2003).  
 
These analyses underline the major role the public part can play in the transport industry 
orientation towards a mode or another. If the infrastructure, the pricing incentives or the 
administrative formalities privilege strongly an option, the decision making study will 
have to take it into account to explain the dominance of certain modes over others. The 
thesis presented here will provide an answer to the planner who would like to support the 
development of the electronics industry where there is a de facto and close partnership 
between Singapore and Malaysia; to the best of my knowledge this perspective has not 
been explored in previous studies. 
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2.2.4. Intermodal Transportation Decision Making 
 
Decision making analysis in transportation is a research area that kept developing for the 
last years, three main types of models can be differentiated (D’Este, 1992a): statistical 
models (input-oriented), mathematical models (output oriented), structural models 
(process oriented). 
 
The statistical models use surveys to know the choice factors by asking directly to the 
industry decision makers the importance of the various factors in their choice making 
(Mentzer & Kahn, 1995). D’Este (1992b) built relational models to deduce the importance 
of each factor by surveying shipping companies’ customers for freight transport in the 
Bass Strait. Fowkes and Shingal (2002) showed the importance of choice factors in India 
(Bombay corridor) through empirical results of a stated preference survey. It is an input 
oriented model as the focus is on the collection of data. 
 
The mathematical models are focused for their part on the output of the model: what 
decision will arise from a certain situation. The formulation of the problem is at the centre 
of the research but not aiming at explaining the decision process, rather at solving it to 
obtain a final answer (D’Este, 1992b): intermodal transportation routing problem 
(Barnhart & Ratcliff, 1993, and Rossetti & Nachtmann 2003), decision trees, Analytic 
Hierarchy Process (Saaty and Vargas, 2001, and Saaty, 1995) etc. 
 
The structural models analyse the process to make the decision and try to show the 
interaction of the various choice factors (Clemen & Reilly, 2001). D’Este (1992b) built 
such models for the ro-ro ferry industry from shippers’ survey. These models can be 
constructed with the mathematical models previously described (shortest path, decision 
tree, AHP) as far as the input data is available to enable the drawing of the structure in 
such detail: often the limit in the modelling comes from the unavailibity of the data which 
oblige to do trade-off on the span of the mathematical formulation (Mangan et al. 2001). 
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Among all these methods the AHP was chosen because of its various advantages. Firstly it 
allows the inclusion of  all the tangible and intangible factors that have bearing on making 
a best decision and is thus able to include subjective judgments in the analysis (Saaty & 
Vargas, 2001). This is also a method which provides a way to derive ratio scale priorities 
by making paired comparisons of elements on a common criterion. Ratio scales make 
possible proportionate allocation of resources according to derived priorities, which reflect  
the importance of each factor. In many cases, the priorities derived using cross 
comparisons have proved to be close to those revealed by outcomes during the course of 
actual events. (Saaty, 2003; Vargas, 1990 and Simin et al.,1996).  
An alternative to the AHP method in transport studies is the Stated Preference (SP) 
method to collect data to be analyzed in a logit model (statistical analysis). The SP 
technique is very popular, because it can measure “existence values” like the value of 
simply knowing that a particular transport mode exists or not (Stevens, 2005). However, 
this method is not really suited for our research problem for the following reasons. The SP 
method for transport mode choice would use a survey in which hypothetical situations for 
the transport mode to be valued are created. These situations would describe the service, 
its quality, how the payment for it is realized etc (Bateman et al., 2002). From the answers 
of the respondents expressing their preference of one situation or another, the model 
would draw conclusions on the most important factors for the decision makers, but it 
wouldn’t give the final answer we are looking for here: which mode should we favour in a 
resource allocation problem? A subsequent step is still needed to establish the relative 
importance of these factors in the actual situation. The AHP method provides a one step 
solution. 
Furthermore SP experiments are complex because they involve a large number of factors 
for one situation. As a result the respondents have difficulty to evaluate a situation 
involving many decision variables, they tend to omit some of them even though they 
might influence the decision. Furthermore, different respondents might omit different 
variables (Norojono & Young, 2003); this creates uncertainties in the evaluation of the 
importance of certain factors. The SP method also demands considerable time and effort 
on the part of the respondents to take the surveys – this was a constraint in this research as 
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the respondents in my survey were busy people, and were not able to take too much time 
from their work to undertake the survey. 
In addition, using the decision maker as the analysis unit assumes that we are able to 
represent the individual’s decision-making process. This process is likely to be a function 
of individual attitudes (as a representative of his company) as well as of characteristics of 
the transportation system (Simin et al., 1996). It is necessary to ensure that the criteria are 
consistently interpreted by the decision makers (Norojono & Young, 2003). The 
hierarchical structure helps to define the criteria and highlights inconsistencies. It enables 
the respondents to concentrate on the judgement of only a few variables since the 
hierarchy separates the criteria from one another. They do not have to evaluate the criteria 
simultaneously in a situation in which they have to weigh the pros and cons. Thus the 
AHP method provides the surveyor a more plausible data collection process (Zahedi, 
1986). 
 
However the AHP’s advantage of being easier to conduct than ranking or rating is also 
provided by the Fuzzy Decision Analysis (FDA). Indeed, in this method, the rating of 
factors is usually considered easier than the pair-wise comparison, especially because it 
uses common words to define the respondents’ feeling. The disadvantage of FDA is that 
inconsistencies are not detected (Ghotb & Warren 1995).  
 
Finally, a major drawback of the AHP is the volume of data to be treated, especially if the 
size of the problem is very large since the number of comparisons is quadratically related 
to the number of elements to be compared (Triantaphyllou, 1999). The high number of 
comparisons can be a source of inconsistencies for the decision maker. Then the AHP 
should be used for medium size decision problem application. As regards our case study, 
the number of criteria is very reasonable, so this disadvantage of the method does not 
influence our choice to use it. 
 
To summarize, the AHP provides the decision maker and the analyst with clear and simple 
comparisons. It uses the human capacity of judgement for these comparisons and thus 
allows quantitative and qualitative factors to be considered; this is not the case in many 
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other methods. It is also simpler than ranking or rating descriptions of situations involving 
several factors and thus allows more rationality in the final choice. Furthermore the 
sensitivity analysis it provides permits the analyst to determine the threshold of factors’ 
influence and to give hints of what could be done if the decision maker were not to choose 




In summary, the literature covers our subject in many ways, but not with the focus we 
intend to give in this thesis. Reviewing the advantages and disadvantages of the other 
methods, which previous researches had identified, we found the AHP method adequate 
for the kind of analysis needed in the research. We propose an original way to give voice 
to the cargo itself through the description of its characteristics. The hierarchical structure 
used permits us to include the cargo as an element of the decision making process. The 
kind of results we obtain will confirm some trends already underlined by the mode choice 
factors studies, and will offer new insights since new factors are introduced in the 
analysis. The study of the mode choice criteria will enlighten the relationship between the 
actors of the transport chain. This leads us to study a market, the electronics market 
between Singapore and Malaysia, which is demanding of such type of studies. The thesis 
also contributes to increased understanding of the decision structure underlying logistics 
choices for the electronics trade between Singapore and Malaysia. The following chapter 
presents a detailed description of the electronics trade between the two countries. 
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3 Chapter III: Background on Trade 
 
This chapter provides a background on trade for our study. In order to understand what are 
the reasons to choose a mode with which to send an electronics products’ consignment 
between Singapore and Kuala Lumpur, we have first to know the composition of the trade 
in the region and especially between the two countries. Then we clarify the place of the 
electronics products market in this trade and what the flows specifically for this industry 
between Malaysia and Singapore are, through an analysis of Singapore trade statistics. 
With this picture we will be able to know the needs of the electronics industry as regards 
transport between the two countries, needs, which were identified and confirmed through 
a survey of electronics manufacturers. 
 
3.1. Trade Context 
 
Trading between countries means using freight transportation networks. That is why it is 
important in a first approach to have an overview of the trade’s patterns in the region to be 
able to understand the transport industry developments, which are no more than responses 
to the industry’s demands. 
 
The electronics products trade between Singapore and Malaysia inscribes itself in the 
dynamic of the Intra-ASEAN trade. Indeed it is one of the priority sectors listed in the 
ASEAN Framework Agreement for the Integration of Priority Sectors1 where to enhance 
liberalization (October 2003). The Agreement also provides a simplification of the 
customs procedures by December 2005 and the elimination of import duties on priority 
sectors’ products for ASEAN-6 by 2007. This is to create the ASEAN Free Trade Area 
(AFTA). The process is well advanced yet as member countries have already lowered a lot 
their intra-regional tariffs through the Common Effective Preferential Tariff (CEPT) 
scheme. 
                                                 
1 ASEAN, http://www.aseansec.org/16656.htm, priority sectors: agro-based products, air travel, 
automotives, e-ASEAN, electronics, fisheries, healthcare, rubber-based products, textiles and apparels, 
tourism and wood-based products. 
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Thanks to these measures and other bilateral agreements, the intra-ASEAN trade keeps 
increasing (see fig 3.1. and 3.2.) except for the slow-down imposed by the crisis of 1997, 
now recovered: by 2002 the intra-ASEAN export share had returned to 24% of total 











































Source: ASEAN, 2005. 











































Source: ASEAN, 2005. 
Fig.  3.2. Growth of Intra-ASEAN Imports 
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This increase is directly related to the trade between Singapore and Malaysia, who are the 
economic leaders of the region, closely followed by Thailand (see fig. 3.3.).   
 
Indeed the dominance of trade between Singapore and Malaysia is noticeable: from 
Malaysia to Singapore 16.05% of the total intra-ASEAN trade, and from Singapore to 
Malaysia 22.73%. The same observation remains true when limiting ourselves only to 




























                                                 
1 http://www.aseansec.org/12021.htm 





































































     Source: ASEAN 2005. 
 
Fig.  3.4. Geographical Structure of Intra-ASEAN General Cargo Trade 
 
 
However it is to a large extent a type of cargo transported by land in non-containerized 
form. We are interested only in containerisable cargo. Huge volumes of containerized 
cargo are moved in ASEAN – mainly because of Singapore which acts as a hub and re-
exports1 constitute 90% of the total exports – but only a small proportion of it accounts for 
Intra-ASEAN trade. However it has grown more rapidly than the total container trade 
volumes. And this is true also for the Singapore – Malaysia exchanges. Indeed the 
meridian configuration of the Malaysian peninsula creates North-South flows in a space 
integrated and centred on Singapore. Then the real trade of Singapore and Malaysia is 
masked by the redistribution through Singapore of Malaysia’s imports and exports. 
                                                 
1 Re-export: export without further processing or transformation of a good that has been imported (source: 
en.wikipedia.com) 
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The neighbouring countries perceive differently this key position of Singapore. For East 
Sumatra Cost and South Thailand, Singapore is a means to be linked to the main 
international trade roads. But for the Malaysian government, this dependence is politically 
unbearable and has influenced its port infrastructure modernization policy. For example, 
the development of PTP (Port of Tanjung Pelapas) and Port Klang caused the proportion 
of Malaysian cargo handled in Singapore to decrease from 90% to 20-30%. 
 
With the UNESCAP programs to improve the connectivity of the region (Asian highway, 
Asian railway programs), Malaysia’s role is increasing in the intra-regional trade. Indeed 
Malaysia has the advantage of a huge hinterland: a large part of Southeast Asia; whereas 
Singapore remains at the lead to connect the region with other parts of the world. 
Nevertheless despite their rivalry, logically, as major players in intra-ASEAN trade, the 
two countries are the main trading partner for each other (see fig. 3.5. and 3.6.). 
 
 

















Source: Economic Planning Unit, Prime Minister of Malaysia Department
1
 
Fig.  3.5. Malaysia Exports by Destination in 2004 
 
 
                                                 
1 www.epu.jpm.my 
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Source: Economic Planning Unit, Prime Minister of Malaysia Department 
Fig.  3.6. Malaysia Imports by Origin in 2004 
 
The main trading area between Singapore and Malaysia is the group of commodity 











































































































Source: IE Singapore Trade Statistics. 
Fig.  3.7. Main area of Trade between Singapore and Malaysia, 2004 
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The importance of the electronics products’ trade between the two countries is obvious 
when looking at the top 150 products traded between the two countries. With a detail of 3 
digits in the SITC code, all the electronics and electronics related products (see appendix 
A for detail of the products list) are included in the 150 top products traded in Malaysia, 
with the exception of the electrical medical apparatus ranked over 150 in the domestic 
exports (see Table 3.1.). In addition the electronics products are on top of the list as seven 
out of ten products of the top-ten are electronics products. 
 
Table 3.1. Ranking of Selected Electronics Products 
 
  Rank 
Prd Code Product Description Imports Tot. Exports Dom. Exports Re-Exports 
*776 Electronics Valves 1 1 2 1 
*759 
Parts For Office & Dp 
Machines 2 3 3 3 
*764 
Telecommunications 
Equipment 3 4 5 2 
*752 Data Processing Machines 5 7 6 6 
*772 Electrical Circuit Apparatus 6 5 4 4 
*778 Electrical Machinery Nes 8 6 8 5 
*761 Television Receivers 9 87 103 67 
*874 Measuring Instruments 10 12 16 14 
*762 Radio-broadcast Receivers 15 91 77 85 
*763 Video & Sound Recorders Etc 18 104 106 86 
*771 Electrical Power Machinery 23 10 26 8 
*881 Photographic Apparatus 26 72 86 52 
*774 Electrical Medical Apparatus 74 134 NA 118 
*751 Office Machines 109 125 115 114 
Source: IE Singapore trade statistics 
 
Thus the tremendous importance of the electronics products trade between the two 
countries is established. It impacts directly on the volumes transported and then on the 
relevance of the choice of these products for our modal choice analysis. The following 
focuses now on the electronics products’ trade itself whose shape comes from the industry 
organization in and between the two countries. The understanding of the trade 
mechanisms will explain the type of transport needs between the two locations.
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3.2. The Electronics Industry and Trade in Malaysia and Singapore 
 
The electronics industry is well developed in both countries. In Singapore, the sector 2003 
production represented SDG 62.2 billion or 40% of the total manufactured production; 
and in Malaysia in 2004 it represented 8% of the PIB with SDG 70.7 billion. As 
mentioned earlier for both countries electronics products is a major export commodity: 
96.5% of Singapore 2003 production is destined to exportation, it represents 53% of non 
oil exports of the country; 50% of Malaysia 2004 total exports were electrical and 
electronics exports.  
 
This level of exportation can be explained by the strong foreign ownership of companies 
in both countries (Chia 1997). Indeed in Singapore the flexibility of the legislation 
facilitated the arrival of foreign firms whereas in Malaysia, where the market is closed 
because of a strong regulation on the Bumiputera participation in companies, the 
electronics industry found a bias by settling in the Free Trade Zones (FTZs) where the 
legislation was much more open and allowed 100% foreign equity through the Free Trade 
Zone Act (1971). Today seven of the eleven Malaysia FTZs are dedicated to electronics. 
 
However each country has developed the sector differently. The Singaporean electronics 
industry started in the seventies with consumer electronics products and assembly of semi-
conductors. Then in the eighties it turned towards the production of hard drive readers in 
order to attract investments, and since the beginning nineties, developed semi-conductors 
and other high value added components factories. The development of the Singaporean 
electronics sector was forced through strong government incentives (administrative, legal 
and tax related) to facilitate the implantation of new companies.  The Singapore 
government soon moved the space consuming activities out of its territory to instead 
attract the companies’ regional headquarters and the assembly task was relocated to 
Malaysia, Thailand or Philippines. 
 
The Malaysian electronics sector for its part started also in the seventies (with 4 
companies in 1970) with consumer electronics products; a second wave of implantation 
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took place in the nineties. Malaysia was in 2005 the fifth worldwide exporter of semi-
conductors after Singapore, Taiwan, Hong-Kong and China. Malaysia with a tradition of 
OEM manufacturer, used to be specialized in packaging and assembling of electronics 
parts and components. But it has begun to broaden its production to higher value-added 
items. 
 
Thus, when looking at the exchange between the two countries, we should observe that 
Singapore still supplies the high value-added components, which are then assembled in 
Malaysia (and in Philippines or in Thailand), imported again in Singapore to be finally re-
exported towards Europe, the US or Japan. Looking at the trade figures we indeed observe 
that the products for which the imports overcome the exports from/to Malaysia are 
finished products for the industry or the consumer: data processing machines (disk drives, 
computers etc.), telecommunication equipment, TV, radios, and video & sound recorders. 
Whereas the products for which the exports overcome the imports to/from Malaysia are 
mainly passive components: electrical power machinery (transformers), electrical circuit 
apparatus (printed circuits, resistors etc.) and electrical machines not elsewhere specified 
(batteries, accumulators, accelerators, capacitators etc.).   
 
Only the electronics valves group (valves, diodes, transistors, picture tubes, micro 
assemblies etc.) is not very well demarcated. As part of the electronics components 
category it should display more exports towards Malaysia than imports from Malaysia, 
which is not the case. It proves that the previous statements must be mitigated: there are 
on both sides of the frontier all the levels of the manufacturing system; the specialization 
is not complete and absolute. Indeed it exists in Singapore a whole range of local 
companies to supply the higher value added manufacturers with basic parts and 
components in addition of their Malaysia import sources and vice versa. 
 

































































































































































Source: IE Singapore trade statistics 
Fig.  3.8. Singapore – Malaysia Electronics Trade, 2004 
 
 
Table 3.2. Singapore – Malaysia Electronics Trade, 2004 (SDG) 
 
Products Imports Domestic Exports Re-Exports Total Exports 
Office Machines 29 150 950 4 698 425 20 473 264 25 171 689 
Data Processing Machines 1 711 324 495 471 913 078 625 145 404 1 097 058 482 
Parts For Office & Dp 
Machines 4 561 682 004 1 039 549 774 1 618 388 829 2 657 938 603 
Television Receivers 558 199 141 6 268 558 47 850 757 54 119 315 
Radio-broadcast Receivers 339 124 394 14 310 014 34 971 687 49 281 701 
Video & Sound Recorders Etc 284 424 455 6 160 360 34 207 900 40 368 260 
Telecommunications 
Equipment 3 160 165 488 573 999 975 1 865 798 420 2 439 798 395 
Electrical Power Machinery 234 651 521 95 405 672 469 603 287 565 008 959 
Electrical Circuit Apparatus 1 129 105 244 608 645 324 1 402 384 934 2 011 030 258 
Electrical Medical Apparatus 59 578 723 916 671 19 535 857 20 452 528 
Electronic Valves 14 713 265 432 3 289 360 754 11 265 217 706 14 554 578 460 
Electrical Machinery Nes 628 957 596 390 765 967 1 118 420 435 1 509 186 402 
Measuring Instruments 510 431 306 195 244 705 254 764 403 450 009 108 
Photographic Apparatus 217 139 473 10 910 776 71 182 633 82 093 409 
TOTAL 28 137 200 222 6 708 150 053 18 847 945 516 25 556 095 569 
Source IE Singapore trade statistics 
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However the shape of the trade between Singapore and Malaysia is much better described 
by looking at the share for each product of the Malaysia trade in the World trade with 
Singapore (see fig. 3.9.). 
 
As regards the imports, the biggest shares correspond to finished consumer products: 
television receivers, radio-broadcast receivers and video & sound recorders. It means that 
it is Malaysia which is the main supplier for Singapore as regards these products (more 
than 50% of the radio receivers that Singapore imports are imported from Malaysia). 
 
For the domestic exports, Singapore sends mainly to Malaysia the following categories: 
electrical power machinery, electrical circuit apparatus and electrical machinery not 
elsewhere specified. It means that Malaysia is the main customer of Singapore electronics 































































































































































































Source: IE Singapore Trade Statistics 
Fig.  3.9. Share of the Singapore Electronics Trade with Malaysia 
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The former three categories have also the biggest shares in re-exports, which means 
Malaysia supplies itself for this type of products also a lot from elsewhere in the world 
and that these goods transit in Singapore.  
 
In addition the shares of exports’ value are lower than the re-exports’ shares. It implies 
that Malaysia is a more important destination of re-exports than it is one of total exports 
compared to the rest of the world. This shows the gateway function of Singapore as an 
entry access to Malaysia.  Therefore the trade and thus the distribution of the industry is 
imbalanced between Singapore and Malaysia. Singapore designs, develops, and 
manufactures only the new or high value-added or high precision products and leaves the 
more basic manufacturing processes to its neighbor.  
 
This distribution is due to the fact that Singapore electronics industry is dominated by 
multinational companies which take advantage of each location according to its 
specificities (Chia 1997). The companies have their regional headquarters in Singapore 
and manage the plants in Malaysia to realize savings on the wages when they do not hire 
Malaysian workers for their Singapore factories. 
 
It is interesting for our study to point out that trade volumes between Singapore and 
Malaysia as regards the electronics products are for a large part intra-firm purchases. The 
regional headquarters in Singapore buy downstream products from their subsidiaries or 
factories in Malaysia, to produce high value-added finished products in Singapore or sell 
high value-added parts to their factories or subsidiaries for assembly in Malaysia; they can 
eventually re-buy the finished products to re-export it from Singapore. The strategy of 
multinational companies is often to realize the final assembly at the export destination site 
where the manpower is sufficiently cheaper to gain on the transport cost. Then the 
Singapore firms’ finished products destined to Malaysia appear less in the trade statistics 
as they are finalized in Malaysia itself.  
 
From these conclusions we have drawn a simplified picture of the exchange between the 
two countries which is that the main flows from Singapore to Malaysia are electronics 
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components and the main flows from Malaysia to Singapore are industrial and consumer 
electronics goods. The electronics industry’s production chain is thus spread over the 
frontier and requires highly effective transport services to achieve high production 
performances. These assumptions have been confirmed through a field investigation 
presented in the following section. 
 
3.3. The Electronics Manufacturers – Shippers’ Demand 
 
This section aims at confirming the points made in the previous one as regards the 
electronics manufacturers’ transport needs. To achieve this, we conducted a survey 
through Singaporean electronics manufacturers, whose first part enabled to identify more 
closely the shape of the industry in these specific areas. 
 
The survey was conducted among 231 electronics manufacturers, whose list of contact 
was obtained through Sg-eletronics.com database1. We targeted only manufacturers and 
not the rest of the supporting industry. The list of companies contacted is in Appendix B. 
This was a telephonic survey which involved a basic structured set of questions which 
were modified and adapted in line with the answers of earlier questions. The respondents 
were usually managers in charge of shipping, and/or logistics, and/or import/export. The 
questionnaire form used during the phone investigation and sent or faxed to the companies 
requesting  it is in Appendix C. 
 
The rate of companies accepting to answer was very high: 70%, it says 162 companies. 
22% of the companies contacted refused to answer with a very small proportion of 
companies, which could not be reached at all. But otherwise, either the person in charge 
refused directly to answer, either the person could not be reached as the intermediaries 
refused to transfer the call. Finally 8% of the companies contacted did not correspond to 
the profile we looked for: company closed, company closing, or not manufacturer. 
 
                                                 
1 http://www.sg-electronics.com 
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The findings of the survey confirm that the electronics trade between Malaysia and 
Singapore concerns the manufacturers: 73% of the 162 respondents trade with Malaysia 
and 45% trade more specifically with Kuala Lumpur close region, which means 62% of 
the manufacturers trading with Malaysia trade with Kuala Lumpur (see Figure 3.10.).  
 
73% of the 
respondents trade with 
Malaysia
62% of them trade with 
Kuala Lumpur among 
others
38% of them don't 
trade with Kuala 
Lumpur
 
Source: Survey by the author 
Fig.  3.10. Respondents’ Destinations of Trade 
 
 
The 38% remaining omit the capital and target either Penang or Johor Bahru or both, 
where some Free Commercial Zones have benefited the electronics industry development 
too. The manufacturers trading with Kuala Lumpur traded also for most of them with 
Penang, Johor Bahru or both. It confirmed also that the electronics industry is strongly 
supported by the freight forwarding one as 89% of the respondents use the services of a 
freight forwarder, and for 51% of them it is also their logistics service provider. 
 
We asked the manufacturers trading with Malaysia the nature of the exchange they were 
engaged in: if they were trading with their own entity (warehouse, factory) or if they were 
selling and buying products to customers and suppliers independent from themselves (see 
fig. 3.11.). We understood that for 40% of them the exchanges were internal and at 72% 
were external (the sum is not 100% as some companies do both). Focusing on the 
manufacturers trading with Kuala Lumpur these shares become 32% for the internal and 
81% for the external. These data confirm that the production chain is well spread over the 
frontier, although slightly less when focusing on Kuala Lumpur region than for the entire 
country. This can be explained easily by the fact that many of the companies, which do 
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not trade with Kuala Lumpur, limit themselves to Johor Bahru where the proportion of 
internal exchanges is far higher since the geographical proximity entails the setting up of 
factories, whose management and distributors remain in Singapore. 
 
73% of the 
respondents trade with 
Malaysia
72% of them do 
inter-company 
trade




32% of them do
 intra-company 
trade
81% of them do 
inter-company 
trade
45% of the respondents 
trade with KL
 
Source: Survey by the author 
Fig.  3.11. Respondents’ Type of Trade 
 
 
This distribution of the industry should impact on the flows of products between the two 
countries. That is why we further asked what type of product was sent or received: 
finished product, spare parts or raw material. Firstly we have to say that some firms do not 
export, other do not import. Then we noted a greater number of exporting firms (80%) 
compared to importing ones (60%). This is due to the shape of the production chain: many 
companies based in Singapore are a subsidiary of a bigger group from which they receive 
their supply. Indeed, when asked, most of the respondents which did not import from 
Malaysia said they imported from elsewhere and mainly from their mother company. It 
shows also that Malaysia is a real market for Singapore. Afterwards the type of product 
made clearly a difference: finished products are exported at 70.5% and imported at 54%, 
spare parts represent 34% of exports and 39% of imports, and raw materials represent 15% 
of export and 24% of import. 
 
Finished products occupy the first place since they are sold directly to both Malaysian – in 
a greater proportion – and Singaporean customer (which for some products are other 
manufacturers). Volumes of spare parts are notably less important in so far as it concerns 
more intra-company trade, one factory exchanging with the other parts needed to finalize 
the assembly. There is no prevalence of the export over the import as one could think first 
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despite the common thought that all the assembly is done in Malaysia for Singaporean 
manufacturer. On the contrary, as Singapore keeps the high precision activities, they also 
need parts to supply their lines. Finally we note that Singapore finds in Malaysia a fairly 
important supply of raw material for its activities, although it sends also a lot. 
 
To make these findings more representative, we split the respondents in three categories: 
electronics components (48%), industrial electronics (29%) and consumer electronics 
(13%). And we looked at the same division of the trade into each category. We then found 
that the share of import/export were similar for consumer electronics (77% export, 46% 
import) and electronics components (72% export, 44% import) but differed from the ones 
of industrial electronics for which import and export are almost comparable: 50% export, 
57% import (see fig 3.12.).  
 
Thus by looking more in detail we notice that the imports exceed the exports for the 
industrial electronics, the explanation comes if we look at the type of products in each 
manufacturer category. Indeed for the industrial electronics, the share of finished products 
is less important in exports than for the other categories of manufacturers, which shows 
the Singaporean manufacturer target less Malaysia as one of their selling market than the 


















































Source: Industry survey by author 
Fig.  3.12. Share of Electronics Manufacturers Exporting/Importing to/from 
Malaysia 
 
























































Source: Industry survey by author 
 




We observe that the finished products are the main trade item for all manufacturers’ 
categories but that it is less marked for industrial electronics manufacturers, who exchange 
more evenly each type of product. Parts are more imported for electronics components and 
industrial electronics than exported, which is the contrary for consumer goods. It proves 
that assembly of consumer electronics products are more done in Malaysia than in 
Singapore.  
 
We understand then that the trade between the two places we choose (Singapore and 
Kuala Lumpur) is dominated by the exchange of finished products, but that the share of 
intra-company exchange is not negligible and gives rise to an important trade of spare 
parts too. All these products can be transported in small parcel, which are containerisable. 
The manufacturers mostly outsource the transport activity to freight forwarders, who take 
care of hiring the carriers. 
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The manufacturers sending/receiving products to/from Kuala Lumpur use air transport at 
60%, sea transport at 25.5% and road transport at 76.5% and none uses the rail mode (the 
sum is greater than 100% as one company can use various modes). Among these 
manufacturers 49% use only one mode: 11% use only air, 2% only sea and 36% only road 
(see fig. 3.14.). Thus after the “only road” option, the second place is to the “road and air” 
users who are 25.5%, followed by the ones who use the three modes with 15%. Some 
manufacturers chose sea and air transport services (8.5%), fewer split between road and 
sea (2%). The reasons to choose one mode rather than another are the core topic of the 
following analysis and vary between transport cost, transit time, reliability, risk, 











sea, air and road
15%
 
Source: survey by the author 




The transportation industry developed itself in response to this need of cross-border 
freight transportation of the manufacturing sector. The following chapter intends to show 
how the freight forwarding industry developed itself to address these needs of the 
electronics industry in Singapore and what transport services are available to the 
electronics industry in the region, which will explain for instance why no manufacturer 
uses the rail option. 
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4 Chapter IV: The Regional Transport and Logistics 
Industry 
 
In the previous chapter the electronics industry production framework underlined a need 
for cross border transport services between Singapore and Malaysia. The freight 
forwarding industry of both countries helps to provide these services. As the purpose of 
our study is to understand the decision making process and underlying reasons to select a 
transport mode, we need to take into account the quality of the freight forwarders’ answers 
to the electronics industry need. We thus propose an overview of the freight forwarder and 
carrier services available for the shippers in this specific geographical area. A field study 
was conducted through interviews in order to acquire the knowledge presented here. The 
list of persons contacted is in appendix B. 
 
4.1. The Freight Forwarders 
 
The rapid growth in trade of East Asia has created challenges for the logistics and 
transport industry. Indeed East Asian countries experience poor transport infrastructure 
and costly bureaucratic procedures, which leads to high logistics and transport costs. 
However not all the Asian countries are on the same level as regards the transport and 
logistics services’ developments. A study of Carruthers et al. (2002) proposes measures of 
transport revenue in respect to the global economic development. The graph below shows 
a measure of their accessibility to world market (transport cost from the country to the 
Hamburg port) in respect to their openness (political barriers). We can then distinguish 
between Singapore, Malaysia and the rest of Southeast Asia with Thailand in first position 
for these latter. This graph shows that the two criteria influence each other: less political 
barriers enables improvements in transport, weak transport network does not allow high 
trade growth.  
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Source: Carruthers et al. 2002. 
Fig.  4.1. Potential Contribution of Transport to Economic Growth in East Asia 
 
 
Singapore is top ranked as regards logistics and transport services, as for prices than for 
quality and the network linkage available. Malaysia is a little above of the medium ranked 
cluster whose main challenge is to develop the freight forwarding industry as fewer 
stakeholders provide the service of supervising the whole logistic chain.  Indeed in both 
Malaysia and Singapore, the freight forwarding industry is well developed. And all the 
sector’s worldwide leader groups are present both in Singapore and Malaysia since the 
seventies for the earliest (see Table 4.1.).  













DHL Danzas1 US 1969 1973 1970 
Exel2 (now merged with 
DHL) 
UK  1968 1970 
EGL3 US 1984 1999 1998 
BAX Global4 (now 
merged with Schenker) 
US 1972 1990 1980 
Schenker Logistics5 Austria 1872 1980 1970 
Panalpina Switzerland 1935 1991 1977 
Kuehne-Nagel6 Germany 1890 1973 1970 
Fedex US 1913 1985 1984 
UPS7 US 1907 1988 1988 
TNT Australia 1946 1980 1970 
Source: Compilation from websites and industry sources. 
Table 4.1. Key Years in the Operation of the Leading Logistics Companies 
 
These companies, as major players on the market, have a large panel of services to 
provide. They own their own fleet of trucks, for some of them aircrafts too. The volumes 
involved enable them to have long term agreements with partner carriers. The large 
number of customers allows many opportunities for direct consolidation and have a 
greater proportion of volumes carried in-house (operate as NVOCCs themselves). They 
can offer shippers certain advantages as aggressive pricing (optimize the loading of their 
containers) and flexible schedules (large choice of partner carriers). They all propose a 
complete range of services in air freight, ocean freight and trucking connecting the major 
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gateways such as KLIA (Kuala Lumpur International Airport), Port Klang, Port Tanjung 
Pelepas, Port of Singapore, Penang and Changi Airports to customers in Malaysia and 
Singapore. The rail option is significant in other parts of the world but not in Asia. 
 
These major players are often selected by the electronics manufacturers (shippers) as their 
3PLs or freight forwarders because they can be worldwide partners. Indeed their extensive 
network enables them to remain the privileged subcontractor of the electronics firms 
almost anywhere in the world, the contract linking the two parties becoming then more 
advantageous for both of them.  However, the use of smaller and more locally oriented 
transport services provider is largely widespread, all the more that the market is well 
grown and offers to the customers a large choice. 
 
In Singapore the freight forwarding industry took off in the early seventies and today the 
logistics services are a core competency in Singapore economy: there are more than 6,000 
logistics companies in Singapore (Sum & Teo, 1999). The government, understanding the 
sector’s strategic importance, has set up policies to match the requirements of highly 
demanding clients to promote Singapore as a logistics hub. In the eighties, the Singapore 
government through the Economic Development Board and the Trade Development Board 
(now named International Enterprise) created distriparks and Free Trade Zones (FTZ) on 
the island to facilitate transhipment activities. Cargo can be stored without custom duties 
until it leaves the FTZs.  A tax is charged only if it is for import inside Singapore. These 
facilities permit the huge flow of re-export previously mentioned to reach Malaysia from 
Singapore without duty payment. Currently Singapore has seven Free Trade Zones to 
accommodate the distriparks; only one is dedicated to air cargo (see Table 4.2.). 
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Keppel Terminal PSA Keppel Distripark, 1994 (within 
FTZ) 
PSA1 
Tanjong Pagar Terminal PSA Tanjong Pagar Distripark, 1997 
(outside FTZ) 
Mapletree2 
Brani Terminal PSA   
Sembawang Wharves PSA   
Pasir Panjang Wharves 
and Terminal 
PSA Pasir Panjang Distripark and 
Alexandra Distripark, 1997 
(outside FTZ) 
Mapletree 
Jurong Port FTZ Jurong Port3 Jurong Logistics Hub, 2000 
(outside FTZ) 
Jurong Port 
Changi Airport FTZ CAAS4 Changi Airfreight Center, 1985 
(within FTZ) 
Airport Logistics Park, 2003 
(within FTZ) 
CAAS 
Source: compilation from websites and industry sources 
 
The Singapore Freight Forwarders Association (now renamed Singapore Logistics 
Association: SLA) was founded in 1973. In order to have a profile of the industry in 
Singapore a study through the SLA companies’ websites was conducted in order to gather 
the relevant data.  The SLA directory has 334 members (as per April 2006), out of these 
233 companies provide freight forwarding services either as their core business or as a 
secondary activity. From these freight forwarders only 64% had valuable information on 
the internet (either because they do not have any website or because there wasn’t the 
information on it). The following analysis is done on these 64% of freight forwarders. 
 
Many of the SLA members are Singaporean companies. However this is not the majority: 
49% only are Singaporean companies, the remaining 51 % are representative agencies or 
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subsidiaries of foreign groups. Among the latter group, Japanese, Chinese (Taiwan and 
Hong-Kong included) and German companies prevail (See fig 4.2.). The Singaporean 
freight forwarders started their companies in the seventies as previously said, and took 
advantage of the government incentives in the eighties. Figure 4.3 shows the percentage 
per five year period of companies founded in Singapore. The foreign groups established 













































Source: Compilation of websites 









































































Source: Compilation from websites 
Fig.  4.3. Singaporean SLA Members’ Years of Foundation 
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The study also shows that only half of the freight forwarders have offices or subsidiaries 
in Kuala Lumpur. This underlines the fact that most of the freight forwarders in Singapore 
have worldwide strategy and are concerned with moving freight on long haul rather than 
on short haul with their neighbours. Therefore the Singapore electronics manufacturers 
can rely on a sound freight forwarding industry to carry their goods to Malaysia. The 
panel of enterprises is large and can handle all types of demand from the shippers. As 
previously said a worldwide extended electronics company might prefer to deal with a 
worldwide renowned forwarder to negotiate better terms of contracts. However as we 
focus on a very specific and geographically limited type of transport service, the local and 
smaller forwarders can compete and provide the same quality of service. 
 
As regards the mode choice we already saw that sea, road and air are proposed with fairly 
comparable easiness to shippers: 100% of the freight forwarders provide sea freight 
forwarding services (60% as NVOCC) and 81% air freight, whereas road haulage is 
ensured at 53% by the freight forwarder himself. However the rail alternative does not 
seem available; this will be further explained in the next section. We found also that 38% 
of the forwarders subcontract consolidation, which can be a hindrance to LCL shipments 
as any additional intermediary in the transport chain means more handling, more risk, and 
additional fees.  
 
Finally the freight transport efficiency between Malaysia and Singapore relies also on the 
Malaysian freight forwarding services. Although the freight forwarding industry of 
Malaysia is younger than in Singapore, developed in the eighties, the Malaysian 
companies cannot afford to be the weakest link of the journey to maintain their position in 
the fierce competition context that exists between the two countries. Indeed there is more 
competition between the two countries than coordination to provide a seamless transport 
chain. Shippers (the manufacturers) would actually prefer that the agencies in both 
countries work together to improve connectivity but this has not been achieved because of 
competition.  This is why companies have to set up subsidiaries in both countries to rely 
on secure partner – relationships. 
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The freight forwarding industry is quite regulated in Malaysia through Customs Act 1967: 
a license must be obtained from the Royal Customs Department to establish a Freight 
Forwarding Company and to provide services as customs clearance (see Table 4.3.). 
However the number of licenses is not limited. In addition the equity ownership, the board 
of directors and the employees of the company must be at least 51% from Bumiputera 
participation. 
 
Table 4.3. Malaysian Freight Forwarders and Shipping Agent Licenses Conditions 
 
 




These measures limit the establishment of Singapore subsidiaries and oblige to more 
partnership agreements with the Malaysian freight forwarders. They are gathered under 
the Federation of Malaysia Freight Forwarders2 (1987), which musters several 
associations: Penang Freight Forwarders Association (PFFA), Selangor Freight 
Forwarders and Logistics Association (SFFLA), Johor Freight Forwarders Association 
(JOFFA) and Airfreight Forwarders Association of Malaysia (AFAM) (resigned in 
December 1990). 
 
To summarize, the electronics manufacturers needing to send products between the two 
countries have a whole range of available service providers to cater for their needs. The 
freight forwarding industry is quite mature in both countries and can offer transport 
solution in three transport modes: sea, air and road. To do so, the freight forwarders 
subcontract the transport in itself to carriers. The following section provides an overview 
of the transport industry for each mode. 
                                                 
1 www.mida.gov.my 
2 www.fmff.net/home/index.php 
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4.2. The Carriers 
 
In this section, we intend to give the background of the different transport services in 
order to provide an understanding of the context in which the mode choice decision is 
made for shipments between Singapore and Malaysia. 
 
4.2.1. Road Haulage Services 
 
In Malaysia the container haulage industry is regulated by the Road Transport Act (1987) 
for safety and technical matters; and the Commercial Vehicle Licensing Board Act (1987) 
for license and management. The number of licenses is limited. In 1971 there was only 
one operator (Kontena Nasional Berhad) (Tengku, 2003); in 1991 this increased to five, 
forming the Container Hauliers Association of Malaysia (CHAM): 
- Diperdana Kontena (previous Shapadu Kontena), 1981 
- Konsortium Logistic Berhad (previous Konsortium Perkapalan), 1983 
- MISC Haulage Sdn Bhd, 1991 
- Multimodal Freight Sdn Bhd, 1991 
 
In 1997, the government granted seven additional licenses. But it was not enough to cope 
with the increasing traffic at the ports. Liberalization thus continued with permits 
extended to 55 operators in 2001, and to around 100 in 2005. 
 
The five members of the CHAM are companies which the government has control: 
- Kontena Nasional Berhad: owned by the investment department of the 
Government 
- MISC Haulage Sdn Bhd: indirectly owned by Petronas (Petroliam Nasional 
Berhad) 
- MISC mother company and Multimodal Freight Sdn Bhd: subsidiary of KTMB 
(government owned company). 
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The other road hauliers are completely private companies and have been gathering in 
associations too: Association of Malaysian Hauliers (AMH, 30 companies), Federation of 
Malaysian Hauliers (FMH, 60 companies). The lorry owners are gathered in the Pan 
Malaysian Lorry Owners Association (PMLOA, 1987, 10,000 members). 
 
The Commercial Vehicle Licensing Board controls also the number of vehicles by issuing 
ratio, as one prime mover for seven trailers, to ensure a level of performance of the 
hauliers. The operation system set up in Malaysia is a drop-trailer method: the container is 
left on its trailer to be stuffed or unstuffed and a traction unit picks it up for delivery. This 
creates a shortage of trailer units as they are immobilised in manufacturers’ warehouses 
and terminals, etc. Currently 70% of the transport operators own less than 15 lorries 
(Tengku, 2003) 
 
The tariffs also are subject to regulation. The rates are limited as stipulated in the Road 
Traffic Ordinance (1958): for general cargo the ceiling is 25 sen1 per tonne per 1.6 km 
(with a minimum of RM 174.00 for the first 32km). Road hauliers were contesting this 
ceiling in view of the fuel price hike and in July 2005 they obtained the right to adjust 
their price by a factor of 5%. In addition they have to pay a road tax of 6,865 ringgit per 
year for a general cargo lorry of maximum 36 tonnes, or 1,200 ringgit per year for a 
container truck.  The consequence of this highly regulated system is that Singapore road 
hauliers, who want to operate in Malaysia, have to set up branch offices in Malaysia in 
order to be registered and obtain a license. 
 
The road haulage industry in Singapore is regulated through the Land Transport Authority 
(LTA). Road hauliers have to obtain a license from LTA to carry cargo on roads, and they 
have also to refer to LTA to be able to purchase their lorries. The Singapore registered 
trucks are not allowed to leave Singapore. A Singaporean company which wants to 
operate in Malaysia must either appoint a freight forwarder in Malaysia or set up a 
subsidiary in Malaysia. In order afterwards to transport goods between the two countries 
                                                 
1 1 Malaysian Ringgit = 0.27 U.S. Dollar (June 2006) 
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the Malaysian operator must apply to obtain a Goods Vehicle Permit from LTA. The 
trucks are allowed to stay 5 days in Singapore.  There is no special visa requirement for 
the drivers who just have to have a passport that is valid for at least 6 months. 
 
The level of traffic by road between the two countries is high. It has always been so 
traditionally as Singapore was and still is, although to a lesser extent, a gateway to access 
Malaysia from other parts of the world. As a result goods arrive by sea or air and are 
distributed to Malaysia by trucks (cf. the high level of re-export previously mentioned). 
However, as part of its policy to develop its ports since 1995, the Malaysian government 
set up new trucks’ charges to limit the shipment of cargo through Singapore port: double 
charges on loaded trucks leaving Malaysia for Singapore, and a new levy of US$39.50 on 
trucks entering Malaysia (ASEAN 2005). Thus the road haulage industry, in spite of a 
high service level, suffers from the rivalry between the two countries and the regulation 
that limits the seamlessness of the service. 
 
4.2.2. Rail Transport Services 
 
The rail service is provided only by the Malaysian rail operator, KTM Berhad1 (KTMB). 
Indeed the Singapore Railway was transferred to the Malaysia Government through the 
Singapore Railway Transfer Ordinance of 1918 (revised in 1985) for the sum of a bit more 
of S$4 million. The Railways Act (1991) regulates the railway activity for Malaysia 
except Sabah state. KTMB was corporatised in 1992 but is still wholly-owned by the 
Malaysia government. A private consortium took over the management in 1997. 
 
The Malaysian government as part of its ports development policy encouraged since a few 
years (3-4 years) the rail freight development and especially the container haulage by rail. 
This is a success as the annual container traffic increased from 126,937 in 1995 to 223,718 
in 2000 and to 359,856 in 2005, whereas the total freight traffic (mainly containerized 
cargo and cement) decreased marginally from 5.25 million tonnes in 1995 to 4.98 million 
tonnes in 2000. The financial effort of the government of up to RM4.5 billion is dedicated 
                                                 
1 http://www.ktmb.com.my/ 
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to install double-track on the North – South axis (Johor Bahru – Padang Besar), which is 
part of the eighth Malaysia plan (2001-2005)1 and is not yet completed. The next step is a 
link up to China as part of the ASEAN project of the Asian Railway. 
 
This strategy enabled to reduce congestion at Port Klang through the set up of a 
landbridge. The concept is to replace the sea feeders by transshipment via rail. The trains 
directly enter Northport terminal to be loaded with containers, then transported by rail to 
Singapore or Bangkok. This is a very economical and efficient means of transport as a 
maximum of 54 TEUs of cargo can be moved per trip. The Malaysian government has 
especially promoted this system to bypass the sea leg between Singapore and Bangkok, it 
takes 60 hours (two and a half days) via rail, which is faster as compared with five to 
seven days by sea, and three to four days by road. For transshipped cargo (from/to 
Singapore or Thailand) there is no levy as the freight is in transit only, it is like staying in 
a FTZ at the port to wait for the feedering service. The main competitor is the road service 
as it may be the fastest if considered from a door-to-door perspective, but the trains do not 
experience congestion and are always on time. 
 
To complete its containerized services between ports’ terminals and inland depots KTMB 
proposes door to door container delivery in cooperation with Multimodal Freight Sdn Bhd 
(MMF) its road haulage subsidiary for Malaysia, which in addition operates a few 
container depots (in Padang Besar, Butterworth, Port Klang and Pasir Gudang), and with 
an independent road haulier for Singapore. Despite this, for our specific case of shipping 
electronics goods in small parcels, the rail option can be considered more as a “theoretical 
option” as the actual movements of such goods in this mode is, at best, very small. The 
trains leave with at least 20 wagons and the collection of isolated cargo is not the most 
cost-effective solution to schedule full trains. The service could exist in so far as it is 
possible to attach an additional wagon to a departing train but it is not common. 
 
                                                 
1 http://www.epu.jpm.my/new%20folder/development%20plan/RM8.htm 
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Until now their main business is transshipment, with daily trains between Johor Bahru and 
Port Klang, Singapore/Port Klang and Bangkok and Pasir Gudang and Singapore. And it 
represents a very imbalanced traffic: more cargo is sent from Singapore to Malaysia, 
whereas on the reverse journey it is mainly empty containers that are conveyed towards 
Singapore. But KTMB intends to increase the scope of its freight services and is targeting 
next the consolidation market. Although it is currently not widely used, the future 
prospects of rail are bright, and for this reason, it will be considered in this study alongside 
the other modal options.  The service between Singapore and Kuala Lumpur would be a 
direct train from Tanjung Pagar station in Singapore to North Port Terminal in Malaysia, 
whose frequency is around 3 to 4 trains a week. 
 
We have chosen to keep this option in the decision analysis as it could be a feasible 
alternative for the shipment of a TEU FCL only, which is very likely to compete soon 
with the other modes. However as the service presently does not exist, KTMB was not 
able to provide us the cost of the service necessary for our analysis; but we estimated it 
through their general quotes. As a consequence we propose in the next chapters two 
analysis: one with the rail option, and one without. 
 
4.2.3. Shipping Services 
 
Both governments offer a strong support to their maritime sector which they consider as a 
strategic industry, especially since the countries rely heavily on international trade. And a 
wide range of policies aim at helping to their productivity: a network of inland port relays 
Malaysia port network, distriparks have been encouraged in Singapore, free trade and 
commercial zones are set up in every port area. As a result the containerized shipping 
services available between the two countries offer a large choice to shippers as these 
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Source: Malaysia Ministry of Transport 
Fig.  4.4. Ports of Malaysia 
 
 
Peninsular Malaysia has six major ports (see fig. 4.4.), which are under the control of 
Federal Port Authorities and are privatized (Klang, Kuantan, Johor, Kemaman) or 
corporatised (Penang). Among these six ports Port Klang and Port of Tanjung Pelapas 
(PTP) are the major container shipping service centres mainly because they handle a 
substantial volume of transhipment cargo (at 55% of total cargo for Port Klang and 90% 
for PTP). As hubs they compete with Port of Singapore, which is ranked first as busiest 
port in the world with 23.2 million TEUs in 2005 (Minister of State for Finance and 
Transport, Lim Hwee Hua, 12th January 2006), whereas Port Klang and PTP throughputs 
are respectively 3.6 and 5 million TEUs. Most of the terminals in Singapore is operated by 
a corporatised entity, the Port of Singapore Authority (PSA) and is regulated by the 
Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore (MPA). A second corporatised operator 
operates the Jurong Port, a multipurpose cargo port specialised in cement, which besides 
reaches 1.4 million TEUs per year. 
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Because of this port situation, it is hard to distinguish between global and regional 
shipping services (ASEAN 2005) as the transport of cargo between the two countries can 
be done by long haul services, feedering services and regional services. Indeed, long haul 
shipping lines can call in Malaysia, then in Singapore and in the meanwhile carry cargo 
between the two countries.  It is to note that the feedering services in Malaysia from the 
Singapore hub are operated largely by Singapore-based companies according to the 
Maritime Department, Ministry of Transport of Malaysia. 
 
From the interviews, it appeared that the trade between Singapore and Port Klang is 
mostly ensured through long haul services and that the feeder and coastal vessels are more 
used between the ports of Malaysia. For instance MISC (Malaysia International Shipping 
Corporation Bhd), the Malaysian Shipping line, offers link between Singapore and Port 
Klang on 7 long haul services and 4 short haul services, the reverse from Port Klang to 
Singapore is offered on 8 long haul services and 2 short haul services. The transit time is 
always between 1 and 2 days.  Thus the sea transport mode between Singapore and Kuala 
Lumpur (via Port Klang) is provided with a large range of shipping lines that are all 
present in this part of the world thanks to first class ports. The high efficiency levels of the 
ports and the regularity of the shipping services gives an advantage to the sea alternative 
in the transport choice decision making. 
 
 
4.2.4. Air Freight Services 
 
As for the air freight services, the Singapore Government decided to foster the 
development of its air industry. In 1975, the decision was made to build a new airport at 
the Eastern tip of the island to replace the congested international airport of Paya Lebar. 
Changi Airport, which opened in 1981, is one of the busiest cargo airports in the world 
with 1,780,000 tonnes of cargo handled in 2004. The transhipment activity is encouraged 
by its status of Free Trade Zone, which enables air-to-air transhipment with the least 
documentation possible. 
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On the contrary Malaysia tended to develop national flights because of the geography of 
the country. The cargo services of the new Kuala Lumpur International Airport (KLIA) 
experienced various difficulties since the opening in 1998. The Malaysian freight 
forwarders were rebuked by the inefficiency added to high charges and shippers used to 
truck the cargo to Singapore. Since 2001, the service standards have improved and the 
transhipment charges have decreased1. 
 
The local demand for air cargo is not at a sustainable level to develop activity in the 
airports of the region, which have to turn themselves towards the transhipment business. 
Then KLIA as Singapore are competing with the Pacific Rim’s international gateways and 
must show low transhipment prices2, at the same time that they are competing between 
themselves to become or remain the regional hub. But this individualist strategy of 
developing the main airport in each country may be unsuccessful as creating more supply 
than there is demand. The issue at stake for the airports is mainly to be able to enhance 
their connections by developing the transport infrastructure around themselves.3 
 
As regards the airline freight services, most of the capacity offered on this route is from 
the two flag carriers of the respective countries: Malaysia Airlines (MAS), formed in 1971 
and Singapore Airlines (SIA), created in 1972. There is an air service agreement with 
Singapore since August 1972 so that airlines of both countries can fly in the sky of the 
other. But it is limited to these two airlines. It is one of the most restricted agreements of 
the region. However an open skies agreement should be signed before 20084. 
 
Thus again the regulatory aspect of the relation between Singapore and Malaysia appears 
to be the main obstacle to smooth transport and a growth of their services on this specific 
leg. However for this air option we will again benefit of first class infrastructure as both 
                                                 
1 Air Cargo World Online, August 2001. 
2 Air Cargo World Online, August 2001. 
3 Airport Dvelopment in Southeast Asia the case study of Malaysia and Thailand, MR Karim, Journal of the 
Eastern Asia Society for Transportation Studies, Vol 5, October 2003. 
4 « a step closer to open skies », B.K. Sidhu, 23rd November 2005, The Star online 
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airports are in the top 30 airports ranked by cargo volumes (Changi airport 9th and KLIA 
28th in 2004, Airport Council International data1). 
 
Finally, only three transport alternatives are really available to the electronics shippers – 
road, sea and air.  The fourth mode (rail) is effectively not used at the present time, but the 
prospects for future use are promising.  In view of this potential, it is also included in the 
analysis. In each sector, except for the rail, the transport industry is diverse, competitive 
and offers a large choice of carriers for the shippers. The limitation to the exchanges 
between the two countries is mainly the regulations in Malaysia or the lack of 
coordinating bilateral agreement.  
 
Conclusion 
The previous chapters gave us a broad picture of the transport operations needed by the 
electronics industry between Singapore and Malaysia. It lead us to focus our study on the 
Singaporean manufacturers wanting to import and export electronics products to and from 
Kuala Lumpur. These electronics manufacturers use the services of freight forwarders 
who are able to propose them the four modes of transport air, sea, road and rail (this latter 
as a theoretical option) for a door-to-door service. We will then define a transport mode 
choice problem from this case study. The next chapter proposes a methodology and detail 
the decision making problem we chose to study.  
 
                                                 
1 http://www.aci-asia.org/ 
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5 Chapter V: Methodology for Mode Choice Analysis 
 
The previous chapters helped to define more precisely the research question and the case 
study for which we will conduct the mode choice analysis. We want to allocate resources 
to the best transport mode available to a shipper sending electronics goods from Kuala 
Lumpur to Singapore and vice versa. To analyze precisely the factors which lead to such a 
decision, we will use a decision tree. The theory supporting this method is firstly 
presented. The methodology is then applied to our case study to build the decision tree 
adapted to our problem, whose characteristics were described in Chapter III and IV. To 
carry out the modeling, we will need data sets that are to be collected from industry 
sources. The method of collection is presented at the end of this chapter. The following 
chapter will constitute the summary of this data collection work. 
 
5.1. The AHP Theory 
 
The mode choice analysis in this study is largely based on a method called AHP or 
Analytical Hierarchical Process. It is a tool in decision making analysis to help to choose 
an alternative in a set of determined options with respect to several criteria.  The first step 
in an AHP analysis is to build a hierarchical tree to decompose the problem. The top of the 
tree will be the goal, the intermediate level the criteria, which can be themselves split in 
sub criteria, and at the bottom are the alternatives. 
 
The principle is to do pair-wise comparisons at each level in order to obtain a weight for 
each criterion in a given level. Then the weights are put in relation from a level with 
respect to some or all of the elements in the adjacent level above, according to the links 
existing between the levels. The aim is to obtain the weights of the alternatives to be able 
to tell which one to choose according to the goal determined at the beginning of the 
process. These weights can also be added in the structure directly (in case of direct 
measurement for instance) allowing to avoid the pair-wise comparison step. 
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5.1.1. Building the Hierarchical Structure 
 
The way the problem will be represented through the hierarchical tree is critical to the 
orientation of the results obtained. The perception of a problem can vary from one 
individual to another and one’s way to translate a real situation in a diagram will be 
different from another person. Then a rigorous method must be followed in order to limit 
the problems that can arise while structuring the problem. 
 
A few rules must be respected: 
• The elements compared should be homogeneous – within a level, pair-wise 
comparisons have to be feasible and relevant. For instance in a construction project 
you will not compare the designers’ importance with the aesthetics criterion’s 
importance, you will have to do a level “stakeholders” where you will compare the 
designers’ importance with other stakeholders’ importance and a level 
“characteristics of the project” where you will compare the aesthetics with the 
other features of the project. 
• The hierarchy does not need to be complete – all the elements of a level do not 
have to be linked with all the elements of the above level. 
• Some elements can be added or remove by the decision maker if they are of little 
importance; however this might change slightly the results. 
 
 
To construct the hierarchical tree, a method in two steps is usually applied. Starting from 
the goal, we decompose each level (top-down step). At a certain level the decomposition 
becomes more difficult, then we stop and start from the alternatives (bottom-up step) until 
the intermediate levels can be linked to do comparisons. 
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5.1.2. Making Pair-Wise Comparisons 
 
When the structure is built the decision maker must give marks to the elements. This can 
be done with pair-wise comparison among elements of a level in relation to the elements 
of the next higher level. For instance if you have two criteria: one “exporter’s demands” 
and another “importer’s demands” then for two subcriteria “cost” and “transit time”, the 
decision maker must give the importance of cost over transit time for the exporter and then 
for the importer: he/she has two pair-wise comparisons to do. The number of pair-wise 
comparisons to do in each level depends of course of the number of elements of the level 
but also of the number of links it has with the above level. 
 
The comparisons may come from the decision maker rating or from measurements that 
reflect the importance of the element. For instance with the criteria “cost” or “time” a 
direct figure characterizes the alternatives and so gives their importance in respect to each 
alternative, whereas a criteria “aestheticism” will need to be judged by the decision maker. 
That is where lies the strength of the AHP theory as it allows both physical and 
psychological elements to be measured and taken into account in the analysis. 
 
Concerning the decision maker’s judgment, a direct pair-wise comparison can be difficult 
to conduct. Surveying people it will be easier to ask them to give a mark, for instance on a 
scale of 0 to 10, to rate the importance of a criterion rather than asking them laboriously to 
compare each criterion with the others. The two methods are called respectively relative 
and absolute comparison. In absolute comparison, alternatives are compared with a 
standard (very good 10/10, very bad 0/10); whereas in relative comparison, alternatives 
are compared in pairs according to a common attribute.  
 
An example to illustrate this is the system of student ranking. A professor can give marks 
according to his/her experience (absolute comparison), then not taking into account the 
level of the current pool of students to mark one student; or he/she can choose to give a 
good mark to the best student of the class because that student is the best compared to the 
others and evaluate the others with this standard. With this methods as a student you can 
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for the same paper obtain a good mark if you are in a low level class or a bad one if you 
are in a high level one. However, the two ways are linked as the teacher can choose to first 
do absolute comparison and then choose as a standard the best paper to scatter the results 
of the class. This is often the procedure adopted to survey easily the decision makers with 
absolute comparisons and then obtain from this scoring the pair-wise comparisons figures 
necessary to the AHP analysis. 
 
Nevertheless, when asking directly for pair-wise comparison, the fundamental scale of 
Saaty (Table 5.1.) that reflects the relative strength of preference and feelings, should be 









1 Equal importance Two activities contribute equally to the objective 




Experience and judgment slightly favor one activity over 
another 




Experience and judgment strongly favor one activity 
over another 




An activity is favored very strongly over another 




The evidence favoring one activity over another is of the 
highest possible order of affirmation 
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5.1.3. Processing the Results 
 
The comparisons lead to dominance matrices, which are positive and reciprocal, i.e. 
ji
ij a
a 1= . 
This is a simple and very logical consequence: if you judge that “cost” is twice more 
important than “time” ( 212 =a ), then “time” importance is half as important as “cost” 
( 2/121 =a ). 
 
From a matrix A = ( ija ), where each ija  is the importance of i over j, we have to extract 
the weight of each element. Several methods exist, one is called the eigenvalue 
formulation. It assumes that the weights w = (w1, w2,.., wn) of each criterion are known 
and that Aw = nw. 

































































a =  
 
Then by raising the matrice to a certain power k, summing over the rows and normalizing, 
we can obtain the priority vector w. k is determined thanks to a stopping criterion: when 
the values for w obtained with power k are different from the values obtained with power 
k+1 are less than a certain small value.  
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5.1.4. Critical Assessment of the Results 
 
The AHP allows for inconsistency in the answers given by the decision maker. As a result 
of inconsistency, we will have for some i, j, k ikjkij aaa ≠ . This can easily happen when 
asking the respondent to rank some criteria, they will take them one by one and give their 
judgment but afterwards the analysis will show that they are slightly inconsistent with 
themselves when comparing two ranks given separately. 
 
Thus the eigenvalue formulation must be rewritten as: wAw maxλ= , where maxλ is the 
largest eigenvalue of A’ the matrix derived from A where jiij aa '/1' =  is forced. Then the 
value of maxλ gives a measure of the inconsistency, more exactly the value of the 
difference between n and maxλ , and ( maxλ -n)/(n-1) is the variance of the error ( maxλ = n if A 
is consistent), it is called CI for Consistency Index of the matrix. The Consistency ratio 
(CR) is obtained by comparing the CI with the Random Consistency Index (RI) (cf. Table 
5.2.), which is an average random consistency index derived from a sample of randomly 
generated reciprocal matrices. If CR = CI/RI is not less than 0.10, the inconsistency is too 
big, the judgments must be checked. 
 
 
Table 5.2. Average Random Consistency Index (R.I.) 
 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
R.I. 0 0 0.52 0.89 1.11 1.25 1.35 1.40 1.45 1.49 
Source: Saaty and Vargas, 2001. 
 
The AHP enables the analyst to take several factors into consideration simultaneously. It 
entails that there exists dependence and feedback between the elements of the hierarchical 
structure. But dependence is not a problem in the AHP in so far as the eigenvector is 
normalized to have a unique estimate of ratio scale underlying the judgments. This allows 
the rank to change when adding or deleting an alternative on which the other are related. 
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5.1.5. Group Decision Making 
 
When the AHP is conducted to achieve a study on the way of deciding something, there is 
not simply one decision maker (contrary to when the AHP is ordered by a company 
wanting a tool to make a choice) as most of the stakeholders of the case take part to the 
decision making process. If the stakeholders are not introduced in the hierarchy tree, then 
their judgments should be aggregated to have the pair-wise comparisons for the whole 
group. 
 
To transform the individual judgments ( ),...,, 21 nxxx , into one group judgment, the 
function used, ),...,(),...,(: 2121 nn xxxfxxxf a , must respect the following conditions: 
 
(i) Separability condition: 
)()...()(),...,( 2121 nn xgxgxgxxxf =  for all nxxx ..., 21  in an interval P of positive 






(ii) Unanimity condition:  
xxxxf =),...,,(  for all x in P 
 
(iii) Homogeneity condition: 
),..,(),...,,( 2121 nn xxxufuxuxuxf = where u>0 and kk uxx ,  (k=1, 2,…, n) are all in P. 
 





xxxfxxxf = , and in particular the reciprocal property: 
),...,,(/1)/1,...,/1,/1( 2121 nn xxxfxxxf =  
 
 
                                                 
1 Associative: a binary operation * on a set S is called associative if it satisfies the associative law: 
(x*y)*z=x*(y*z) for all x, y, z, in S.  
2 Cancellative: an element a in a magma (M,*) is called cancellative if for all b and c in M, b*a=c*a always 
implies b=c, and a*b=a*c always implies b=c.  
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All these conditions represent logical constraints of real problems: 
- The separability condition means that the individual judgments are independent. 
- The unanimity condition means that if all individuals give the same judgment, it 
must be the group judgment. 
- The homogeneity condition means that if all individuals judge a ratio u times as 
large as a reference, the group judgment must be u times as large as the aggregated 
references. Ex: if the cost criterion is judged to be 3 times as large as the time 
criterion for everybody, then the group judgment for the cost must be 3 times as 
large as the group judgment for the time. 
- The power condition means that if all individual judgments are a power of a 
reference, the group judgment must be a power of the aggregated references. Ex: if 
the time criterion is the inverse of the cost criterion for everybody, then the group 
judgment for the time must be the inverse of the group judgment for the cost. 
 
From these very natural conditions then the aggregating function can be chosen as the 
geometric mean of the individual judgments. Indeed, Aczel and Saaty (cited in Saaty & 
Vargas 2001) proved the following theorem: 
 
The general separable synthesizing functions satisfying the unanimity and homogeneity 
conditions are the geometric mean and the root-mean-power. If moreover the reciprocal 
property is assumed even for a single n-tuple ( ),...,, 21 nxxx of the judgments of n 
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It is to be noted that these properties and theorem can be extended to a set of individual 
judgments that would be weighed according to the influence of the decision makers. In 
this case the separability condition changes as follows: 
 
(v) Weighted Separability condition: 
)()...()(),...,( 221121 nnn xgxgxgxxxf =  for all nxxx ..., 21  in an interval P of positive 
numbers, where nggg ,..,, 21  are functions continuous, associative and cancellative. 
 
 






2121 = where .,...,2,1,0,1... 321 nkqqqq k =>=+++  
 
It is to note that the use of average neglects the distribution of errors among a group 
(Matsumoto & Rojas 1998). It is a methodogical limitation of the method. 
 
We will need to use both the geometric mean and the weighted geometric mean to gather 
individual judgments collected during our field study. The above explanations justify their 
use.  
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5.2. Application of the Method 
 
The above described AHP method will be applied in this study to a transport leg 
Singapore-Kuala Lumpur forth and back. The overall aim is to help the decision maker to 
choose a transport mode among the four possibilities: sea, air, rail and road; in order to 
allocate resource. For this we follow the AHP method: we create a hierarchical tree and 
we conduct a survey to obtain the pair-wise comparisons. 
5.2.1. Construction of the Hierarchical Tree 
 
We have first to translate the problem into a graph and analyze its hierarchical structure. 
The knowledge gathered during the preliminary interviews and the internet and 
bibliographic research, which is presented in the backgrounds chapters III and IV, enabled 
us to conceive the hierarchical tree. Indeed the modeling part of our work is completely 
dependent on what we understood from the shape of the industry and the relationships 
between the different stakeholders.  
 
Chapter III details the importance of the trade relationships between Singapore and 
Malaysia. This could lead to a hierarchical structure with two branches: on the one side 
Singapore on the other side Malaysia. However section 3.2  highlighted the integration of 
the industry inside both countries. The high proportion of intra-company shipping 
operations indicates that the production process is not limited by the fact there is a border 
separating the different entities of the process. Indeed this chapter showed that the 
transport operations are very smoothly negotiated at the border, and it would not be 
relevant to create the tree with such a basic differentiation. So the importance of the 
international aspect of the trade, which is developed in section 3.1, will be introduced at a 
lower level by the weighting of imports and exports. We know also, thanks to section 3.2 
that we will have to differentiate the products. Indeed the statistics on the electronics trade 
imply we should consider different categories of products because of their different weight 
in the trade volumes. So the hierarchical structure should have a level “type of products”, 
which seems logical also when thinking that different products will have different 
characteristics and thus different demands regarding their transport.  
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Chapter IV reinforced the argument of an integrated transport chain regardless of the 
border as it describes a very sound and developed freight forwarder industry. The action of 
these stakeholders of the transport chain is very important to the way we create the 
decision tree, because, by being in charge of the cumbersome procedures to cross the 
border, they relieve the shipper of these worries and as a consequence remove these 
factors in his decision making process. That is why we shall not include criteria on the 
border crossing influence for the shippers. Furthermore the role of the freight forwarder 
impacts on the preference for intermodal transport mode since he simplifies the operation 
by being the sole interlocutor of the shipper. Hence, we do not need to take into account in 
the hierarchy a factor reflecting the reluctance of the shipper to select a mode where he 
would have to deal with too many actors of the transport chain.  
 
Section 4.1 indicates that consolidation/ deconsolidation issues are less significant for the 
shipper who doesn’t take part directly in  these operations. The development of the freight 
forwarding industry as described in chapter IV ensures that the consolidation 
/deconsolidation operations will be achieved efficiently because the freight forwarders 
have many clients. This observation prompts us to include  the case study of a shipment 
sent LCL where various mode options are considered. The description of each transport 
mode alternative in Section 4.2, demonstrates that the alternatives developed for 
comparison are relevant since the carriers’ services for each mode are well developed. 
This would not be the case if we had found that the differences in service quality between 
different transport modes were too large to permit a fair comparison. It is true that the sole 
train option is not currently competitive but can still be included in the analysis if we 
adopt an optimistic outlook. 
 
Thus the previous chapters help shape the structure of the decision tree adopted, as well as 
influenced the inclusion of some criterion and the exclusion of others. The final tree 
adopted is represented by the graph on Figure 5.1 . In the following section, we present 
further justification for the elements and links of the tree. 
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Fig.  5.1. Hierarchical Tree Representing the Transport Modes Choice Problem 
 
First we define the goal. We aim at choosing the best mode to transport cargo in two 
scenarios: (a) TEU FCL (a full twenty foot container load) and (b) a 100 kg LCL (less 
than full container load) from Singapore to Kuala Lumpur and in the reverse journey. This 
should give us a trend in the strategic development of one mode over another. This is thus 
done considering the decision maker will be someone looking at selecting the transport 
mode to be developed or financially supported in an infrastructure development planning 
or transport policy making. One rule in the construction of the tree is that any branch 
constructed must end in the same alternatives, and when looking at FCL (full container 
load) transport we must exclude the air option.  The air option is generally not used for 
such large-sized consignments. Furthermore as we mentioned in the previous chapter, the 
rail option is a theoretical one and will be included in the analysis only as regards a FCL 
Choose the best 
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shipment. So we will have to create two different trees: one to analyze the best mode 
choice for a TEU FCL among sea, road and rail options; and one to analyze the best mode 
choice for a consignment of 100kg LCL among air, sea, and road.  
 
Then this goal can be divided in two branches. The transport choice can be seen from two 
points of view: from the shipper’s point of view and from the cargo’s point of view. 
Neither the freight forwarders nor the carriers really have a say in the choice of the 
transport mode. The shipper is the client of the freight forwarder then it is him who 
decides what kind of transport he wants as we saw in Chapter IV. The freight forwarder 
will have an advisory role but it is his client’s criteria which matter. The carrier is not 
involved in the transport mode choice; he is hired after the decision is made. The second 
element of this first level is the cargo. Indeed the cargo has some requirements even if it 
does not voice it, only by the fact of its nature. We have to take this into account. We 
separate the shipper’s point of view from the one of the cargo as we consider there can be 
conflict between the shipper’s goals and his cargo’s needs. The structure of the decision 
will be able to show the tradeoff that has to be made on each side. 
 
The branch “shipper requirements” is directly linked to the level of route’s criteria. We 
defined four criteria for the customers to judge an alternative: transit time, reliability, 
price, risk of loss/damage of the cargo. Through his weighting of the criteria we will know 
what route features are the most important and in consequence which mode should be 
used from his point of view.  
 
The branch “cargo requirements” presents two levels before reaching the criteria level. As 
mentioned previously the decision maker is interested in an allocation of resources on 
transport modes to support the electronics industry, which makes him/her consider the 
overall preference of one mode regardless of the direction of the journey or the type of 
electronics goods. For the study we make we focused only on Singapore – Kuala Lumpur 
transport issues. Then the market is firstly split in two: the trade from Singapore to Kuala 
Lumpur and the one from Kuala Lumpur to Singapore. Indeed chapter III showed us the 
imbalance in the electronics trade, which obliges us to differentiate the two journeys. Then 
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each of the two routes is linked to the group of commodities identified in chapter III: 
consumer and industrial electronics products and electronics components. Finally for each 
commodity we can rank the criteria by order of importance. 
 
At the bottom of the tree we have four alternatives: by air, by sea, by train, by road, and by 
rail. The next step is to determine the criteria or attributes on which these alternatives are 
to be compared.  Four criteria were selected based on previous mode choice work done as 
revealed in the literature as well as through pilot interviews with freight forwarders and 
shippers (manufacturers).  These include: 
(1) the average transit time in days or “transit time” 
(2) the average delay incurred in hours or days or “reliability” 
(3) the price charged by the freight forwarder or “cost”; and  
(4) one intangible measure: the assessment of the risk by the freight forwarder or “risk 
of loss/damage”.   
The importance of these four criteria was suggested by Bardi et al. (1989) and Korpela & 
Lehmusvaara (1999). The pilot survey of interviewees also showed that the four criteria 
selected were sufficient to characterise the key differences in a transport mode. 
 
However, in the actual large-scale survey that was conducted, the risk criterion seemed, 
for several of the respondents, to be insignificant as the likelihood to lose a container on 
this route is near to zero and the spoilage of cargo is very rare to their mind, at most two 
or three times per year. Nevertheless we kept the risk as one of our criteria as it can be of 
great importance for the shipper and is finally real (see chapter VI). Indeed the carriers 
will subscribe contracts where their responsibility for loss or damage will be very limited. 
The carrier is often responsible only for weight or package count so in case of loss or 
damage the repayment to be done by the carrier will not be related to the value of the 
cargo. That is why freight forwarders propose to their clients cargo insurances (most of the 
time per shipment) if they do not have already one to insure the value of the goods.  As 
long as all the freight forwarders remained concerned with insurance matters, we chose 
not to remove the risk criterion. 
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The final structure of the tree is the result among others of conclusions which came out 
from the field investigation. For instance the phone survey of the electronics 
manufacturers enabled to highlight the fact that there is no specific trend in the flow of 
electronics products exchanged related to the fact that part of the trade was intra- or inter-
company. As a result in the shipper’s branch we did not introduce any distinction between 
shippers doing exchanges with their own warehouses or factories (intra-company trade) or 
with suppliers and customers (inter-company trade). Another example of the impact on the 
tree structure is that we could have had for each problem (LCL and FCL) again two 
different tree depending on the direction of the journey (towards Kuala Lumpur or towards 
Singapore). This was what was intended firstly, but after the interviews with the freight 
forwarders we realized the characteristics for each route were the same forth and back. 
Transit time, reliability and risk were the same either going or coming to/from Singapore. 
The only criterion which showed small differences was the transport cost, but even for this 
one the differences were so small that we decided to take the average of the two prices to 
have one entry for this criterion. Thus the general structure of the decision tree presented 
above shows the final work of several assumptions that were made to draw the originals 
trees, which were confirmed or infirmed with the field investigation.  
  
5.2.2. Collecting the Data 
 
In order to give a weight to each element of the above described hierarchy we needed to 
obtain data from industry sources. The following explains the choices that have been made 
at this stage.  
 
The freight forwarders  
 
Firstly we had to obtain all the characteristics of each route for each mode to be able to 
link the alternatives to each of the four criteria selected: transit time, transport cost, 
reliability, and risk. This information had to remain quite general and not specific to a 
particular shipper. What we wanted were market prices and not negotiated rates. As a 
consequence we chose, to interview freight forwarders to gather this information instead 
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of asking it to electronics goods’ shippers. This choice enabled to avoid confidentiality 
difficulties. Indeed the majority of the freight forwarders accepted to communicate their 
rates and even their local handling charges as they would have done it for a customer; 
whereas the shippers themselves were not willing to communicate their own transport cost 
since it is about negotiated rate specific to their companies, which are commercially 
sensitive data. The people interviewed in each firm were commercial or operation 
managers often in charge of Malaysia zone. This position enabled them to be aware of the 
characteristics of each route. 
 
The sample of firms to be interviewed was from the list of members of the Singapore 
Logistics Association (SLA1) formerly Singapore Freight Forwarder Association (SFFA). 
SLA exists since 1973 and is a recognized organization; it created the ‘Singapore Registry 
of Accredited Multimodal Transport Operators’ and in doing so it regulates the 
Multimodal Transport Operators (MTO) in close cooperation with International Enterprise 
Singapore.  
 
The interviews were conducted to produce the answers necessary to the AHP analysis.  
For the criteria transit time, costs and reliability we simply asked directly what they would 
be for the transport of a TEU or 100kg from Singapore to Kuala Lumpur and reverse 
journey for each transport alternative. By asking what the characteristics on the journey 
back and forth were, we checked their similarities which justified a posteriori the structure 
of the hierarchy we chose.  For the risk criterion a subjective judgment had to be made, we 
asked the respondents to score each mode on a 5 point scale. This is a good approximation 
of the ten levels Saaty fundamental scale and it eases notably the answering as 
respondents often showed difficulty in giving a mark. A common behavior for the ones 
who were interviewed was first to rank the mode options and then to give marks according 
to the differences regarding the risk they could feel between them. This method was 
chosen instead of asking directly to do pair-wise comparisons because it is much less 
tedious and it does not require a long explanation of the AHP which may have been 
                                                 
1 www.sla.org.sg 
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otherwise needed. The pair-wise comparison matrixes were derived from these marks 
afterwards, as described in chapter VI. 
 
The information collected during these interviews was about operational aspects of the 
freight transport as we wanted to understand the process and to be able to assess the role 
of the freight forwarder in order to show that he does not interfere in the decision making. 
We also wanted to be sure that the respondents understood the questions which would be 
used later for the AHP analysis. It appears that the questions were clear to the respondents. 
The knowledge about the operations gathered is presented in the next chapter and in the 
appendix D in more detailed form.   
 
 
The electronics manufacturers 
 
The second set of interviews to be done was both to obtain the shipper weighting of the 
criteria and some information about their products to link the level of the commodities to 
the criteria level.  
 
The criteria weighting had to be done by the shippers since we needed their subjective 
judgments, and their opinions were collected through a survey. We gathered answers from 
a large number of respondents in order to obtain a group judgment that is representative of 
shippers who were the electronics manufacturers. A phone survey involving 231 
electronics manufacturers was conducted for this purpose; we also took this opportunity to 
ask a few questions on their products and their transport needs.  
 
The questions raised on the transport requirements and the type of trade corroborated what 
had already been presented in the Chapter III on the transport needs of the electronics 
industry. It was previously noted that the rate of usable answers was about 70%. The 
survey form used in this respect and the persons contacted are displayed in appendix B 
and C.  The last questions of this survey were raised to obtain data needed for the decision 
analysis. They are presented in the following chapter, which shows the attribution of the 
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weights to each element of the hierarchy. The remaining data to be used to weight 
elements of the tree was collected from the literature or from official statistics. 
 
5.2.3. Processing the Data 
 
To compute the results of the survey, we used a free program: Web-HIPRE1. It is a java-
applet based on the decision support software HIPRE 3+. HIPRE stands for Hierarchical 
PREference analysis.  In the applet, one can build a hierarchy tree and then allocate 
priorities to the different elements of the tree with various weighting methods. Web-
HIPRE then “analyzes” the tree and gives the final weights of the alternatives. A 
sensitivity analysis is also available. 
 
Table 5.3. Web-HIPRE Versions History 
 
Version  Description 
1.0 The first functional version online. (February 1998) 
1.1 
A new Servlet-based file server installed to improve the stability of the server. Balanced 
scale introduced in AHP. A bug in the exponential value function fixed. (August 1999) 
1.2 Show results as text –function added. Group model help files added. (January 2002) 
1.21 Import ratings as text –function added (April 2003) 
1.22 The drawing time of AWT components in Java 2 improved (September 2003) 
Source: Web-HIPRE website 
 
 
                                                 
1 http://www.hipre.hut.fi/ 
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Fig.  5.2. Hierarchical Tree with Three Alternatives for the Web-HIPRE Analysis 
 
 
Figure 5.2 depicts the decision tree that was built for the transport mode choice problem. 
The tree consists of elements connected by arcs in a hierarchical arrangement. In the 
figure, the tree is drawn left to right from the top (or highest) level to the lowest level. The 
lowest level elements are the alternatives, the top element is the goal, and the remaining 
elements in between are the criteria and subcriteria. With the help of the answers obtained 
during the survey, we prioritized each element of the tree with respect to its peers on the 
same level according to its contribution the higher level element that it was connected to. 
Various weighting methods are available in Web-HIPRE software but only the direct 
weighting and the pair-wise comparison were used in this study. For the pair-wise 
comparison method two possibilities are available: giving a figure of importance (A is 
twice as important as B), or selecting the level of importance in words (“slightly 
preferred”). The comparison matrix is automatically filled as the responses are given and 
when all the comparisons are done the weights are derived by the eigenvector analysis 
immediately; the consistency measure is also provided. 
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Fig.  5.3. Weighting Screen of Web-HIPRE 
 
The Web-HIPRE analysis produces the weights of each element and of the alternatives, 
which is the answer to the problem.  Web-HIPRE also provides also a sensitivity analysis 
with a graph which shows the sensitivity in the changes of the total weights with respect to 
the variations of the local weight of one criterion. The aim of the sensitivity analysis is to 




The inputs of the decision tree constructed previously will be gathered following the 
methodology described in this chapter. The field investigation results are exposed in the 
following chapter. They constitute the data from which the tree’s inputs will be inferred. 
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6 Chapter VI: Choice Factors 
 
This chapter details the information collected throughout the survey and interviews to 
shows how it is used as inputs of the model. The characteristics of the transport operations 
taking place for the Kuala Lumpur – Singapore journey are first described. It gives us both 
an understanding of the operational procedures associated with the transport, which is 
necessary for the discussion of the results, as well as a description of how the weights 
used to link the alternatives’ level to the criteria’s level in the decision tree are derived. In 
a second part the remaining data to be entered in the model, corresponding to weights for 
the upper levels of the decision tree, are displayed. 
6.1. Transport Mode Alternatives 
 
In the previous chapter we already introduced each alternative route. They are displayed in 
Figure 6.1. Each door-to-door solution involves a terminal-to-terminal leg: the air leg will 
involve KLIA and Changi Airport; the sea leg will be between Pasir Panjang Wharves at 
Singapore Port and Northport at Port Klang; the train goes from Tanjong Pagar freight 
terminal in Singapore to Northport KTMB freight Terminal in Port Klang to service Kuala 
Lumpur; and the trucks use the expressway network of both countries to reach their 
destinations. 
 
Limiting ourselves to the very specific route of Kuala Lumpur – Singapore, we first 
describe each transport alternative available. The following is a brief description of the 
transport operations, which leads to a quantitative measurement of three of the criteria – 
transit time, transport cost and reliability; the risk criterion is treated separately afterwards. 
However the interviews during the field investigation uncovered much more knowledge of 
the transport process itself than would be incorporated into the decision tree. Then a 
detailed description of the transport operations and some customs procedures with 
explanations on the exchange of documents using organigrams is given in appendix D to 
facilitate understanding of the transport process. 
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Source: From top to bottom :www.malaysia.com, www.geocities.com, www.linkedua.com,  en.wikipedia.org 
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6.1.1. Road Alternative 
 
The road network is extensive and links the two cities through the Malaysian North South 
expressway (specifically the southern part E2 for our leg). It was built between 1981 and 
1988, under the control of Malaysian Highway Authority and is now mainly operated by 
Plus Expressways Berhad. 
 
The journey takes around 7 hours, but before and after the road travel in itself, pick-up and 
delivery operations take place and must be taken into account to obtain the transit time. 
The truck driver brings to the manufacturer’s premises an empty container, generally 
property of the road hauler, unless the manufacturer owns his own container. If the cargo 
is sent FCL the container is stuffed there, otherwise the cargo is transferred to a 
warehouse, which can be owned by the freight forwarder or by a subcontractor of the 
freight forwarder for consolidation. On arrival the driver either delivers the container 
directly to the consignee premises for unstuffing (FCL) or to the freight forwarder local 
agency’s warehouse (or a subcontractor’s) for deconsolidation. The empty container is 
seldom refilled locally to do the return journey loaded; rather, it is brought back empty. 
According to the freight forwarders there is enough exchange and services scheduled 
between the two cities so that the consolidation of LCL consignments does not incur 
additional delay compared to sending FCL. If the cargo is picked up in the morning, it can 
be delivered by the end of the afternoon on the following day. Thus, the global transit time 
door to door is estimated as 2 days by the freight forwarders interviewed. 
 
However there can be delay, mainly because of congestion in Kuala Lumpur. Kuala 
Lumpur is served by a recently improved network of expressways to relieve the city centre 
but the traffic jams remain common. In Singapore, the efficient road network comprising 
eight expressways (operated by LTA) does not experience noticeable congestion except 
during peak hours. 
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Another bottleneck is the border crossing which is effectuated via two crossings: 
- Johor – Singapore Causeway 
It is a 1,056 meter causeway linking Woodlands in Singapore to Johor Bahru in 
Malaysia by rail and road since 1924. It connects Bukit Timah Expressway in 
Singapore to Skudai Highway in Johor. This causeway link experiences congestion. 
There are four lanes, the fourth one is dedicated to trucks. 
Checkpoint in Singapore: Woodlands, toll charges for trucks: S$2.40 
Checkpoint in Malaysia: Tanjung Puteri, toll charges for trucks: RM5.50 
 
- Tuas Second Link 
It is a bridge connecting Ayer Rajah Expressway in Singapore to the E3 expressway in 
Johor (Malaysia – Singapore Second Crossing). It is the second link (after the 
causeway) between the two countries; and was opened in 1998. It supports a dual-
three lane carriageway of 1,920m length over water. The traffic is smoother than on 
the Causeway. 
Checkpoint in Singapore: Tuas, toll: S$12 for trucks. 
Checkpoint in Malaysia: Tanjung Kupang, toll: RM30 for trucks. 
 
We were told that the drivers more often go through the Woodlands checkpoint to use the 
causeway simply because the toll is cheaper. Although there is a dedicated truck lane for 
the crossing, there is still congestion at Woodlands: a truck can lose 2 to 3 hours there. 
The authorities are encouraging the use of the Tuas second link use and a few road carrier 
contacted choose this crossing because it saves time on the journey. 
 
The main delay seems to be at the Malaysian checkpoint where a paper-based customs 
clearing system is still in use. In Singapore, the freight forwarder applies for import permit 
through Tradenet (a computerized system) and pays the GST (5% of CIF) through GIRO 
(an electronic direct debit mechanism used by billing organizations as a low cost means to 
collect payments). Furthermore duties and tax are paid at the Singapore custom checkpoint 
electronically through the Autopass card, which can also be used to pay the ERP (road 
pricing system) charges in Singapore. However the driver must produce the 
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outward/inward declaration, packing list, and consignment note for clearance. In addition 
Malaysian trucks coming into Singapore must present the Goods Vehicle Permit 
(necessary to authorize the truck to enter Singapore) at the Singapore customs checkpoint 
as well as their registration vehicle number, their insurance coverage and their Malaysia 
Road Tax payment receipt. 
 
It was determined from the survey that the delay that can occur was estimated to be half a 
day by the freight forwarders.  As regards the cost of the door-to-door service invoiced to 
a shipper, the information gathered is summarized in the Table 6.1. below for the 
Singapore to Kuala Lumpur leg. According to the road carriers interviewed the price is 
exactly the same on the reverse journey, from Kuala Lumpur to Singapore. 
 








Freight rate Minimum $60,  
Above : $0.20/kg or $0.60/cbm 
$60 $600 
Collection charge $50 $50 $0 
Singapore Cargo Clearance 
Permit 
$30 $30 $30 
Malaysian Customs Form $15 $15 $15 
Malaysia levy Minimum $6 
Above: $0.015/kg or $6/cbm 
$6 $50 
Customs handling charge $20 $20 $20 
Delivery Charge $50 $50 $0 
TOTAL  $231 $715 
 
The weight of a TEU is between 15 and 17 tonnes. In this respect the differences in cost 
between the two cases studied appear very small compared to the difference in weight. 
The high price of the transport service for a Less than Container Load consignment comes 
from the fact that the fixed costs of the service do not change when shipping a small 
consignment. The consolidation enables to share the costs between shippers but the 
service in itself is costly as it implies warehousing and logistics costs. The Full Container 
Load solution on the contrary allows economies of scale as regards the cost per kg. In 
addition the TEU being a standard unit load the handling operations are optimized at each 
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stage of the transport chain and the cost are more competitive than when handling small 
and uneven parcels. 
 
6.1.2. Sea Alternative 
 
The two ports considered to transport goods by sea between the two cities are Port Klang 
for Kuala Lumpur and Singapore Port for Singapore. 
 
Port Klang is currently split into three parts: the North Port with a five berths container 
terminal operated by Northport Bhd1 since 1986, the South Port and a bulk and vehicle 
terminal in the west operated by Kelang Multi Terminal Sdn Bhd2 since 1994. We focus 
on the container terminal of North Port. It is a Free Commercial Zone (FCZ).  
 
Singapore Port is operated by PSA Singapore Terminals a subsidiary of PSA International 
Pte Ltd. It has four container terminals (Tanjong Pagar, Pasir Panjang, Keppel, Brani) 
which can handle 22 million TEUs per year. We will focus on Pasir Panjang Terminal for 
our study.  It is a Free Trade Zone (FTZ). 
 
The sea journey between the two ports lasts on average 2 days depending on the weather 
conditions and on the kind of service on which the cargo is on. The link is ensured daily 
with between 2 and 7 departures each day3 from Singapore to Port Klang and 2 or 3 
departures each day from Port Klang to Singapore. 
 
Before and after the sea journey there are road haulage operations. The operations of pick 
up and delivery take place in the same way as described before for the road option except 
that the container is owned by the shipping line, then the drivers must first go to the 
shipping line depot to pick-up an empty container, which is afterwards returned to the 
shipping line depot in the port of arrival. Here again, if the manufacturer sends LCL, the 
                                                 
1 http://www.northport.com.my/ 
2 http://www.westportmalaysia.com.my/ 
3 ASIAN Shipper, Singapore Edition, 31 oct 2005. 
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cargo is picked up at its warehouse on the morning and sent to a distripark for 
consolidation. The steady trade between Singapore and Kuala Lumpur ensures the 
consolidation will not take more than one day. Thus if the cargo is picked up on Monday 
morning at the manufacturer’s warehouse, it can be consolidated in one container on 
Tuesday to be sent by Wednesday morning. It is also possible that it can be consolidated 
by Monday afternoon and sailing the next day. This is a delay to take into account in the 
transit time. So for the LCL analysis we will attribute one day more than for a FCL for the 
sea option. 
 
Moreover the stuffing and unstuffing of the container take place at the terminal, which 
means on customs’ territory or within the free trade zone. The clearance is done at the 
terminal gate, where the truck driver goes through all the formalities and then delivers the 
container to the terminal operator (PSA or Northport). The terminal operator stocks and 
loads/unloads the container on the sea vessel whereupon its responsibility is passed on to 
the shipping line. The handling in the Singapore port is much more efficient than in Port 
Klang: from berthing of the vessel to the container available to the freight forwarder it 
takes between 6 to 8 hours, whereas in Port Klang the corresponding time is between 10 
and 15 hours. 
 
Thus the total transit time is 4 days as follows: 
- One day to have an empty container available, prepare the container, and deliver it 
to the port: the stuffing takes a few hours; this operation must takes place the day 
before the vessel’s departure, the containers must be ready to be loaded on board at 
least 16 hours before departure. 
- Two days for the sea trip: the daily schedule departures enable to send the cargo 
the day after the container is ready. 
- One day to discharge, go through the Malaysian customs formalities and have the 
cargo delivered at the warehouse. 
 
As for the road trip there can be delay. First of all because of the weather the sea journey 
transit time is not fixed. Secondly, at Port Klang Northport, there can be a queue for 
berthing space as the port is quite congested; the Singapore port is relatively more 
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efficient so delays are not common.  Thirdly the Malaysian customs at Port Klang is 
slower compared to the Singapore paperless process (see appendix D). The fourth reason 
for delay is the possible congestion on the road leg of the transport journey especially on 
the outskirts of Kuala Lumpur. All these have led the freight forwarders interviewed to 
assess the average delay at around one day for the sea option. 
 
The cost of the service door to door is displayed in the Tables 6.2 and 6.3 below in 
Singapore dollars (1SDG = 2.3RM). Some costs are only an estimate (see the footnotes), 
but the final price is consistent with the door to door price given by all the freight 
forwarders interviewed. 
 
Table 6.2. Cost of Door-to-door Sea Transport from Singapore to Kuala Lumpur 
 
 LCL  100kg=1cbm LCL FCL TEU 
Truck Singapore – PSA (including 
previously trucking of empty container) 
$12/cbm  
($80 minimum) 
$80 $120 - $140 
LCL Fee/ Container stuffing $25.25/cbm $20 - $25.25 $150 
PSA wharfage/Lift on Lift off $1.75/cbm $1.75 $55 
Terminal Handling Charges $10/cbm $10 $182 
Handling fee $30/shipment $30 $30/shipment 
Forklift at PSA port $25/4cbm $5 NA 
Ocean Freight $3/cbm $3 $200-$360 
Bunker Adjustment Factor - - $55-$65 
Port Klang handling charges $145/TEU1 $52 $1003 
Truck Port Klang – KL4 $4/cbm $4 $144.6 
Subtotal    
B/L fee $50/set $50 $50 
Surrender B/L fee $50/set $50 $50 
Customs declaration $35/set $35 $35 
TOTAL (average)  $296  $1267 
 
                                                 
1 Import of a TEU LCL: RM 330.00 (include discharge from vessel, move container from wharf to 
unpacking bay at depot, unpack laden container and return empty container to container yard). 
2 Assuming one TEU contains 28cbm: 145/28 = 5. 
3 Import of a TEU FCL: RM 230.00 (include discharge from vessel, move container from wharf to container 
yard, load onto truck). 
4 From Westport tariffs (www.westports.com.my): haulage rate = 234RM for a TEU + road toll = 28.80 RM 
for a journey Port Klang – KL city centre, for the LCL we assumed a TEU is 28 cbm.  
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Table 6.3. Cost of Door-to-door Sea Transport from Kuala Lumpur to Singapore 
 
 LCL cargo 100kg = 1cbm 
LCL 
FCL TEU 
Truck KL – Port Klang $2/cbm $2 $50 
Port Klang handling charges $145/TEU1 $5 $1002 
Ocean Freight (average) $3/cbm $3  $280  
BAF -  $65 
LCL Fee/ Container unstuffing $25.25/cbm $25.25 $150 
PSA wharfage/Lift on Lift off $1.75/cbm $1.75 $55 
Terminal Handling Charges $10/cbm $10 $182 
Handling fee $30/shipment $30 $30 
Forklift at PSA port $35/4cbm $8.75 - 
Truck PSA – Singapore (including 




D/O fee $50/set $50 $50 
Agency fee $45/shipment $45 $45 
Customs declaration $35/set $35 $35 
TOTAL  $295.75 $1182 
 
 
6.1.3. Rail Alternative 
 
KTMB provides total logistics services; as it is already an agent of the rail operator, there 
would be no freight forwarder to be the intermediary in this alternative. The pick up and 
delivery of the cargo is handled through a subcontractor in Singapore or its subsidiary, and 
Multimodal Freight in Kuala Lumpur. In between the journey by train is direct from 
Tanjung Pagar station in Singapore to North Port terminal around 40 km West from Kuala 
Lumpur. The only stop is for the customs checking at Woodlands (Singapore) and 
Tanjung Puteri (Malaysia). The journey lasts 18 hours for about 400 km. 
 
                                                 
1 Export of a TEU LCL: RM 330.00 (include move empty container from container yard to depot for 
packing, return the laden container to container yard for stacking, move container to wharf and load onto 
vessel). 
2 Export of a TEU FCL: RM 230.00 (include offload from truck to container yard, move to wharf, load onto 
vessel). 
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KTMB also takes charge of the handling operations in the terminals.  KTMB operates 
itself the Singapore KTMB Freight Terminal as well as the West Port Klang KTMB 
Freight Terminal, whereas its subsidiary Multimodal Freight Berhad operates the Port 
Klang Container Depot.  
 
The overall journey would take 2 days, including pick up and delivery. The customs 
checking is very fast and usually does not exceed one hour. The reliability is very good as 
a rail network is managed through a systematically constructed schedule by the unique 
operator. The only real delay that can occur on the rail leg is when there is a delay at the 
terminals due to a conflict with the schedule of a passenger train which is always given 
preference. 
 
For this alternative we consider only the FCL case. The price is an estimate based on the 
freight/km rate of KTMB (0.45 SGD/km), of landbridge handling tariffs (cf. Table 6.4.) at 
Port Klang which were used also in the estimate for handling operations at Tanjong Pagar 
station, and the cost of the road leg are taken to be same as for the other alternatives. 
 
 
Table 6.4. Landbridge Container Tariffs (Ringitt Malaysia) 
 
Full Container Load (FCL)/Empty (MT) 
i) Off load laden/MT container from rail wagon, move container to container yard for 






Import FCL 140.00 210.00 
Import MT 140.00 210.00 
ii) Off load laden/MT container from haulier’s chassis or rail wagon to container yard for 






Export FCL 140.00 210.00 
Export MT 140.00 210.00 
Source: Port Klang website. 
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Table 6.5. Cost of Door-to-door Rail Transport Singapore – Kuala Lumpur 
 
 FCL TEU (SGD) 
Truck Singapore – Tanjong Pagar 
station (including previously trucking 
of empty container) 
$120 
Singapore Terminal Handling Charges $140 
Rail Freight $180 
Port Klang Landbridge handling charge $611 
Truck Port Klang – KL2 $144.6 
Subtotal  
B/L fee $50 
Customs declaration $35 
TOTAL (average) $730.6 
 
6.1.4. Air Alternative 
 
For the air options the two airports considered are Kuala Lumpur International Airport 
(KLIA) and Changi Airport for Singapore.  
 
KLIA is the air hub of Malaysia. It handled 586 195 metric tonnes in 2003 and 
experiences a rapid growth. It is controlled by the Department of Civil Aviation (DCA) 
and is operated by Malaysia Airports Holding Bhd (MAHB), licensed in 1992. MAS 
Kargo operates the freight terminal (Advanced Cargo Centre), which is a Free 
Commercial Zone. 
 
Changi Airport is located on the eastern part of the island, 20 km far from the city centre 
and is operated by the Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore (CAAS) since its opening in 
1981. Ground handling services are provided by Singapore Airport Terminal Services 
(SATS, subsidiary of Singapore Airlines), Changi International Airport Services (CIAS, 
created in 1981 by PSA, Air France, China Airlines, Garuda Indonesia KLM, and 
Lufthansa Airlines) and Swissport (a subsidiary of Swissair licensed since 2005). The 
                                                 
1 1SDG = 2.28 RM 
2 From Westport tariffs (www.westports.com.my): haulage rate = 234RM for a TEU + road toll = 28.80 RM 
for a journey Port Klang – KL city centre.  
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freight terminal is Changi Airfreight Centre (CAC) at the northern end of the airport, in 
the Free Trade Zone. 
 
The air journey between the two airports lasts one hour. As for the sea alternative road 
haulage is necessary before and after the air leg. For air transport the containers are 
specific and the truck driver delivers only the cargo to the freight centre and not the 
container. There, it is built up by the freight forwarder or one of its subcontractors, and 
then sent to the terminal itself where the airline’s staff sees to the stuffing and loading of 
the containers. Loading an aircraft in Changi airport takes around 2 hours, the 
documentation channel (paperwork to clear the cargo through the customs) is slower: 4 to 
6 hours. In KLIA the unloading takes 4 to 6 hours. The pick-up, terminal operations plus 
the air journey take one day. The customs formalities take place on the morning of the 
next day, and then the cargo is distributed to the freight centre, to the freight forwarders. 
From there it is delivered by truck to the consignee. KLIA is located 50 km far from Kuala 
Lumpur city and it takes approximately one hour to reach the city through the North-South 
central Link Expressway (E6). In Singapore, two expressways service Changi Airport: the 
East Coast Parkway and the Pan Island Expressway; and any point of the city is reachable 
in 30-45 minutes. All this leads to the determination that the transit time is one day: the 
cargo is picked up in the morning and delivered the next morning. 
 
As regards the reliability, air transport is considered as a “no delay” mode. There is no 
congestion to worry about either at KLIA or Changi. The customs system in both 
terminals is very efficient and since the flow of documents is allowed to be slower than 
the flow of cargo itself, the cargo can be sent without delay and its papers come after. The 
clearance takes place at the gate of the FTZ at Changi and of the FCZ at KLIA. Thus 
according to the freight forwarders interviewed we decided to set the average delay of the 
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Table 6.6. Cost of Door-to-door Air Transport from Singapore to Kuala Lumpur 
 




Trucking Singapore – Changi SDG 12/cbm  
(SDG 80 minimum) 
$80.00 
Documentation SDG 20.00 $20.00 
Stamp fee SDG 6.00 $6.00 
Changi Terminal fee SDG 0.15/kg  
(SDG 25.00 minimum) 
$25.00 
Tradenet fee SDG 15.00 $15.00 
Attendance to Customs Examinations SDG 5.00 $5.00 
Storage charges Free first 48hrs  
(after : SDG 0.30/kg/day) 
$0.00 
Cartage Charges SDG 35.00 for 1 to 100kg $35.00 
Air Freight SDG 0.88/kg $88.00 
Fuel surcharge SDG 0.40/kg $40.00 
Security SDG 0.18/kg $18.00 
KLIA Terminal fee RM 0.20/kg $8.80 
Electronic Air Waybill Process RM 3 $1.30 
Local Handling charges USD 120.00 $191.00 
Trucking KLIA – Kuala Lumpur USD 55.00 $87.55 
TOTAL  $620.65 
 
 
Table 6.7. Cost of Door-to-door Air Transport from Kuala Lumpur to Singapore 
 




Trucking KL city – KLIA USD 55.00  $87.55 
Airline Charges USD 45.00 $71.62 
Local Handling Charges USD 120.00 $191.00 
Air Freight Outwards USD 0.40/kg $63.67 
Fuel surcharge USD 0.25/kg $39.78 
Security surcharge  USD 0.06/kg $9.55 
Changi Terminal fee SDG 0.15/kg  
(SDG 25.00 minimum) 
$25.00 
Import Documentation SDG 45.00/shipment $45.00 
Import Clearance SDG 20.00 (till 100kg) 
SDG 25.00 (101-200kg) 
$20.00 
Admin Fee SDG 20.00 $20.00 
Trucking Changi – Singapore centre SDG 2/cbm $80.00 
TOTAL  $653.17 
 
                                                 
1 SDG 1=RM 2.27 
2 SDG 1 = USD 0.63 
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6.1.5. Risk Factor 
 
The risk of loss, theft or damage is to be considered in the transport mode choice analysis 
in so far as it might influence a lot the choice of the shipper in the case of highly valuable 
cargo like electronics goods. However the freight forwarders met assured us that it was 
rarely taken into account when the decision was made. The manufacturers confirmed that 
cost and transit time criterion were more important to them but that the risk factor could 
influence the decision depending on the fragility of the products. We therefore chose to 
keep it. 
 
In order to characterize each mode option with respect to the risk criterion, in the survey 
we asked the electronics manufacturers to give a mark on a scale of five for the confidence 
they have for each alternative – five being the best mark for the least “risky” mode. Then 
we took the geometrical mean of the marks returned by the respondents for each mode to 
obtain a group judgment as explained in Chapter V.  
 
Theft happens mostly in warehouses but also on the road and sea journeys. In contrast, the 
terminals are very secure places especially in airports and ports as these are designated 
FTZ or FCZ, where the authorities are in charge of the security, which has been enhanced 
since 9/11 and the threat of terrorism increase. As a result the air option is considered as 
highly safe and sure, and the manufacturers gave it the maximum mark (five out of five) to 
characterize their confidence in it. 
 
The road is also considered as a very safe mode (the mark given on average was 4) 
although this is not a very safe way to transport valuable cargo. Indeed road hijacking is a 
real concern for the Malaysian police and two spots on our route towards or from Kuala 
Lumpur in the Klang Valley are clearly identified as at risk: Senawang (industrial area 
South of Kajang in Negeri Sembilan State) and Rawang (former capital of the district of 
Gombak, South of Kuala Lumpur, Selangor state) are two zones of the North-South 
highway considered as the usual striking spots for crime syndicates. In Malaysia the goods 
stolen are resold on the black market and crime syndicates often manage to extend their 
network up to the drivers (SERI 2004). The hiring of truck driver for road haulage 
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companies is quite straightforward because of a shortage of manpower and a lack of 
information on criminal records. Therefore it is easier to get truck drivers to abet the 
commission of the hijackings. 
 
The carriage companies fight this with new technologies able to track trucks and cargo, 
and sometimes with armored trucks. The Malaysia Police gives some guidelines to reduce 
the possibility of crime: traveling in convoy (especially at night), painting registration 
number painted on the roof of the truck to facilitate identification by the police air, 
stopping only at pre-determined locations, and training of the drivers to contact the Police 
Contingent Control Centre in the event of an incident. 
 
According to the Malaysia Police, there was an improvement as regards industrial security 
with a decrease in cases of cargo hijacking (in warehouse and theft of laden lorries) from 
664 in 2002 to 390 in 2003 but the total value in fact increased from RM58million in 2002 
to RM66million in 20031.  
 
The hijacking issue raises the insurance costs and premiums that the carrier reflects on its 
prices to the customer. But the loss of valuable cargo usually exceeds the insured amount 
and the shipper bears alone the risk of this loss. Thus the high mark given to the road 
confidence is subjective and shows a feeling of security when there are fewer 
intermediaries (compared to the other options that involve handling of the cargo in the 
terminals), even if it does not necessarily reflect the reality. In addition the spoilage of 
cargo is quite likely to happen during road transport as bumps can damage the cargo. It is 
worth noting that the problems mentioned for the road option will also affect all the other 
options since every intermodal solution requires road haulage to reach its final destination. 
 
The lowest mark was given to the sea transport (2 out of five); and this is justifiable. 
Indeed sea transport entails both the risk of theft from piracy in the Malacca straits as well 
as the risk of loss through accidents and spillage of cargo due to tough navigation 
conditions in the straits. The navigation in the straits involve many dangers because of 
                                                 
1 http://www.rmp.gov.my/ 
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currents, reefs, shallow waters, wrecks, traffic congestion in narrow navigation channels, 
which can vary from 126 miles in the Malacca strait to 3.2 miles in the Singapore strait. 
As it is a very busy route, there are risks of collision, accidents and spills1. This is of 
particular concern to big vessels: in 1999, around 53% of the accidents involved general 
cargo ships, 20% tankers, 7% bulk carriers, 3% container ship; and it incidents range from 
collisions to wrecking (cf. Table 6.8.). 
 
Table 6.8. Casualties in the Straits of Malacca 1975 – 1995 
 
Type of Casualty Number % 
Fire/Explosion 81 17% 
Foundered/Wrecked/Grounded 153 32% 
Leakage/Engina Trouble 123 26% 
Collision 101 21% 





Piracy increased in the eighties as the bigger vessels had to slow down in the straits. On 
very big container vessels like the ones we are interested in, pirates can simply steal 
money and valuable objects from the captain cabin before leaving quickly or, steal the 
whole ship and whole or part of its cargo when they have information on the merchandise 
value. We do not consider this to be a serious risk as the pirates are not interested in trying 
to open sealed containers when looking simply for valuables, but nevertheless this is a 
parameter to take into account to understand the choices of a manufacturer as the 
consequences can vary from a simple delay to the complete loss of the cargo in the case of 
wreckage. Because of the time it takes to go through the procedures with the authorities 
once an incident is reported, a great number of piracy acts are not reported to avoid 
additional cost and delay. There have also been reports of crew members killed, wounded, 
forcibly locked up or taken hostage and as a consequence the vessel grounds or has more 
delay. 
 
                                                 
1 Captain  Raja Malik Kamaruzaman,1999, http://www.american.edu/ted/malacca.htm 
2 Lloyd’s Maritime Information System, www.lmis.com 
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The theft of the entire cargo is the work of organised crime; and the cargo is sold in 
advance: “French captain René Lovack of the Debussy, the largest container ship in the 
world, that travels between northern Europe and south-east Asia via the Malacca Strait, 
says “Pirates usually operate from small boats and get on board by any means possible. 
In the case of a container ship, the pirates rely on an extensive network of relatives and 
friends who work in the shipping industry and have obtained access to customs and freight 
documents. If a ship is carrying money, gold lingots or televisions, they know. And they 
know exactly where the goods are located on the ship.”
1 ” 
 
After 1997 and the Asian crisis, the number of pirates attacks rose as a consequence of a 
greater poverty and unemployment in affected Asian countries; but also of a reduced 
vigilance: less patrols, crews reduced, easier access to firearms, corruption… In 2000, 
Malacca and Singapore straits were classified as second most dangerous place in the world 
for international navigation. 
 
 
Table 6.9. Number of Piracy Related Acts in Singapore and Malacca Straits, in 
Southeast Asia and in the World, between 1991 and 2000 
 
Year Malacca strait Singapore strait Total South East Asia Total World 
1991 32 0 88 107 
1992 7 0 63 106 
1993 5 0 16 103 
1994 3 3 38 90 
1995 2 2 71 188 
1996 3 2 124 228 
1997 0 5 92 247 
1998 1 1 89 202 
1999 2 14 161 300 
2000 75 5 162 469 




                                                 
1 « TV programs worth watching », The Guardian, 25 January 2006 
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6.1.6. Input of the Model 
 
Finally we obtain a quantitative measure of the criteria for each mode alternative. It is 
summarized in the Table 6.10 below. For the transport cost the price is not differentiated 
by the direction of the journey (from Singapore to Kuala Lumpur or the reverse). This was 
done on purpose because the prices are very similar. During the initial investigation with 
the freight forwarders, they were asked to give their prices separately for the outward and 
inward journey in order to be able afterwards to choose to differentiate or not. But we 
found out that the two prices were close, and as a consequence we built the hierarchical 
tree so that the cost criterion would be related to the alternatives directly, i.e. without 
taking into account the direction of the journey. Thus the alternatives as regards cost 
criterion cost are characterized by the average cost of outward and inward journey 
between the two cities for each mode. 
 
 
Table 6.10. Mode Options Characteristics 
 
Reliability Transport cost Risk       Criterion  
Mode 
Transit time 
(delay) LCL FCL (mark on 5) 
Road 2 days ½ day $231 $715 4 
Rail 2 days ½ day - $730.6 3 
Sea 4 days FCL 
5 days LCL 
1 day $296 $1225 
 
2 
Air 1 day 0 day $637 - 5 
 
 
These features for each alternative are then transformed into weights to be entered in the 
model as input data. The weights are obtained following the AHP method of pair-wise 
comparisons for the criteria transit time, reliability and risk whereas we use direct 
weighting for the cost criterion.  
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For the transit time criterion the ratios are directly obtained from the transit time itself. 
Note that the ratios are inversed in so far as we want to give the greatest importance to the 
mode having the shortest transit time (Table 6.11). 
 
Table 6.11. Pair-wise Comparisons for Time Criterion 
 
100kg LCL case FCL case 
 Air Sea Road 
Air 1 5/1 2/1 
Sea 1/5 1 2/5 
Road 1/2 5/2 1  
 Sea Road Rail 
Sea 1 2/4 2/4 
Road 4/2 1 2/2 
Rail 4/2 2/2 1  
 
 
For the reliability criterion we use the fundamental scale of Saaty (see chapter V) to judge 
the importance of one mode over another knowing the possible delay for each of them. 
We obtain the following comparisons. 
 
Table 6.12. Pair-wise Comparisons for Reliability Criterion 
 
100kg LCL case FCL case 
 Air Sea Road 
Air 1 9 5 
Sea 0.11 1 0.33 
Road 0.2 3 1  
 Sea Road Rail 
Sea 1 0.33 0.33 
Road 3 1 1 
Rail 3 1 1  
 
 
For the risk criterion also we use the fundamental scale of Saaty to obtain the pair-wise 
comparison matrix. 
 
Table 6.13. Pair-wise Comparisons for Risk Criterion 
 
100kg LCL case FCL case 
 Air Sea Road 
Air 1 7 2 
Sea 0.14 1 0.2 
Road 0.5 5 1  
 Sea Road Rail 
Sea 1 0.2 0.33 
Road 5 1 3 
Rail 3 0.33 1  
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For the cost criterion, we reverse the cost to grant the greater importance to the cheaper 
option. Then we use direct weighting by normalizing the reversed costs for each case 
(LCL and FCL). For instance in LCL case, the road cost is 231$, its inverse (1/231) 
represents 47% of the sum of the inversed costs (1/231+1/296+1/637). The final weights 
are in the Table 6.14. 
 
Table 6.14. Weights of each Mode Option for Transport Cost Criterion 
 
 LCL FCL 
Air 17% - 
Sea 36% 23% 
Road 47% 39% 
Rail - 38% 
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6.2. Top-Down Input of the Decision Tree 
 
The previous section enabled us to fill the model with data for the links connecting the 
criteria to the alternatives (cf. Figure 6.2. below). The following section’s purpose is to 
provide the remaining input for the model from the top of the tree to the criteria level. 
Thus at the end of this chapter the hierarchy will be complete and we will be able to 
proceed to the analysis. 
 
 
Fig.  6.2. Hierarchical Tree Representing the Transport Modes Choice Problem 
 
 
Choose the best 





Time  Reliability  Price  Risk 
AIR SEA ROAD RAIL 
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6.2.1. Level 1 
 
On the first level, the two branches have exactly the same weight. There is no justification 
to give more importance to one over the other as they are both independent views. As a 
consequence the matrix of pair-wise comparisons is simply the identity matrix. This 
means each branch will have a weight of 0.5. 
 
Table 6.15. Pair-wise Comparisons on the First Level of the Hierarchy 
 
 Client Cargo 
Client 1 1 
Cargo 1 1 
 
6.2.2. Level 2 and 3 
 
 
The second and third levels concern only the branch “cargo requirements”. We detailed 
this branch in view of a decision maker interested in an allocation of resources between 
the developments of various transport modes between the two cities. Then for him/her the 
outward or inward journey case must be merge in one tree, idem for the various types of 
electronics products, because he/she wants to know what is the overall preferred mode 
option to support. 
 
The second level indicates that the sense of the route matters. Indeed the exports and 
imports do not have the same importance between the two countries (cf. Chapter IV). 
From Singapore view, the route Singapore to Kuala Lumpur represents the exports; and 
Kuala Lumpur to Singapore represents the imports. To be able to give weights to the 
elements of our hierarchy we used Singapore external trade figures. But these were not 
specified per city, and in this analysis we are focusing only on a Singapore – Kuala 
Lumpur journey. Therefore we assumed the figures of Kuala Lumpur – Singapore trade 
could be considered proportional to the ones of Malaysia – Singapore trade. This 
assumption seemed reasonable as Kuala Lumpur is the most important city and industrial 
centre of the country. In so far as we are reasoning with ratios, we assume it does not 
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affect the final pair-wise comparison. The weight given to each element of the second 
level is a direct weight obtained from the normalization of the value of selected electronics 
products’ imports and exports (re-exports plus domestic exports) as specified in chapter III 
and explained in appendix A. The total values of imports and exports are displayed in 
Table 6.16 below. It results that imports represent 52% of total trade and exports 48%. We 
will then give as weights 0.52 to the element “KL->Sing” and 0.48 to “Sing->KL”. 
 
Table 6.16. Trade Singapore – Malaysia 2004 
 
 
Imports Total Exports 
Product Description Value (SDG) Value (SDG) 
Industrial electronics 
  
Office Machines 29 150 950 25 171 689 
Data Processing Machines 1 711 324 495 1 097 058 482 
Parts For Office & Dp 
Machines 4 561 682 004 2 657 938 603 
Telecommunications 
Equipment 3 160 165 488 2 439 798 395 
Measuring Instruments 510 431 306 450 009 108 
Electrical Medical Apparatus 59 578 723 20 452 528 
Sub Total 10 032 332 966 6 690 428 805 
Consumer electronics 
  
Television Receivers 558 199 141 54 119 315 
Radio-broadcast Receivers 339 124 394 49 281 701 
Video & Sound Recorders Etc 284 424 455 40 368 260 
Photographic Apparatus 217 139 473 82 093 409 
Sub Total 1 398 887 463 225 862 685 
Electronics components 
  
Electrical Power Machinery 234 651 521 565 008 959 
Electrical Circuit Apparatus 1 129 105 244 2 011 030 258 
Electronics Valves 14 713 265 432 14 554 578 460 
Electrical Machinery Nes 628 957 596 1 509 186 402 
Sub Total 16 705 979 793 18 639 804 079 
   
TOTAL 28 137 200 222 25 556 095 569 
Source: IE Singapore Statistics, 2004 
 
The level 3 is there to translate the importance of the groups of electronics products on 
each transport leg. The Table 6.16 above displays the values in imports and exports of 
these groups. As for level 2 of the hierarchy, we normalize in respect to each upper 
element (i.e. in respect to imports and separately in respect to exports). We eventually 
obtain the weights as shown in Table 6.17 below. 
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Share in Total 
Exports 
Industrial electronics 36% 26% 
Consumer electronics 5% 1% 
Electronics components 59% 73% 
 
6.2.3. Level 4 
 
The level four links the criteria featuring each mode alternative to both shipper and cargo 
requirements’ branches. We first treat the comparisons on the cargo branch, which 
compares the criteria with regards to the group of products; before treating the 








The transit time criterion importance must translate what represents in value the time spent 
in transport for the cargo. We chose to express this value through the obsolescence rate 
added to the depreciation rate. These rates are a percentage of the annual cargo value and 
express the value the cargo loses as time passes by. The depreciation is the loss of value 
because of physical deterioration whereas obsolescence is the loss of economic value 
(when a more modern product arrives on the market, the value of the same kind of product 
but older, even if it is new, is reduced). According to a study of Gittleman et al. (2005), 
the expected depreciation parameter (σ ) is the inverse of the expected lifetime (i.e. a 
lifetime of 4 years gives a depreciation rate of 25%). They determine a parameter of 
obsolescence (s) such as the economical lifetime of the good is the inverse of ( σ+s ). 
 
Physical lifetime = 1/σ  
Economic lifetime = 1/ (s +σ ) 
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The measure s +σ  will give us the weight of criterion time for one type of electronics 
goods. The result of the study of Gittleman is a table providing the rates of obsolescence 
and depreciation by type of capital. We reported in Table 6.18 the rates found for the 
products we are interested in for our study. 
 
Table 6.18. Rates of Obsolescence and Depreciation by Type of Capital 
 
Capital type s +σ  
Industrial Electronics  
Mainframe computers 0.521 
Computer printers 0.452 
Computer terminals  0.355 
Computer tape drives 0.521 
Computer storage devices 0.457 
Other office equipment 0.340 
Communication equipment 0.116 
Instruments 0.140 
Photocopy and related equipment 0.195 
Consumer electronics  
Personal computers 0.256 
Household appliances 0.175 
Electrical components  
Electrical transmission, distribution and industrial apparatus 0.049 
         Source: National Bureau of Economic Research, Gittleman, Raa and Wolff. 
 
 
The study of Gittleman did not insist on electronics parts and for more accuracy, it was 
asked in the survey conducted for the electronics manufacturers to give the life span of 
their products (it was easier than to ask them the depreciation rate, which they almost 
always ignored except for the components manufacturers who confirmed several times the 
rate of 5% depreciation for electronics parts). Consumer electronics were judged to lose 
value faster than other products and the average answer was that their life span was around 
one year. Electronics components’ life span was assessed between 2 years and 5 years 
with a high proportion of respondents estimating their products’ life span to 3 years. As 
regards industrial electronics, the life span varied greatly from one respondent to another, 
it could range from one year to ten years depending on the product. In view of the wide 
range of the data gathered during the survey on this topic: most of the respondents did not 
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know the answer and thus no average could be relevant; we chose to keep the figures 
obtained by Gittleman as weight for the transit time criterion in respect to the products 
types and we took the arithmetic mean to obtain the average weight of the criterion time in 
respect to each products’ group. The final weights are displayed in Table 6.19. 
 
Table 6.19. Weight of Criterion Time in respect to the Cargo Value by Type of 
Products 
 
 Average rate of obsolescence and depreciation 
(% of the products’ value) 
Industrial electronics 34% 
Consumer electronics 21% 






Finding the importance of the reliability criterion for a cargo means to assess the 
consequences of a delay. In order to avoid running out of merchandise, companies 
maintain a safety stock in their warehouses. For the electronics, these safety stocks last a 
very short time, these is Just in Time trade. Then to represent the importance of reliability 
for a commodity we used the cost of having a safety stock as a percentage of the 
commodity annual value. 
 
This type of figures is not easy to calculate and we had to ask it to the electronics 
manufacturers we surveyed. Not all the respondents were able to give that percentage 
mostly because they did not know it, and often because they did not want to disclose it. 
However we were able to gather enough answers from a sufficient number of 
manufacturers in each category to note certain homogeneity in the rate given. The 
consumer electronics manufacturers who answered estimated on average the storage cost 
to 5% of their product annual value, for the electronics components it was 8% and the 
industrial electronics products on average 5% too. 
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Transport Cost 
 
The Cost criterion’s importance is given by the percentage of the transport cost in the total 
cargo value. Again this is the kind of measurement manufacturers having import-export 
operation calculate. 
 
As for the safety stock cost percentage we asked for the figure in our survey. And 
generally the manufacturers able and willing to disclose the previous percentage provided 
also this one. We then obtained a transport cost percentage of 5% with the consumer 





The risk criterion for its part will be translated by the percentage of the transport insurance 
over the value of the goods. The freight forwarders proposes insurance to their customers, 
the range is 40 to 115S$ for 10,000S$ of cargo with a deductible of 1400-2000S$, which 
means between 0.4% and 1.15% of the cargo value. These rates are quite low because the 
freight forwarders interviewed were parts of bigger groups which can negotiate 
advantageous conditions with their insurer, who would then insure thousands of trips 
elsewhere on the planet without risk. We do not know exactly what the figures are for the 
shippers themselves in so far as the percentage of the transport insurance is hidden in 
other insurance policies. We thus retain the range given by the freight forwarders to assess 
the weight of the risk as regards one commodity. The insurances of the freight forwarders 
are regardless of the product (as long as it is not perishable which are not insured), as a 
result we decided to apply the average value of 0.8% to each product type without 
differentiating. 
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Summary and inputs for the model 
 
Finally all the percentages over the products’ value obtained to compare level 4 (the 
route’s criteria) with the level 3 (the group of products) is summarized in the table below: 
 
Table 6.20. Route’s Criteria Percentage in the Products’ Value 
 
Commodity Transit Time Reliability Risk Transport Cost 
Industrial electronics 34% 5% 0.8% 10% 
Consumer electronics 21% 5% 0.8% 5% 
Electronics components 5% 8% 0.8% 12% 
 
 
Now we normalize per group of products in order to obtain the importance of each 
criterion respective to the others considering only one type of products. The final weights 
obtained are the following: 
 
Table 6.21. Weights of the Route’s Criteria per Group of Products 
 
Commodity Transit Time Reliability Risk Transport Cost 
Industrial electronics 68.3% 10.0% 1.6% 20.0% 
Consumer electronics 66.0% 15.7% 2.5% 15.7% 




6.2.3.2. Shippers’ requirements 
 
 
During the survey, it was asked to the electronics manufacturers to tell the importance 
they would attach to each criterion by giving a mark out of five to each criterion, 5 being 
the most important. Every respondent was able to do so, however a lot of them pointed out 
that when it is about exporting to a customer, the Incoterms is FOB and it is the customer 
who bears the transport cost and as consequence who chooses the transport mode for its 
own reasons. However the inverse situation takes place when importing. We judged then 
that the Singaporeans manufacturer were as worth a sample of decision makers as the 
Malaysian ones, and that their opinions should not vary greatly all the more that they often 
are from the same firms. 
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These data were then treated so as to obtain a group judgement. We used the weighted 
geometric mean to assess the group opinion. For each mark for each criterion we 
calculated its weight: the percentage of respondents having given this mark. For each 
criterion we thus calculated the weighted geometric mean. This gave eventually the 
following ranking: 
 
Table 6.22. Importance of each Criterion for the Shippers 
 






Then we transformed this measure in pair-wise comparisons by using the fundamental 
scale of Saaty, the resulting matrix is the following: 
 
Table 6.23. Pair-wise Comparison of Criteria as regards the Shipper Point of View 
 
 Time Reliability Cost Risk 
Time 1 6 0.33 9 
Reliability 0.166 1 0.14 4 
Cost 3 7 1 8 





We eventually obtained all the data necessary to proceed to the decision analysis. Each 
level of the decision tree is weighted either through a direct weighting or the pair-wise 
comparison method of the AHP. The next chapter describes the results of the analysis, and 
proposes some explanations of the findings. 
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7 Chapter VII: Findings 
 
The previous chapter describes the real-world scenario of transport operations on the 
Singapore-Kuala Lumpur route in order to provide all the inputs to the model. Once the 
weightings at the different levels of the hierarchical trees are performed, we obtain the 
overall weights of the mode options, which provide the answer to the first problem. In 
addition, the sensitivity of the result to the variation of the weights gives keys to 
understanding the basis of the decisions made. We have then three sections: the results for 
the 100kg sent LCL problem, the results for the TEU sent FCL problem and a last part 
comparing the three currently available modes (air, sea and road) in the case of LCL 
shipment.  
 
7.1. Transport Mode Decision for 100kg LCL 
 
The first result to consider is that the preferred option based on the overall criteria is the 
air option with a weight of 0.419, then the road one with 0.357, and finally the sea with 
0.223.  For each level, the contribution of the elements can be analyzed. We will review 
each level from the top of the tree to the alternatives in order to understand how the final 
result is obtained. 
 
Firstly the tree is separated in two branches: one taking into account the shipper’s 
requirements and the other the cargo requirements. Each branch contributes differently to 
each option. We note that the cargo requirements are prevalent in the air option with a 
weight of 23.6% compared to the shipper’s requirements at 18.4%, whereas the proportion 
are reversed for both the sea and road option where the shipper’s demands prevail. We 
conclude that it is the cargo more than the shipper criterion which favors the air option. 
 




















The sensitivity curves confirm this finding. If we reduce the weight of the cargo criteria to 
less than 8%, road transport becomes the preferred option.  
 
 
Fig.  7.2. Sensitivity of Level 0 with Subcriteria Cargo’s Requirements 
 
 
In the graph shown in Figure 7.2, the curves are the overall weights of the options as a 
function of the cargo’s requirements weight; the vertical lines show the location of the 
variable’s weight (here the variable is the cargo’s requirements weight) and the value 
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shown on the axis underlined is the current value of the variable; the other value shown in 
brackets is the limit point for rank reversal.  
 
 
Fig.  7.3. Sensitivity of Level 0 with Subcriteria Shipper’s Requirements 
 
 
Similarly, if the shipper’s requirements weight is changed to over 92%, the same reversal 
between the air and road option is observed(see fig. 7.3). It implies for the mode choice 
that there is a discrepancy between what the shipper asks and what its cargo would need. 
The electronics shippers, according to their preferences as regards their criteria ratings, 
will ask their freight forwarders a truck service. On the contrary the requirements of the 
electronics goods to be transported should lead the freight forwarder to advise its client to 
use the air option. A freight forwarder trying to make a strategic choice to develop one 
business rather than another would have to consider both the shipper’s demands and the 
cargo’s requirements. In our hierarchy we merge the two different influences and the air 
option remains the preferred one to a large extent. Even if the two elements (shipper and 
cargo) did not have the same weight, the air alternative is preferred until the interest in the 
cargo branches falls below 8%, which will happen mostly for people wanting to consider 
only the shippers’ point of view. However this finding can be criticized by the fact that the 
shipper is aware of his cargo’s need and that his preferences are dictated by the products 
transport conditions also. Nevertheless the final result would have been different if we had 
only asked the shippers their priorities without analyzing the products themselves. 
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We now intend to explain what makes the air option preferred on the cargo branch. The 
cargo’s requirements have first been divided in the two ways trade occurs: from Singapore 
to Kuala Lumpur and vice versa. For the three mode alternatives the exports from 
Singapore have the biggest share although it is quite comparable with the weight of the 
imports (see fig. 7.4). As a consequence the sensitivity curves are almost flat when 
















Variable Sg->KL Variable: KL->Sg 
 
Fig.  7.5. Sensitivity of Level 1 Cargo 
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The next level in the hierarchy is the separation in groups of electronics products. Three 
groups were made to gather diverse products into general categories reflecting a certain 
type of trade as detailed in chapter III. We observe afterwards that the most important 
contribution for every one of the three alternatives comes from the electronics components 
group (see fig. 7.6). The consumer electronics products have almost no influence in the 
decision making. This is explained directly by the weights given to each group of products 
derived from the trade figures. The trade of electronics components between the two 
countries is much more important than the two other categories; therefore its influence in 
the decision making of developing a transport mode over another is greater. However, 
whatever the change brought in the weight of one group of product, the ranking of the 
options remains the same: air first, road second, sea last. The sensitivity curves are almost 
flat. This indicates that although the electronics components group should be considered 
first, the other type of electronics products lead to the same final result. Then we conclude 
that whatever the type of electronics product, the air option remains the preferred one, 
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The industrial electronics products can affect the final result only by changing the weight 
they grant to the transport cost (see fig. 7.7). The graphs showing the sensitivity curves for 
the other subcriteria do not show the curves crossing each other. Thus if the transport cost 
for the industrial products had a weight greater than 84%, the road option would become 
preferred for these products. It simply means that if the products were of smaller value, 
then the share of the transport cost in it would be greater, and beyond a certain point, the 
cheapest option would prevail. 
 










Fig.  7.7. Sensitivity Curves on Level 3 Industrial Electronics’ Goods 
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As regards the electronics components, two criteria can affect the final result. Firstly the 
transport cost again has a strong impact, even stronger than for the industrial products, due 
to the weight of the electronics components in the tree. Here if the weight of the transport 
cost goes over 72%, then the preferred option becomes the road one. A second criterion 
with influence on the final result but to a lesser extent is the reliability criterion; if the 
weight is below 3%, it leads to the road option being preferred as an overall solution. 
Indeed the reliability of the road option is less than that of the air and if this criterion is 
omitted, the road alternative is preferred over the air alternative. 
 










Fig.  7.8. Sensitivity of Level 3 Electronics Components 
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The third type of products, consumer electronics, shows flat sensitivity curves (see fig. 
7.9). It indicates that this type of product has no influence on the final result possibly due 
to its low weight in the hierarchy. Thus even if the weight of one criteria for these 
products was completely changed, it could not affect the overall choice of the preferred 
option choice. 
 









Fig.  7.9. Sensitivity Curves on Level 4 Consumer Electronics Goods 
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Thus the cargo branch, which seems to have the most influence on the final choice, prefers 
the air option mainly due to time, reliability and risk criteria. In addition only a change in 
transport cost weight could bring a change in the final result. This is logical as the strength 
of the air option is its service quality, whereas its disadvantage is the higher cost. The type 
of products we are studying show some features which justify putting the service level 
before the cost of this service. The trade-off between the two appears through the 
preference between the road option (advantage on cost) and the air option (advantage on 
service level). 
 
We will now have a look at the shippers’ judgment. We found that without the 
contribution of the cargo branch, the road would be the preferred option. The shipper’s 
judgments of the importance of each criterion would lead to that. Indeed when we look at 
the sensitivity curves with the weight of the shipper’s requirements increased, we note that 
the current weight is located very close to the point for rank inversion between the two 
leading options. If the weight of the branch shipper was increased, the crossing point of 
the curves of the current situation (see fig. 7.10) would be translated such as the current 
weighting of the criteria be in the area were the road option is ranked first. This is 
displayed on Figure 7.11: the abscise not into brackets shows where the current criterion 
would be located if the weight given to the shipper’s judgments were of 96%.  
 
We observe that the road option would be preferred by the shipper, although it is very 
close to the air option in terms of preference, because the shipper gives less importance to 
the quality service criteria: the current weights of transit time, reliability and risk criteria 
are just below the threshold point which would favor the air alternative. On the contrary 
the transport cost criterion’s current weight is greater than the weight of rank inversion. 
Again the difference in preferences of one option over the other is very small and shows 
that the shipper could easily move to the air option with a small discount on the air freight 
transport cost. When looking back at the breakdown of the price, we know that the freight 
forwarder has a margin to reduce of a small amount its charges. Another strategy would be 
to convince the shipper that the air option is the best one for its type of product. 
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 Fig.  7.10. Sensitivity Curves on Level 1 Shipper’s Requirements 
 
 

















Fig.  7.11. Sensitivity Curves on Level 1 Shipper when its Weight is 0.96 
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7.2. Transport Mode Choice for a FCL 
 
For the full container load (FCL) shipment there are only two alternatives if we do not 
include the rail option in the analysis: sea or road; because the air option is feasible only 
for a small consignment. As described in the previous chapters, the road dominates the sea 
on every criterion: it is faster, more reliable, less risky and cheaper. As a consequence 
whatever the weights’ hierarchy, the preferred option is road transport for shipping a FCL. 
The final weight obtained for this option is of 66.9%, and all the sensitivity curves are 


















Fig.  7.12. Overall Priorities of Available Modes Options in FCL Case and 
Contributions of Level 5 
 
 
When we include the rail option with the inputs described in the previous chapter, the road 
remains the preferred option with 40.8% but the rail option is very close with 39.1%, the 
sea option is the last with 20%. For each option the shares of the branches cargo and 
shipper are close at about 50% of for each option (cf. Figure 7.13.). As a consequence the 
sensitivity curves are almost flat when varying the importance of the cargo or of the 
shipper: the preferred option remains the road, very closely followed by the rail. 
 
 















Fig.  7.13. Overall Priorities of Three Modes Options in FCL Case and Contributions 
of Level 1 
 
 
The sensitivity at other levels remains quite trivial since no change in the ranking of the 
options can be effectuated by a change in weight of any one of the criteria. Indeed, since 
the rail and road options are very similar in terms of the attributes we chose (transit time, 
reliability, transport cost and risk), what improves one also improves the other and the 
comparative advantage between these two options remains the same. 
 
We observe for the shipper that only the risk criterion offers some challenge between road 
and rail option, which is expected since it is the criterion on which they have the more 
difference (see fig. 7.14). However the conclusions it brings are not obvious because the 
respondents thought the road was the safest mode whereas the reality of the security on 
this mode might be another thing. This factor aside, the more important the risk criterion 
is to the shipper, the more the road option dominates the rail one. 
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Fig.  7.14. Sensitivity Curves on Level 1 Shipper Requirements 
 
 














Fig.  7.15. Priorities of Modes Options at Level 3 and Contributions of Level 4 
 
 
As regards the cargo branch, again the components’ group is the major “decision maker” 
among the commodities groups (see fig. 7.15.). Moreover the proportions remain the same 
in each option, then the change in importance of one type of electronics goods will not 
change the options’ ranking. This is confirmed by flat sensitivity curves. Thus we focus on 
the components group in order to look at the cargo branch’s influence on the results when 
changing the criteria’s weights, because it is the most relevant one; and we find exactly 
the same pattern of sensitivity curves as for the shipper (cf. fig 7.16.).  
 
The conclusion is then straightforward: in case of a shipment FCL for a TEU, the 
preferred mode should be the road one. The rail as a theoretical option comes second in 
the choices but is very close to the road one. Since the inputs for this alternative are 
estimations, the result should be read with caution: the rail option when it is really 
implemented by KTMB may have slightly different attributes which could rank it first and 
as close as it is now from the road option. Furthermore the similarity of the two 
alternatives does not allow for a reversal of rank in case a criterion’s importance was to be 
enhanced. 
 
















Fig.  7.16. Sensitivity Curves of Level 4 Components 
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7.3. Comparisons of the Transport Modes 
 
The decision analysis gives us in addition the opportunity to refine the comparison of the 
mode options. We did this firstly for the currently available modes (sea, air and road) in 
the case of the 100kg LCL shipment, and secondly with sea, road and rail options in the 
case of a TEU sent FCL. The characteristics of each route were determined through a field 
study described in Chapter 5. The hierarchy analysis of the last level (routes’ criteria 
against alternatives) provides us with a clear breakdown of the modes features. 
 
7.3.1. Transport Mode Comparison for 100kg LCL 
 
Figure 7.17 below displays the importance of each criterion per mode. We can then rank 
the alternatives on their characteristics. Air freight is first for transit time, reliability and 
risk, and last for cost. Road is first for cost and second for transit time, reliability and risk. 
Sea freight is last for transit time, reliability and risk, and second for cost. We then 
understand easily why road is the second preferred option. If we had constructed the 
hierarchy slightly differently with two groups of criteria: one cost, one service level, we 
would have obtained on the one hand the air option first for the group service level, and on 
the other hand the road option first for the cost criterion. The weight given to one group or 



















Fig.  7.17. Criteria’s Contribution per Transport Mode in LCL 
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It rejoins the previous section analysis: the shipper would give more weight to the cost and 
end up choosing the road mode, whereas the cargo would prefer the service level and 
decide to go by air. The Figure 7.18 illustrates this: the transport cost is dominated by the 
shipper whereas the other criteria give more weight to the cargo. We note the transit time 
is well disputed: 18.1% for the cargo, 15.8% for the shipper. Both grant almost the same 





















Fig.  7.18. Shipper and Cargo Contributions per Modes’ Criteria 
 
 
Furthermore the routes’ importance for each criterion can impact dramatically the final 
result. We already said that the part of each criterion was a tangible measurement (except 
for the risk) then it couldn’t be changed by the decision maker. However if we want to 
imagine what could be the results for another point of destination for instance, we can try 
to understand what a variation in one option’s weight for one criteria would bring as a 
change in the final weights. Figure 7.19 below shows how a change of weight for one 
mode option under the criterion transit time affect the final decision. 
 













Fig.  7.19. Sensitivity Curves on Level 4 Transit Time 
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Both road and sea’s weights are not very far from the rank inversion point. A slight 
decrease of the air’s weight or increase of the road’s weight and the road option is ranked 
first. On the contrary the sea option would need a much greater improvement in transit 
time to compensate its other drawbacks and be ranked first. This finding enables to 
conclude that with a slightly closer destination (transit time reduced) the road option 
becomes the best one. This is a quite obvious statement, but the analysis gives us the limit 
point where the air option becomes more preferable in view of the other conditions 
imposed. This limit is when the air has a weight of 0.48 under the transit time criterion. 
Currently the air has a weight of 0.59 in the transit time goal (cf. Figure 7.20. below). This 
share could be reduced if the share of another mode increased. Considering that neither the 
air option nor the sea one would really benefit as regards the transit time of a shorter 
journey (the main loss of time are the buffer zones in the terminals), whereas the road 
option will (the main amount of time spent is on the truck journey), we know that 
reducing the distance between origin and destination points will lead to an increase of the 
road share (it represents the inverse of the time measurement itself) and decrease of the air 
and sea shares. Assuming the sea transit time does not change either, the increase of road 
would be equally distributed to air and sea, then to decrease the air’s weight by 0.11 as 
needed we would need to increase the road’s weight of 0.22. This corresponds to a transit 
time of 1.14 days. It is the limit in time from which the road option becomes preferable. It 
implies a destination much closer that one can imagine in a first thought. The reality of the 
transport operations makes that the limit point will be simplified to a rough 
approximation: if the road door-to-door service can be achieved in one day, then road is 












Fig.  7.20. Contribution of each Mode to the Goal “Transit Time” 
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The same analysis can be done regarding the criterion reliability. Indeed transit time and 
reliability are closely linked. Figure 7.21 below displays the exact same type of sensitivity 
curves for reliability as for transit time. On reliability it is more difficult to forecast 
improvement. However it is possible to imagine a journey where the sea mode presents 
less delay and thus its weight under reliability criterion would be increased, which would 
accordingly decrease the weight of both air and road, but this might not imply a ranking 











Fig.  7.21. Sensitivity Curves on Level 4 Reliability 
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As regards the transport cost (see Figure 7.22), we observe again that the air and road 
options are closer to the threshold than the sea option. This time the variation of one mode 
does not impact on the weight of the other because the weights were assigned directly and 
not through the pair-wise comparison method. As a result, the amplitude of a variation to 
obtain a change in the preferred option is very simple to interpret: to overtake another 
mode one must reach a cost level that compensates its other disadvantages, while the other 
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We thus observe that the air services do not need to be any cheaper to ensure their first 
place. The air transport could even increase its prices up to reach a share of 4% in the 
transport cost criterion before the road would take its place. These 4% would correspond 
to a cost of S$1,619. Theoretically the cost of air transport could rise up to there, with the 
other modes’ costs remaining the same the air mode would remain the preferable option. 
But preferable would not mean the chosen one, indeed the high sensitivity of the shipper 
on transport cost was demonstrated previously and we can imagine that the shipper would 
step in to enforce his decision for a cheaper option. In the same way, everything else 
remaining equal, the road transport cost should decrease to S$135 to put the road option 
first, and the sea transport cost should be below S$47.8 to see the sea mode selected as 
preferred option. 
 
The last criterion we used to characterize a mode was the risk. It appears from the 
sensitivity curves that the criterion cannot affect the final result. The respondents to the 
survey did not give it enough importance so that its weight in the hierarchy make it little 
influent on the decision. The persons interviewed confirmed this point of view, telling that 
the concern was rarely addressed by the industry although it happens. It seemed to be part 
of the business and eventually quite rare to lose the cargo.  
 













Fig.  7.23. Sensitivity Curves on Level 4 Risk 
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7.3.2. Transport Mode Comparison for a TEU FCL 
 
The importance of each criterion per mode (cf. Figure 7.24. below) does not vary as much 
previously since, as we already mentioned, road and rail options have very similar 
characteristics. Rail and road are equals on transit time and reliability but slightly differ on 
transport cost and risk. Then the road is the preferred option only because it is slightly 
cheaper and considered as safer. The decision maker here sees the choice as immediate, 
there is no drawbacks on the one hand compensated by advantages which are not the same 



















Fig.  7.24. Criteria’s Contribution per Transport Mode 
 
 
The sensitivity analysis demonstrates this clearly. The Figures 7.25 to 7.28 show how a 
change of weight for one mode option under the criteria transit time, reliability, transport 
cost and risk affect the final decision. A minor decrease of the road’s weight in whichever 
criterion and the rail option is ranked first. The ranking reversal point between the first 
and second option is very close to the current location of the weights for all criteria except 
the risk where the margin is bigger. 
 














Fig.  7.25. Sensitivity Curves on Level 4 Transit Time 













Fig.  7.26. Sensitivity Curves on Level 4 Reliability 
 
 












Fig.  7.27. Sensitivity Curves on Level 4 Risk 
 











Fig.  7.28. Sensitivity Curves on Level 4 Transport Cost 
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We thus obtain the limits the road alternative must respect in changing its features not to 
be outranked. Since the transit time and reliability criteria have too large units to be able to 
propose a very small change and the risk criterion change is not easily measurable as it is a 
subjective judgment, we calculated only the limit for the transport cost. The road weight 
should decrease of 0.03 to reach 0.36 in weight in transport cost. When it does not affect 
the other modes’ cost, 0.36 in weight represents a transport cost of S$940.72. This means 
the road can increase its cost up to S$940.72 before being outranked by the rail option, 
which would have maintained its own cost (S$730.6). This margin in cost is what its 
advantages in risk judgment allows, the lesser risk compensating the increase in cost. 
 
Conclusion 
We finally obtained a preferred transport mode for both cases (a) 100kg sent LCL should 
use air and (b) one TEU sent FCL should use road. This gives an answer to the decision 
maker looking at investing in one of the transport infrastructure in order to provide 
support to the electronics industry. The analysis also gave us clues to compare the 
transport modes on the Kuala Lumpur – Singapore leg. The following chapter summarizes 
these findings and opens the discussion on other subjects. 
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8 Chapter VIII: Conclusion 
 
This chapter concludes the thesis by giving first a summary of the research findings 
discussed in the previous chapters and relating them to previous statements notably from 
the background chapters.  Secondly the limitations of the work are highlighted to evaluate 
the results. Some future research directions are suggested and followed by final remarks 
with regard to the general subject matter of the research done. 
 
8.1. Summary of the Research 
 
The main objective of the research was to evaluate the factors in the transport mode choice 
with respect to the trade of electronics goods between Singapore and Kuala Lumpur.  The 
first issue addressed was the industry transport needs: to be able to swiftly trade products 
between Singapore and Malaysia. The field study identified four requirements: the 
manufacturers wanted a reliable, fast, safe and cheap transport service. Through the survey 
conducted among Singaporean manufacturers, the following ranking was obtained as 
regards the relative importance of these requirements: first was cost, then transit time, 
followed by reliability, with risk being of least concern. We thus learned that even on a 
route not considered to be so safe by the security authorities, shippers did not really take 
into account the risk factor. As expected the cost and transit time came first. This finding 
confirmed similar findings on transport mode choice in previous research. 
 
The second focus was on the cargo transported. An analysis of the products’ 
characteristics showed that the four criteria judged by order of importance by the shipper 
could be, for the cargo, translated in a percentage of the goods’ value, and in this respect 
the ranking would be as displayed in Table 8.1. 
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Table 8.1. Cargo’s Ranking of the Criteria 
 
Product Transit time Reliability Transport cost Risk 
Industrial electronics 1 3 4 2 
Consumer electronics 1 2  3 2  
Electronics components 3 2 4 1 
 
The divergences between the rankings of the criteria by the shipper and the ones of the 
various types of cargo imply that there are tradeoffs being made by the shippers in the 
choice of transport mode. An interesting question raised from the previous conclusions 
was then: are the shipper’s mode choice decisions consistent with respect to his rating of 
the importance of the criteria?  For the LCL shipment case, the method shows that 
theoretically, from his own ranking of the criteria, the shipper should prefer the road 
option. 76.5% of the survey respondents trading with Kuala Lumpur indeed were using 
road, whereas 60% used air and 25.5% sea. The road mode had also the highest share of 
the modes used solely: 36% of the respondents used only the road option, whereas 11% 
used only air and 2% only sea. This provides support to the conclusion that the shippers 
are consistent with themselves in their mode choice decisions.  
 
The analysis showed that for electronics goods, the choice of transport mode between the 
two cities in order to support the electronics industry should be air for 100kg of cargo and 
road for a TEU FCL. For the FCL case, the result was straightforward. But for the LCL 
case, the hierarchy of priorities given to the cargo and to the shipper resulted in a trade-off 
where the shipper had to “lose”. The statistics reflecting the market trend mentioned above 
prove it is not what happens mainly in reality. Then for the decision maker who would 
like to reconciliate the LCL and FCL case in his resource allocation problem, the final 
answer might be to choose the road option. Indeed it is the preferred one for the FCL case 
and the preferred one of the shippers anyway. 
 
Finally, the sensitivity analysis found out that most factors had no or very little impact on 
the final result except the transport cost importance, which could change the choice of the 
preferred mode. This last remark implies for marketing strategy that transport providers 
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have to better communicate on the level of service offered if they are to influence the 
decision of the shipper. This latter is indeed primarily driven in his choice by the price and 
as a consequence would prefer the cheapest option, i.e. the road one. Then with better 
marketing that emphasizes the service quality aspects, the shipper’s weighting of these 
factors would improve and the final choice could be air transport. The shipper’s 
preference would then be consistent with the choice dictated by the attributes of the cargo. 
The carriers’ first priority to win the business of this type of shippers should then be 
service quality. As intermediaries, freight forwarders can choose to increase their margin 
on the highest quality service providers. 
 
8.2. Limitations of the Thesis 
 
The findings of the analysis are to be treated with caution as the study has limitations with 
respect to both the scope and the application of the theory. 
 
8.2.1. Scope Limits 
 
This research work is limited to a specific trip (from Singapore to Kuala Lumpur), a 
specific kind of shipment (containerized cargo) and a particular type of goods (electronics 
products). In this respect, the results may not be applicable to other routes, other cargo 
even if the characteristics of the route and of the cargo are similar. Indeed the economic, 
geographic, and political environment is to be taken into account as soon as a specific 
route is chosen. These matters would have impact on the prices charged to transport the 
cargo, the infrastructure for each mode, the experience of the freight forwarders etc. It 
impacts for instance on the fact there is no rail alternatives for the shipper. As a 
consequence the comparisons lack one element and the choice is made on a reduced panel 
of alternatives.  
 
Nevertheless a rail option was proposed in the study as it could be a competitive option in 
the future. But this alternative included in the decision tree on the basis of estimations is a 
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limitation in itself, hence the conclusions we could reach from it are questionable since the 
error margin is significant and the ranking reversal point is close to the current choice 
points.  
 
In addition the analysis is focused on the Singaporean stakeholders. This is largely due to 
resource and time constraints faced during the research process. The Malaysian side was 
not represented in the assessment of the transport modes alternatives. Thus this study 
focused only on a small portion of the market. As a consequence, the weightings and the 
results obtained are necessarily biased by this choice. This fact must be kept in mind when 
assessing the value of the results for policy purposes.   
 
Finally the study is limited in time scope since the weights inside the trees are subject to 
evolution with the time. The shippers’ preferences among others are based on the current 
situation but if it changes, the priorities will not remain the same. For instance as regards 
the risk criterion, currently it has a very low importance but if security standards increase 
for freight transportation, shippers will have to comply with it and then might give 
importance to the risk factor. 
 
8.2.2. Methodological and Theoretical Limits 
 
Firstly the method of collecting the data presents some drawbacks. It is necessary to be 
brief during the phone survey as the respondent could simply hang up when the task 
became too fastidious. Because of this there is a risk of bias for the questions which 
required the respondents to rank or give marks to criteria. The respondents did not want 
also to spend too much time thinking over it, then they answered quite fast and the 
reliability of these answers might be questionable. However during the interviews a 
special attention was given to these questions to make sure they were clear and that there 
was no misunderstanding possible. The answers collected during these interviews were 
consistent with the ones collected through the survey.  
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Furthermore, in this research we do not take into account the utility function of the 
decision makers: we assume that they have a linear utility function. Indeed depending on 
one’s utility function, the comparison between two elements varies and the final decision 
can be affected. For instance the value of money for each of us depends on our utility 
function on this specific criterion: S$200 may not be twice as important as S$100, which 
would be the case for a linear utility function. 
 
Finally the assessment of the criteria’s weight for the goods is arbitrary. We choose to 
measure the impact of transit time and reliability in a particular way; there was no 
previous research work on this and later researchers may choose other means of estimating 
this impact. 
 
8.3. Suggestions for Future Research 
 
The work presented here is not exhaustive and could be extended in its scope. Firstly, the 
study could be developed to take into account the judgments of the Malaysian 
manufacturers. Going further, the analysis could be applied to a larger geographical area 
beginning with the whole Malaysia, and perhaps even encompassing the whole of 
Southeast Asia as the countries of this region share similar characteristics as regards the 
electronics market. Then it could also be broadened to another industry other than the 
electronics market.  
 
Another development of this work could be to combine the transport mode decision tool 
with a tool to choose a route. For instance, the shipper having several destination 
alternatives could use a model to choose which route to use, taking into account the 
preferred mode option. 
 
In view of using this work as a base for planning decision, it could be developed in a 
comparison tool to benchmark similar situations between countries worldwide and be 
capable of determining which planning policy is the best suited for the current conditions 
in which one would develop his own project. 
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Furthermore the role of the freight forwarder could be analyzed. Some elements traducing 
his impact on the decision making could be included in the hierarchy. This would permit 
to identify the real action of this intermediary. Indeed the freight forwarder has influence 
on the final mode selection as he presents the alternatives to the shipper so he can clearly 
choose to sell an alternative rather than another. Furthermore his real action in the 
transport chain influences the efficiency of a journey and thus impacts again on the final 
choice. 
  
Finally a study could be conducted on how the behaviour of the shipper evolves in time. It 
was already stated that companies tended to be conservative in freight transport and used 
to cling on the current solution they have always know (Fridstrom & Madslien, 1998). 
Then it would be interesting to show how the change is brought in a manufacturing 
company on such decision in so far as it is not their core activity. There again the role of 




The core topic of this thesis was transport mode choice. The problem studied was the 
choice between uni-modal transport options. However we considered door-to-door 
transport and as a result sea, air and rail alternatives could be qualified of intermodal 
options since they imply a short road leg for pick-up and delivery. Nevertheless the focus 
was on comparing modes between themselves and not a combination of modes with 
another combination of modes. This was an arbitrary choice: we wanted to determine the 
qualities of each mode taken independently; although as soon as the case studied is more 
complex, the combination of modes might be involved.  
 
Indeed the more complex the network of an industry production and distribution chains is, 
the more likely there will be need for transshipment from one mode to another or from one 
mode to the same mode. As a result, to study intermodality one must first study each mode 
separately. Afterwards knowing perfectly well the drawbacks and advantages of each 
mode on a specific route enables to imagine the best possible combination of these modes, 
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which should outperform the use of one unique mode. Then intermodality is the future of 
the transport sector. The transport industry supporting the trade, the developments in 
freight intermodality are the necessary condition to economic wealth. Governments have 
then no choice but to put efforts and will to foster this strategic area through adequate 
policy making. Thus research work in transport should aim at studying intermodal 
questions to provide the rulers tools to improve transport infrastructure and industry. In 
South East Asia, the future of intermodal freight transport is related to different policy 
issues.  
 
First the regional integration which must be further enhanced depends on a sound 
transport network to link all the countries. The ASEAN is already lifting administrative 
and trading barriers. To ease the intra-regional connections, the infrastructure must follow 
and the industry must develop itself around clear objectives the governments can set. The 
accessibility to remote countries and area is the necessary condition to integration. The 
South East Asian market should not allow to be parceled out in small geographical area. 
By ensuring the development of the transport, the rulers can offer their countries a fair 
level-playing field to compete. 
 
Second the integration of the region in the world. Southeast Asia is growing and earned its 
place on the worldwide stage. Some strategic developments in specific economic sectors, 
which make the strength of this part of the world, need to be supported by consistent 
policies in transport. The electronics sector is one of them. Without a clear will of being a 
piece of a puzzle spread on a worldwide scale, the Southeast Asia leaders would never 
have achieved the success they experience today in this industry. And this will is 
displayed by strong commitment in transport infrastructure development, in transport 
regulations. The issue is to grasp the potential of transport to be able to target the most 
useful and profitable developments. 
 
From these ambitions without borders, the matters of responsibility must be addressed. 
There is not a common set of rules which links the Southeast Asian countries development 
policies. If one country decides not to pursue its efforts in transport development, nobody 
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can enforce legislation for it to do so. For instance the East-West corridor from Myanmar 
to Vietnam across Thailand and Laos encounters many difficulties since each country 
thinks on its own and decides to focus on its specific needs. And this is a real obstacle to 
further economic development since it is about infrastructure. If the governments do not 
involve themselves in a cooperative framework, nothing can be done. What comes next 
might less require a strong will from the governments since the private sector can find its 
own way towards growth once the infrastructure is there. However, a common ground 
should be first found between the countries on matters such as the degree of liberalization, 
and of regulation. Multilateral agreements should bind the national sectors to a certain 
level of cooperation and competition. 
 
 
Freight intermodality is about harmonizing trade relationships inter and intra countries, 
which can then lead quite quickly to the harmonization of all the other relationships. 
Further multi-disciplinary research in these areas of concern can certainly help in this task 
by proposing useful ideas, innovations, or simply a better understanding of the practical 
problems and challenges. There are indeed many potential opportunities to conduct 
interesting intermodal studies in this rapidly growing region. 
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10 Appendix A 
Selected SITC items list 
 
 
The selection of products studied in Chapter 3 to analyze the electronics trade between 
Singapore and Malaysia followed the reasoning presented hereafter. We chose to use the 
SITC classification. 
 
In the SITC 1-digit list (see Table 1), we selected only two categories of commodities that 
were relevant: Machinery & Equipment (7) and Miscellaneous Manufactures (8). 
 
Table A.1. SITC 1-Digit List 
 
Prd Code Product Description 
*0 Food 
*1 Beverages & Tobacco 
*2 Crude Materials 
*3 Mineral Fuels 
*4 Animal & Vegetable Oils 
*5 Chemicals & Chemical Products 
*6 Manufactured Goods 
*7 Machinery & Equipment 
*8 Miscellaneous Manufactures 
*9 Miscellaneous 
 
In the SITC 2-digit list corresponding to these categories we selected only five categories 
of goods highlighted in Table 2 below. 
 
Table A.2. SITC 2-Digit List for Groups of Commodities 7 and 8 
 
Prd Code Product Description 
*71 Power Generating Machinery 
*72 Industrial Machinery 
*73 Metalworking Machinery 
*74 General Industrial Machinery 
*75 Offices & Data Machines 
*76 Telecommunication Apparatus 
*77 Electrical Machinery Nes1 
*78 Road Vehicles 
*79 Transport Equipment 
                                                 
1 Nes = Non elsewhere specified 
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*81 Prefab Bldg Sanitary Lighting 
*82 Furniture Bedding Mattresses 
*83 Travel Goods 
*84 Clothing 
*85 Footwear 
*87 Scientific Instruments 
*88 Photographic Apparatus 
*89 Misc Mfd Articles Nes 
 
In case of doubt on the relevance of the category (for Power Generating Machinery 
category for instance), a check through the more detailed SITC list of products included in 
the group enabled to figure out. 
 
These categories showed again products that weren’t relevant for our focus, then we had 
to go a layer below to obtain a set of products all connected to the trade we were interested 
in. With products SITC 3-digit codes we obtained satisfactory clusters of products, which 
are highlighted in the Table 3 below. 
 
Table A.3. SITC 3-Digit List for Groups of Commodities 75, 76, 77, 87 and 88 
 
Prd Code Product Description 
*751 Office Machines 
*752 Data Processing Machines 
*759 Parts For Office & Dp Machines 
*761 Television Receivers 
*762 Radio-broadcast Receivers 
*763 Video & Sound Recorders Etc 
*764 Telecommunications Equipment 
*771 Electrical Power Machinery 
*772 Electrical Circuit Apparatus 
*773 Electy Distributing Eqpmt 
*774 Electrical Medical Apparatus 
*775 Household Goods 
*776 Electronics Valves 
*778 Electrical Machinery Nes 
*871 Optical Apparatus 
*872 Medical Apparatus 
*873 Meters & Counters Nes 
*874 Measuring Instruments 
*881 Photographic Apparatus 
*882 Photographic Supplies 
*883 Cinematographic Film 
*884 Optical Goods Nes 
*885 Watches & Clocks 
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The selection of the finally 3-digits items was done by going through the articles they 
were constituted of (see Table 4 below) for each of them. Then we removed from the 
selection the group coded 773, 871, 872, 873, 882, 883, 884 and 885 as they weren’t 
enough closely related to the electronics trade in view of the products part of it. 
 
Table A.4. SITC 4-Digit List 
 
*751 Office Machines 
Prd Code Product Description 
*7511300 Word-processing Machines Incl Automatic Typewriters (Nmb) 
*7511500 Typewriters Electric (Nmb) 
*7511900 Typewriters Non-electric (Nmb) 
*7512100 Calculating Machines Incl Electronic Desk Calculators Electric (Nmb) 
*7512200 Calculating Machines Non-electric (Nmb) 
*7512300 Accounting Machines (Nmb) 
*7512400 Cash Registers (Nmb) 
*7512800 Postage-franking Ticket-issuing & Similar Machines With Calculating Devices (Nmb) 
*7513000 Photo-copying Or Thermo-copying Apparatus (Nmb) 
*7519100 Duplicating Machines (Nmb) 
*7519900 Other Office Machines (Nmb) 
  
*752 Data Processing Machines 
Prd Code Product Description 
*7521000 Analogue Or Hybrid Automatic Data Processing Machines (Nmb) 
*7522100 Mainframe Computers (Nmb) 
*7522200 Minicomputers (Nmb) 
*7522300 Microcomputers Over 10kg (Nmb) 
*7522400 
Portable Digital Automatic Data Processing Machines 10kg & Below With At Least A 
Cpu Keyboard & Display (Nmb) 
*7522900 Mainframe & Mini Computers With At Least A Cpu Input & Output Unit (Nmb) 
*7523100 Digital Central Processing Units For Mainframe Computers (Nmb) 
*7523200 Digital Central Processing Units For Minicomputers (Nmb) 
*7523300 Digital Central Processing Units For Microcomputers (Nmb) 
*7523900 Digital Processing Units For Mainframe & Mini Computers (Nmb) 
*7526100 Disk Drives (Nmb) 
*7526200 Tape Drives (Nmb) 
*7526300 Printers (Nmb) 
*7526400 Computer Terminals Or Monitors Excl Closed-circuit Tv Monitors (Nmb) 
*7526500 Keyboards (Nmb) 
*7526600 Optical Disk Drives Incl Cd-rom Drives & Cd-r Drives (Nmb) 
*7527000 Digital Central Storage Units Separately Consigned (Nmb) 
*7529100 Control Units (Nmb) 
*7529200 Adaptor Units (Nmb) 
*7529300 Gateways (Nmb) 
*7529400 Concentrators Or Multiplexers (Nmb) 
*7529500 Other Peripheral Units (Nmb) 
*7529700 Bar-code Readers (Nmb) 
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*7529800 Optical Character Readers Document/image Scanners (Nmb) 
*7529900 Other Off-line Data Processing Equipment (Nmb) 
  
*759 Parts For Office & Dp Machines 
Prd Code Product Description 
*7591000 Parts & Accessories For Photo-copying Or Thermo-copying Apparatus 
*7591100 
Automatic Document Feeders Paper Feeders & Sorters For Photocopying & 
Thermo-copying Apparatus 
*7591900 Parts & Accessories For Photocopying & Thermo-copying Apparatus (Kgm) 
*7599100 Parts & Accessories Of Typewriters & Word-processors 
*7599300 Parts & Accessories Of Other Office & Cheque Writing Machines 
*7599500 Parts & Accessories Of Calculators Accounting Machines Etc 
*7599710 Printed Circuit Boards Assembled For Heading 84.71 (Kgm) 
*7599790 Parts Of Data Processing Machines & Peripherals 
  
*761 Television Receivers 
Prd Code Product Description 
*7611000 Television Receivers Colour (Nmb) 
*7612000 Television Receivers Monochrome (Nmb) 
*7761100 Cathode-ray Television Picture Tubes Colour (Nmb) 
*7761200 Cathode-ray Television Picture Tubes Monochrome (Nmb) 
  
  
*762 Radio-broadcast Receivers 
Prd Code Product Description 
*7621100 
Radio-broadcast Receivers With Or Without Sound Record- Ing Or Reproducing 
Apparatus For Motor Vehicles (Nmb) 
*7622110 Radio Cassette Recorders (Nmb) 
*7622120 Pocket-size Radio Cassette-players (Nmb) 
*7622200 Other Portable Radio-broadcast Receivers (Nmb) 
*7628900 
Other Radio-broadcast Receivers Incl Receivers With Sound Recorders Or 
Reproducers Mains (Nmb) 
  
  
*763 Video & Sound Recorders Etc 
Prd Code Product Description 
*7633100 Coin-operated Gramophones & Record-players Electric (Nmb) 
*7633300 Other Gramophones & Record-players Electric (Nmb) 
*7638100 Video Recorders & Reproducers (Nmb) 
*7638200 Laser Disc Players (Nmb) 
*7638420 Cassette-type Tape Recorders (Nmb) 
*7638430 Other Tape Recorders (Nmb) 
*7638490 Other Dictating Machines Etc (Nmb) 
  
  
*764 Telecommunications Equipment 
Prd Code Product Description 
*7641100 Telephone Sets (Nmb) 
*7641500 Telephone Switchboards & Exchanges (Nmb) 
*7641710 Modems (Nmb) 
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*7641911 Scramblers Incl Speech Inverters & On-line Cypher Equipment (Nmb) 
*7641921 Facsimile Machines (Nmb) 
*7641990 Other Line Telephonic Or Telegraphic Apparatus (Nmb) 
*7642100 Microphones & Stands (Nmb) 
*7642200 Loudspeakers (Nmb) 
*7642400 
Headphones Earphones & Combined Microphone/speaker Sets For Telephonic Or 
Telegraphic Apparatus (Nmb) 
*7642500 Amplifiers (Nmb) 
*7643100 Transmitters & Transmitter-receivers (Nmb) 
*7648100 Radio-telephonic Radio-telegraphic Receivers (Nmb) 
*7648200 Television Cameras (Nmb) 
*7648300 Radio Navigational Aid Radar & Remote Control Apparatus (Nmb) 
*7648400 Still Image Video Cameras & Other Video Camera Recorders (Nmb) 
*7649110 Printed Circuit Boards Assembled For Heading 85.17 (Kgm) 
*7649190 Parts Of Line Telephonic Or Telegraphic Apparatus 
*7649200 Parts Of Microphones Amplifiers Etc 
*7649310 
Parts Of Television & Radio-broadcast Receivers & Telecom Apparatus Incl Aerials 
& Aerial Reflectors 
*7649320 Printed Circuit Boards Assembled For Headings 85.25 To 85.28 (Kgm) 
*7649910 Printed Circuit Boards Assembled For Headings 85.19 To 85.21 (Kgm) 
*7649990 Parts Of Video Sound Recorders & Reproducers 
  
  
*771 Electrical Power Machinery 
Prd Code Product Description 
*7711100 Liquid Dielectric Transformers (Nmb) 
*7711900 Other Transformers (Nmb) 
*7712100 Static Converters Rectifiers & Rectifying Apparatus (Nmb) 
*7712300 Ballasts For Discharge Lamps Or Tubes (Nmb) 
*7712500 Other Inductors (Nmb) 
*7712900 Parts Of Transformers Rectifiers Etc 
  
  
*772 Electrical Circuit Apparatus 
Prd Code Product Description 
*7722000 Printed Circuits (Kgm) 
*7723100 Resistors (Kgm) 
*7723800 Parts Of Resistors 
*7724100 Fuses 
*7724210 Circuit Breakers Moulded Case Type 
*7724290 Other Circuit Breakers 
*7724400 Switches 
*7724500 Other Apparatus For Making Protecting Or Making Connections To Electrical Circuits 
*7725400 Relays 
*7725800 Plugs & Sockets 
*7726100 Electrical Switching Board Control Panels & Similar Equipment 
*7728200 
Parts Of Relays Fuses Plugs & Sockets Etc Swtichboards Control Panels & Similar 
Equipment 
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*773 Electy Distributing Eqpmt 
Prd Code Product Description 
*7731100 Lacquered Or Enamelled Wire (Tne) 
*7731410 Telephone & Telegraph Wire & Cables Submarine (Tne) 
*7731420 Telephone & Telegraph Wire & Cables Non-submarine (Tne) 
*7731490 Other Electric Wire & Cables (Tne) 
*7732200 Insulators Of Any Material 
*7732900 Insulating Fittings For Electrical Machines 
  
*774 Electrical Medical Apparatus 
Prd Code Product Description 
*7741000 Electro-medical Apparatus 
*7741300 Ultra-violet Or Infra-red Ray Apparatus 
*7742100 X-ray Incl Radiography & Radiotheraphy Apparatus 
*7742900 




*775 Household Goods 
Prd Code Product Description 
*7751100 Clothes Washing Machines Of Capacity Not Over 10 Kg (Nmb) 
*7751200 Other Drying Machines For Textile Yarns Fabrics Or Made Up Textile Articles (Nmb) 
*7752110 Refrigerators Household Type Electric (Nmb) 
*7752120 Refrigerators Household Type Non-electric (Nmb) 
*7753000 Dish Washing Machines Domestic (Nmb) 
*7754100 Shavers & Hair Clippers Electric (Nmb) 
*7754900 Parts For Shavers & Hair Clippers 
*7757100 Vacuum Cleaners & Floor Polishers Domestic Electric (Nmb) 
*7757200 Food Grinders Mixers Fruit & Vegetable Juice Extractors Domestic Electric (Nmb) 
*7757300 Other Electro-mechanical Appliances Domestic (Nmb) 
*7757900 Parts Of Electro-mechanical Appliances Domestic 
*7758100 Water Heaters & Immersion Heaters Electric (Nmb) 
*7758200 Space & Soil Heating Apparatus Electric (Nmb) 
*7758310 Hair Dryers Electric (Nmb) 
*7758390 Other Hair-dressing Apparatus Electric (Nmb) 
*7758400 Smoothing Irons Electric (Nmb) 
*7758500 Electric Blankets (Nmb) 
*7758610 Microwave Ovens (Nmb) 
*7758620 Rice Cookers Domestic Electric (Nmb) 
*7758630 Other Ovens Electric (Nmb) 
*7758630 Other Ovens Electric (Nmb) 
*7758710 Kettles Electric (Nmb) 
*7758720 Coffee Or Tea Makers Electric (Nmb) 
*7758730 Toasters Electric (Nmb) 
*7758790 Other Electro-thermic Appliances Domestic (Nmb) 
*7758800 Heating Resistors Electric (Nmb) 
*7758900 Parts Of Electro-thermic Appliances 
  
*776 Electronic Valves 
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Prd Code Product Description 
*7761100 Cathode-ray Television Picture Tubes Colour (Nmb) 
*7761200 Cathode-ray Television Picture Tubes Monochrome (Nmb) 
*7762100 
Television Camera Tubes Image Converters Intensifiers & Other Photo-cathode 
Tubes (Nmb) 
*7762200 Other Electronic Valves & Tubes 
*7762900 Parts Of Electronic Valves & Tubes 
*7763100 Other Diodes (Nmb) 
*7763200 Transistors (Nmb) 
*7763710 Photocells Photodiodes & Phototransistors (Nmb) 
*7763720 Light Emitting Diodes (Nmb) 
*7763790 Other Semi-conductor Devices (Nmb) 
*7764910 Microassemblies (Mil) 
*7764920 Cards Incorporating An Electronic Integrated Circuit (smart Cards) (Cen) 
*7764990 Intergrated Circuits (Mil) 
*7768100 Mounted Piezo-electric Crystals (Nmb) 
*7768900 Parts Of Diodes Photocells Transistors Etc 
  
*778 Electrical Machinery Nes 
Prd Code Product Description 
*7781110 Other Primary Cells & Batteries (Kgm) 
*7781140 Primary Cells & Batteries Zinc Carbon (Kgm) 
*7781210 Other Electric Accumulators (Nmb) 
*7781220 Electric Accumulators Nickel Cadmium (Nmb) 
*7781700 Parts Of Primary Cells & Batteries 
*7781900 Nickel Cadmium Plates For Electric Accumulators 
*7781990 Other Parts Of Electric Accumulators Incl Separators 
*7782100 Other Electric Filament Lamps (Nmb) 
*7782210 Fluorescent Tubular Lamps Of 610 Mm 914 Mm & 1220 Mm Length (Nmb) 
*7782290 Other Electric Discharge Lamps (Nmb) 
*7782300 Electric Sealed Beam Lamp Units (Nmb) 
*7782400 Ultra-violet Infra-red & Arc Lamps (Nmb) 
*7782900 Parts For Filament & Discharge Lamps 
*7783110 Sparking Plugs (Nmb) 
*7783120 Ignition Magnetos Magneto-dynamos & Magnetic Flywheels (Nmb) 
*7783130 Starter Motors & Starter Generators (Nmb) 
*7783190 Other Electrical Starting Equipment For Internal Combustion Engines (Nmb) 
*7783300 Parts For Electrical Starting Equipment For Internal Combustion Engines 
*7783400 
Electrical Lighting Signalling Equipment For Pedal Cycles & Motor Vehicles Incl 
Parts 
*7784300 Saws Electric Hand-held (Nmb) 
*7784510 Drilling Boring Appliances Etc Electric Hand-held (Nmb) 
*7784520 
Filing Appliances Grinders Planing Gauging & Similar Appliances Electric Hand-held 
(Nmb) 
*7784590 Other Electric Hand-tools (Nmb) 
*7784800 Parts For Electric Hand-tools 
*7786200 Capacitors (Kgm) 
*7786900 Parts Of Capacitors 
*7787100 Particle Accelerators (Nmb) 
*7787800 Electric Machines & Apparatus Nes (Nmb) 
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*7787900 Parts Of Electric Machines & Apparatus Nes Incl Particle Accelerators 
*7788100 Electro & Permanent Magnets 
*7788200 Electric Traffic Control Equipment Incl Parts 
*7788300 
Parts Of Electric Signalling Safety Or Traffic Control Equipment For Roads 
Waterways Ports Airfields Etc 
*7788410 Electric Sound Or Visual Signalling Apparatus (Nmb) 
*7788500 Parts Of Electric Sound Or Visual Signalling Apparatus 
*7788600 Carbon Articles For Electrical Use 
*7788900 Electrical Parts Of Machines & Apparatus 
  
*871 Optical Apparatus 
Prd Code Product Description 
*8711100 Binoculars (Nmb) 
*8711500 Monoculars & Other Optical Telescopes & Astronomical Instruments (Nmb) 
*8711900 Parts & Accessories For Binoculars Monoculars Astronomical Instruments Etc 
*8713100 Microscopes & Diffraction Apparatus (Nmb) 
*8713900 Parts & Accessories For Microscopes & Diffraction Apparatus (Kgm) 
*8714100 Compound Optical Microscope (Nmb) 
*8714900 Parts & Accessories For Compound Optical Microscope 
*8719900 Optical Appliances & Instruments Nes (Nmb) 
*8719990 Parts & Accessories For Other Optical Appliances & Instruments Etc 
  
*872 Medical Apparatus 
Prd Code Product Description 
*8721000 Instruments & Apparatus For Dental Use 
*8721100 Other Dental Instruments & Appliances 
*8722100 Syringes Needles Catheters Cannulae Etc 
*8722200 Tubular Metal Needles & Needles For Sutures 
*8722500 Other Ophthalmic Instruments & Appliances 
*8722900 Other Instruments & Appliances Nes Incl Ophthalmic Instruments 
*8723000 Mechano-therapy Appliances Etc 
*8724100 
Dentists' Hairdressers' Barbers' & Similar Chairs With Mechanical Movements Incl 
Parts 
*8724900 Medical Dental Surgical Or Veterinary Furniture Incl Parts 
  
*873 Meters & Counters Nes 
Prd Code Product Description 
*8731100 Gas Liquid & Electricity Supply Or Production Meters & Calibrating Meters (Nmb) 
*8732100 Revolution Counters Taximeters Etc (Nmb) 
  
*874 Measuring Instruments 
Prd Code Product Description 
*8741100 Navigational Instruments Incl Compasses Surveying Instruments Etc (Nmb) 
*8741300 Photogrammetrical Surveying Instruments & Apparatus (Nmb) 
*8742200 Drawing Calculating Measuring & Checking Instruments Nes (Nmb) 
*8743100 Instruments To Measure Or Control Liquid Gas Or Temperature (Nmb) 
*8743900 
Parts And Accessories For Instruments & Apparatus For Measuring Checking Flow 
Level Etc Of Liquid/gas 
*8744100 Instruments For Physical Or Chemical Analysis Etc (Nmb) 
*8745100 Precision Balances 
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*8745200 Instruments Or Models For Demonstration 
*8745300 Mechanical Appliances For Testing Physical Properties Of Industrial Materials 
*8745500 Hydrometers Thermometers Pyrometers Barometers Etc (Nmb) 
*8746100 Automatic Regulating Or Controlling Instruments & Apparatus (Nmb) 
*8747100 Electronic Instruments For Measuring Ionising Radiation (Nmb) 
*8747300 Other Instruments For Measuring Or Checking Electrical Quantities Etc (Nmb) 
*8749000 Parts Of Physical Chemical Analysis Measuring Or Controlling Instruments 
  
  
*881 Photographic Apparatus 
Prd Code Product Description 
*8811110 Cameras For Special Purposes (Nmb) 
*8811190 Cameras For Ordinary Use (Nmb) 
*8811200 Photographic Flashlight Apparatus & Flashbulbs (Nmb) 
*8811500 Parts & Accessories For Cameras 
*8812100 Cinematographic Cameras & Projectors For Film Less Than 16 Mm (Nmb) 
*8812200 Cinematographic Cameras & Projectors For Film 16 Mm Or More (Nmb) 
*8812300 Cinematographic Projectors (Nmb) 
*8812400 Parts & Accessories For Cinematographic Cameras & Projectors 
*8813100 Image & Slide Projectors & Micrographic Readers Enlargers & Reducers (Nmb) 
*8813300 
Parts & Accessories For Image Projectors Photographic Enlargers & Reducers Excl 
Cinematographic 
*8813500 Other Photographic Apparatus & Equipment (Nmb) 
*8813600 Parts & Accessories For Other Photographic Apparatus & Equipment 
  
  
*882 Photographic Supplies 
Prd Code Product Description 
*8821000 Chemical Products Etc Used In Photography 
*8822100 Photographic Plates & Film In The Flat Unexposed For X-ray 
*8822200 Instant Print Film In The Flat Unexposed 
*8822900 Other Photographic Plates & Film In The Flat Unexposed 
*8822910 
Other Photographic Plates & Film In The Flat For Colour Photography (Polychrome) 
Unexposed 
*8822920 Other Photographic Plates & Film In The Flat Unexposed 
*8823100 Cinematograph Film In Rolls Unexposed 
*8823200 Instant Print Film In Rolls Unexposed 
*8823300 Photographic Film In Rolls Unexposed 
*8823900 Other Film In Rolls Unexposed (Mtk) 
*8823910 Other Film In Rolls Unexposed 
*8823920 Other Film In Rolls For Colour Photography (Polychrome) Unexposed 
*8823930 Other Photo Film Width Over 35 Mm In Rolls 
*8824000 Photographic Paper & Cloth Unexposed 
*8825000 Photographic Plates Film Paper & Cloth Exposed Not Developed 
*8826000 Photographic Plates & Film Developed 
  
*883 Cinematographic Film 
Prd Code Product Description 
*8830000 Cinematograph Film Exposed Developed (Mtr) 
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*884 Optical Goods Nes 
Prd Code Product Description 
*8841100 Contacts & Spectacle Lenses 
*8841900 Other Lenses Prisms & Optical Fibres & Other Elements Unmounted 
*8842100 Frames & Mountings For Spectacles Goggles Etc (Ten) 
*8842200 Parts Of Spectacles Goggles Etc 
*8842310 Sunglasses (Ten) 
*8842390 Other Spectacles Goggles Etc (Ten) 
*8843100 Lenses For Cameras Projectors Photographic Enlargers Or Reducers Filters 
*8843900 Other Lenses Prisms Optical Elements Etc Mounted 
  
*885 Watches & Clocks 
Prd Code Product Description 
*8853100 Wrist-watches Other Than Digital (Nmb) 
*8853200 Wrist-watches Digital (Nmb) 
*8853900 Other Watches (Nmb) 
*8855000 Watch Movements Complete Assembled (Nmb) 
*8857100 Instruments Panel Clocks (Nmb) 
*8857200 Clocks With Watch Movements (Nmb) 
*8857400 Other Clocks (Nmb) 
*8859100 Watch Cases & Parts 
*8859110 Parts For Watch Cases (Kgm) 
*8859200 Watch Straps Bands Bracelets & Parts 
*8859400 Time Of Day Recording Apparatus (Nmb) 
*8859500 Time Switches With Clock Or Watch Movements (Nmb) 
*8859600 Clock Movements Complete Assembled (Nmb) 
*8859700 Clock Cases & Parts 
*8859710 Parts For Clock Cases & The Like (Kgm) 
*8859800 Other Clocks & Watch Parts 
*8859810 Complete Unassembled Or Partly Assembled Watch Movements 
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11 Appendix B 
Contact List 
 
 Carriers and Forwarders Contacted 
 
 Company 
1 ACCORD EXPRESS HOLDINGS 
2 ADDICON 
3 ALTRON 
4 HANDEE EXPRES 
5 MAPLETREE (LOCK AND STORE) 
6 CLASQUIN 
7 GEODIS 
8 BLUE WATER SHIPPING 
9 C&P LOGISTICS 
10 CENTRAL EXPRESS LINES 
11 DAN AIRFREIGHT 
12 DART EXPRESS 
13 DAWN INTERNATIONAL 
14 EGL 
15 ENSIGN FREIGHT 
16 DHL SINGAPORE 
17 KTMB 
18 UPS MALAYSIA 




Electronics Manufacturer Contacted 
 
 Company 
1 3COM ASIA PACIFIC RIM PTE LTD 
2 3M TECHNOLOGIES (S) PTE LTD 
3 A & ONE PRECISION ENGINEERING PTE LTD 
4 A2O TECHNOLOGY (S) PTE LTD  
5 ADTECH INNOVATIVE SERVICES PTE LTD 
6 ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD 
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7 AFPD PTE LTD 
8 AGERE SYSTEMS SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
9 AGILIS COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES PTE LTD 
10 ALLIED TELESYN INTERNATIONAL (ASIA) PTE LTD 
11 APPLE COMPUTER LTD 
12 ASJ HOLDINGS LIMITED 
13 ASTRALINK TECHNOLOGY PTE LTD 
14 AUK SEMICONDUCTOR (S) PTE LTD 
15 AUTOSPLICE ASIA PTE LTD 
16 AVI-TECH ELECTRONICS (S) PTE LTD 
17 AVIXE TECHNOLOGY (S) PTE LTD 
18 AVX/KYOCERA (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD 
19 C & W ELECTRONICS PTE LTD 
20 CE SOLUTIONS (S) PTE LTD 
21 CEC-COILS SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
22 CEI CONTRACT MANUFACTURING LIMITED 
23 CENTRAL-MIDORI (INT'L) PTE LTD 
24 CET TECHNOLOGIES PTE LTD 
25 CHILISIN ELECTRONICS SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
26 CML MICROCIRCUITS (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD 
27 CONICS TECHNOLOGIES PTE LTD 
28 COOKSON SEMICONDUCTOR PACKAGING MATERIALS 
29 CREATIVE TECHNOLOGY LTD 
30 DAVISCOMMS (S) PTE LTD 
31 DBAC TECHNOLOGY PTE LTD 
32 DELPHI AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
33 DELTA DESIGN SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
34 DENSELIGHT SEMICONDUCTORS PTE LTD 
35 EASTGATE TECHNOLOGY LTD 
36 EMERGES-LITE PTE LTD 
37 ENERGIZER SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
38 ENG ELECTRIC (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD 
39 ENOMOTO PRECISION ENGINEERING (S) PTE LTD 
40 ERNI ASIA HOLDING PTE LTD 
41 FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR (OPTOELECTRONICS) PTE LTD 
42 FDK SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
43 FJ INDUSTRIAL (S) PTE LTD 
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44 FLEXTRONICS INTERNATIONAL SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
45 FPC COMPONENTS PTE LTD 
46 FUJIKURA ASIA LIMITED 
47 FUJIPOLY SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
48 FUJITSU MICROELECTRONICS ASIA PTE LTD 
49 FUJITSU PC ASIA PACIFIC PTE LTD 
50 GES SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
51 GIKEN SAKATA (S) LIMITED 
52 GLENDALE ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS PTE LTD 
53 GM NAMEPLATE ASIA PTE LTD 
54 GP BATTERIES INTERNATIONAL LIMITED 
55 HAUPPAUGE DIGITAL ASIA PTE LTD 
56 HCJ QUARTZ (S) PTE LTD 
57 HEWLETT-PACKARD SINGAPORE (PTE) LTD 
58 HEXON TECHNOLOGY PTE LTD 
59 HIRSCHMANN ELECTRONICS PTE LTD 
60 HOKURIKU (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD 
61 HYBRIONIC PTE LTD 
62 HYCER PTE LTD 
63 IDEAL TECHNOLOGY (S) PTE LTD 
64 INTERPLEX PLATING (S) PTE LTD 
65 INVENSYS SOFTWARE SYSTEMS (S) PTE LTD 
66 JABIL CIRCUIT (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD 
67 JST COMPONENTS (S) PTE LTD 
68 JURONG TECHNOLOGIES INDUSTRIAL CORPN. LTD 
69 JVC ELECTRONICS SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
70 KEC SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
71 KEMET ELECTRONICS MARKETING (S) PTE LTD 
72 KENWOOD ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGIES (S) PTE LTD 
73 KINERGY PTE LTD 
74 KISHO ELECTRONICS SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
75 KONICA MINOLTA PHOTO IMAGING ASIA H.Q. PTE LTD 
76 KUNMING ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES (S) PTE LTD 
77 KUSATSU ELECTRIC (S) PTE LTD 
78 LEO INDUSTRIES (S) PTE LTD 
79 LIM MANUFACTURING (PTE) LTD 
80 LINEAR TECHNOLOGY PTE LTD 
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81 LINKWORLD TECHNOLOGY (S) PTE LTD 
82 LNE PRECISION ENGINEERING PTE LTD 
83 LUMBERG ASIA PACIFIC PTE LTD 
84 MATSUSHITA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS (S) PTE LTD 
85 MAXI-DATA PTE LTD 
86 MAXTOR PERIPHERALS (S) PTE LTD 
87 MBE TECHNOLOGY PTE LTD 
88 MEC-CE (S) PTE LTD 
89 MEMFLEX TECHNOLOGIES PTE LTD 
90 METHODE ELECTRONICS FAR EAST PTE LTD 
91 MICROCHIP TECHNOLOGY SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
92 MICRO-WORKS TECHNOLOGY (S) PTE LTD 
93 MIDSOUTH TECHNOLOGY PTE LTD 
94 MINEBEA-MATSUSHITA MOTOR (S) PTE LTD 
95 MITSUBISHI CHEMICAL INFONICS PTE LTD 
96 MITSUMI ELECTRONICS (S) PTE LTD 
97 MJC (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD 
98 MMI HOLDINGS LTD 
99 MOLEX SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
100 MULTITECH SYSTEMS PTE LTD 
101 NASACO ELECTRONICS PTE LTD 
102 NEC SEMICONDUCTORS SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
103 NERA TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD 
104 NIC COMPONENTS ASIA PTE LTD 
105 NICAD POWER PTE LTD 
106 NICHE TECHNOLOGY (S) PTE LTD 
107 NIKKO VIDEO SERVICES PTE LTD 
108 NISSEI DENKI PTE LTD 
109 NSP TECH PTE LTD 
110 OSWIN TECHNOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED 
111 PAN SYSTEMS (S) PTE LTD 
112 PANASONIC AVC NETWORKS SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
113 PANASONIC SEMICONDUCTOR SINGAPORE 
114 PBA SYSTEMS PTE LTD 
115 PHILIPS ELECTRONICS SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
116 PIONEER ELECTRONICS ASIACENTRE PTE LTD 
117 PMC (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD 
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118 POSITRONIC ASIA PTE LTD 
119 POSSEHL ELECTRONICS (S) PTE LTD 
120 POWER TEAM TECHNOLOGIES (S) PTE LTD 
121 PRIMO MICROPHONES SINGAPORE (PTE) LTD 
122 PROTON COMPUTERS PTE LTD 
123 PULSE ELECTRONICS (S) PTE LTD 
124 RAYCO TECHNOLOGIES PTE LTD 
125 REDTEC INDUSTRIES PTE LTD 
126 RIVER ELECTRONICS (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD 
127 ROCKWELL AUTOMATION SOUTHEAST ASIA PTE LTD 
128 ROGERS TECHNOLOGIES SINGAPORE INC 
129 RUBYCON SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
130 SAFT SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
131 SANKYO SEIKI (S) PTE LTD 
132 SANTAK ELECTRONICS PTE LTD 
133 SANYO ASIA PTE LTD 
134 SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
135 SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL 
136 SEMICONDUCTOR COMPONENTS INDUSTRIES SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
137 SINCO TECHNOLOGIES PTE LTD 
138 SINGAPORE CHEMI-CON (PTE) LTD 
139 SINGAPORE EPSON INDUSTRIAL PTE LTD 
140 SJ MANUFACTURING (2003) PTE LTD 
141 SM SUMMIT HOLDINGS LTD 
142 SONOPRESS SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
143 SONY ELECTRONICS (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD 
144 STMICROELECTRONICS PTE LTD 
145 SUMITOMO ELECTRIC INTERCONNECT PRODUCTS (S) PTE LTD 
146 SUN MICROSYSTEMS PTE LTD 
147 SUPERWORLD ELECTRONICS (S) PTE LTD 
148 SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY PTE LTD 
149 TAI-TECH ADVANCED ELECTRONICS (S) PTE LTD 
150 TAIYO YUDEN (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD 
151 TECH SEMICONDUCTOR SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
152 THOMSON ASIA PACIFIC HOLDINGS PTE LTD 
153 TORAY INDUSTRIES (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD 
154 TOSHIBA SINGAPORE PTE LTD 
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155 TYCO ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURING (S) PTE LTD 
156 ULTRO COMMUNICATIONS PTE LTD 
157 UNISONIC TECHNOLOGIES (S) PTE LTD 
158 VARTA MICROBATTERY PTE LTD 
159 WEARNES TECHNOLOGY PTE LTD 
160 WINTEK DISPLAY (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD 
161 YATZ ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY 
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12 Appendix C 
Singapore Electronics Manufacturers Questionnaire 
 
This research is being conducted by Lucile Garot – a master student – for the National 
University of Singapore. 
 
An important part of the research involves interviews with electronics manufacturers in 
Singapore exchanging products with Kuala Lumpur to compare the transport options 
available between Singapore and Kuala Lumpur. 
 
The research follows the code of conduct for market research. This means that your 






Company name: …………………………………………………………………………. 
Respondent Name: ………………………………………………………………………. 




Q1.  Do you use the services of a freight forwarder? 
 




Q2. Does your company export cargo to Malaysia? 
Does your company export cargo to Kuala Lumpur? 
Does your company import cargo from Malaysia? 




Q3.  Are these exchanges with intra-firm/group’s warehouse or factory, with 
subcontractors or with customers?  
 
 Yes or No 
Intra-firm/group warehouse  
Intra-firm/group factory  
Subcontractors  
Customers  
Yes   No  
Yes   No  
Yes   No  
Yes   No  
Yes   No  
Yes   No  




Q4.  What kind of products do you exchange with Malaysia? 
 (please tick in the following table) 
 
 From Malaysia To Malaysia  
Raw material   
Spare parts   
Finished products   
   
 
 
Q5.  Which transport mode do you use to export or import shipment to/from Malaysia? 






Q6.  Can you tell the importance you give to the following criteria when choosing a 
transport mode (sea, air, rail, road) to send your products? (please give a mark out 
of five, five being the most important) 
 
Criteria Mark on five of the importance 
in mode choice 
Transit time  
Reliability  
Transport cost  




Q7.  Can you tell the confidence you have in a transport mode to send your products as 
regards the risk of loss, theft or damage? (please give a mark out of five, five being 
the safest) 
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Q8.  Can you give the percentages in your product annual value of : 
- the transport cost?  ………………………………………………………….. 
- the storage cost? …………………………………………………………….. 








Q10.  Is your production Just in Time?  
 




Thank you for your help in this research 
Yes   No  
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13 Appendix D 
Transport operations’- organigrams 
 
 






(1)  Shipment instructions 
(2) Booking Shipment 
(3) Confirmation of Booking 
(4) Bill of Lading 









 empty container 
 
(5)  
Road Haulier Stuffing of 
 empty container 
 
(6)  




wants to send cargo to 
its Kuala Lumpur 
customer (consignee) by 
road. He hires a Freight 
Forwarder (FF) to take 
care of the transport for 
him (1).  
 
The FF subcontracts the 
transport to a road 
haulier (2 - 4). 
 
The road haulier 
provides an empty 
container to the shipper 
(5), whose warehouse 
operator stuffs it (6) and 
provides in doing so a 
packing list (7) with 
which the freight 
forwarder is able to do 
the necessary 
declaration to the 
customs of both 
countries (8bis – 8tris) 
cf. following page. 
 (7) Packing list 
Freight Forwarder Shipper 
Inventory Update 
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(11)         Approved Customs forms 
Delivery Order  
(12) Cargo clearance  
(13)  
(14) Records  
(15) Release of empty container
  
(16)   
In Singapore the Trade and Development 
Board with the Custom Excise 
Department issues its approval through 
tradenet (paperless system) (9). But 
Duties and tax have to be paid at the 
custom checkpoint and the driver must 
produce the outward declaration, packing 
list, consignment note for clearance at 
woodlands. The Malaysian Customs 
department provides the FF with the 
approved forms who transmit them to the 
road carrier (9bis). 
 
The driver cross the Causeway and pass 
the Malay checkpoint with the customs 
forms the FF provided him with 
(11).Once the border crossed (12) the 
journey is straightforward thanks to the 
highway. Leaving Singapore on the 
morning means arriving at KL in the late 
afternoon with around 7 hours on the 
road. There the container is directly 
delivered to the consignee (13). 
 
At the consignee premises there is an 
inspection of the cargo with a 
representative of the FF (14) before the 
drivers is free to go (15). The empty 
container is seldom refilled in Kuala 
Lumpur to do the way back loaded, it is 
rather brought back empty (16). 
(8bis)  Permit request (8tris)  Customs forms 
Delivery Order 
TDB & CED Malay Customs 
Department 
Freight Forwarder Road Carrier 
(8) 
Pick up of 
















(1)  Shipment instructions 
(2) Booking Shipment 
(3) Confirmation of Booking 
(4) Bill of Lading 




Road Carrier Shipper 
Warehouse Oper. 
Warehouse Oper. 





The changes from 
the LCL procedure 
are: 
 
The road carrier 
picks up the cargo at 
the shipper premises 
(5) to deliver it at the 
FF’s warehouse (or 
one of its 
subcontractors’) (7) 
for consolidation (8). 
After consolidation 
the road carrier takes 
delivery of the 
loaded container (9). 
 
(6) Packing list 
Freight Forwarder Shipper 
TDB & CED 
Inventory Update 
Delivery of cargo 
 
(7) 















(7bis)  Permit request 
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Fig. D.2. LCL Procedure Export from Singapore – Import to Kuala Lumpur 













(11) Cargo Clearance 
(12) Approved Customs forms & Released Delivery Order 
Freight Forwarder 
Delivery of 
 stuffed container 
 
Road Carrier 
(13) Cargo Release 
(14) 






















The drivers delivers 
the container at the 
FF’s warehouse in 
Kuala Lumpur (14) for 
deconsolidation (15), 
then he picks up the 
cargo (16) for final 
delivery to the 
consignee (17). 
 
It is also possible that 
the trucks goes round 
the city to empty the 
container little by little 
to each consignee’s 
premises. 
(17) 
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(1)  Shipment instructions 
(2)  Booking shipment 
(3) Confirmation of Booking 
(4) Bill of Lading 





Road Carrier Shipper 
Warehouse Oper. 
Warehouse Oper. 







wants to send cargo to 
its Kuala Lumpur 
customer (consignee) by 
rail. He is directly in 
contact with KTMB (1). 
KTMB has a partnership 
with a road haulier  in 
Singapore for the pick-
up of the cargo (2 - 4). 
 
The road haulier takes 
delivery of the cargo at 
the shipper premises (5), 
whose warehouse 
operator provides a 
packing list (6) with 
which KTMB is able to 
do the necessary 
declaration to the 
customs of both 
countries (see road 
option) (7bis – 7tris). 
 
The road carrier delivers 
the cargo at Tanjung 
Pagar terminal (7) where 
the container is stuffed 
on a wagon (8).The 
Singapore customs 
clearance takes place in 
the terminal (9). But 
Duties and tax have to 
be paid at the custom 
checkpoint and the train 
conducer must produce 
the outward declaration, 
export permit, packing 
list and rail transport 
document for clearance 
at Woodlands.  
(6) Packing list 
KTMB Shipper 
TDB & CED 
Inventory Update 









(9) Cargo Clearance 
Malay Customs 
Department 






(7tris)  Customs forms 
Delivery  
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(12)        Approved Customs forms 
Delivery Order  
(13) Cargo clearance  
(10) Customs documentation 
(16) Records, release of empty container
  
(15)   
The Malaysian Customs department 
provides KTMB with the approved 
forms for presentation at Tanjung 
Puteri checkpoint (8tris). 
 
The trains leaves and stops for 
customs checking at Woodlands (10-
11), then for customs clearance at 
Tanjung Puteri (12-13), before 
continuing its journey towards Port 
Klang. 
 
The customs checking is quite fast 
and takes only around 1 hour. 
 
The train stops at North Port KTMB 
Terminal where the containers are 
unloaded from the train (14) by the 
terminal operator (Multimodal 
Freight: MMF) 
 
MMF as road haulier takes care of 
the delivery to the consignee (15). 
 
At the consignee premises there is an 
inspection of the cargo with a 
representative of MMF (16) before 
the drivers is allowed to bring back 
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(1)  Shipment instructions 
(2) Booking Shipment and request for empty container 
(3) Confirmation of Booking and empty container pick up details 
(4) Shipment Documentation and empty container pick up details 
Depot Operator 
(5) Loading Appointment Request 
(6) Loading Appointment Details 
(4bis) Shipment    
Documenta-
tion  
(8bis) Container  
  Status 









Pick up of 












wants to send cargo to its 
Kuala Lumpur customer 
(consignee) by sea. He 
hires a Freight Forwarder 
(FF) to take care of the 
transport for him (1).  
 
If the manufacturer sends 
a FCL it can have its own 
container. But it is more 
common to lease it from 
the carrier. (cf. industry 
interview). 
 
The FF leases an empty 
container to the shipping 
line (2-3) which stores 
them in a depot. 
 
The FF hires a road 
haulier to take care of the 
pick up and delivery of 
the container between the 
terminal and the shipper 
premises (4) where the 
cargo is packed (4bis). 
 
The road haulier checks 
the full container loading 
details with the port 
operator (PSA) (5-6). The 
road haulier picks up the 
empty container at the 
shipping line depot (7-
8bis).  The road haulier 
delivers the empty 
container to the shipper 
warehouse (9) where it is 
stuffed (10). 
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Trade development Board & 
Custom Excise department 
Inventory Update (11) Packing list 
(15)  Receipt for stuffed container delivery 
(16) Confirmation of delivery to the Port 
(12bis)    Permit request 
(13) Cargo Clearance & 
Export Permits 
(17) House bill of lading 
(18) Ocean bill of lading 
Packing list 
(19bis) Bill of lading, Cargo  
Manifest, Packing List 
Warehouse Oper. 
Road Haulier Shipper Freight Forwarder 
Delivery of 








FTZ in gate 
Loading of 





(20) Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) 
The warehouse operator 
updates the manufacturer 
inventory and provides the 
road haulier and the FF with 
the packing list (11). 
 
The road haulier picks up the 
stuffed container (12) and 
goes to the FTZ gate. In the 
meantime the FF applied for 
the customs documentation 
(12bis-13). 
 
At the gate the cargo is 
cleared (14), the road haulier 
delivers the container to the 
port operator and confirms 
delivery to the FF (15-16). 
 
The FF produces the bill of 
lading with the shipping line 
(17-18), and the cargo is 
loaded on the sea vessel (19). 
 
The sea journey lasts one or 
two days. The transport is 
made on large container 
vessels (8,000 TEUs), which 
are not dedicated to the 
special Kuala Lumpur-
Singapore link: they often 
deliver China and on the way 
fill slots with the Singapore-
Kuala Lumpur volumes. 
 
Before arriving, the vessel 
announces North Port Klang 
its ETA (20), which is 
communicated to the Malay 
FF agency, who tells the 
Malay road haulier (21-
22bis), while discharging. 
 
Freight Forwarder 
Pick up of 
 stuffed container 
 
(14) Cargo Clearance 
Stuffing of 
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Freight Forwarder 
(22) Delivery Order 
Shipping Line 
Malay Customs 
(23) Customs forms & Delivery Order 
(24)         Approved Customs forms 
Released Delivery Order 
Freight Forwarder 
Terminal Operator 
(25)        Approved Customs forms 
Released Delivery Order 
Freight Forwarder 
(26) Equipment Interchange Report (EIR) 
Road Haulier 
(27) EIR & Request for Transport 
Terminal Operator 
(28) Request for Transport 
Delivery of 







(31) Release of cargo 
Road Haulier 
(22bis)     ETA, Shipment     
details 
Freight Forwarder 
(21bis)      ETA 
    Shipment details (21)  
Unloading of 
 stuffed container 
 
Port Operator The vessel berth at Port Klang 
Northport, there can be queue as 
the port is quite congested. There is 
a delay of about 10 to 15 hours 
from the berthing before the cargo 
is available to the FF again mainly 
because of documentation issues 
which take time. 
 
The shipping line produces the 
delivery order to the FF (22), who 
with it applies for import permit 
(23-24). 
 
With the customs approved 
documents, the FF obtains the EIR 
from North Port Klang operator 
(25-26). 
 
The EIR enables the FF to ask the 
road haulier for transport (27). 
 
North Port Klang operator delivers 
the containers to the road haulier 
(28-29), who goes through the Free 
Commercial Zone gate (30-31). 
 
The road haulier delivers the 
stuffed container at the warehouse 
of the consignee (32) for unstuffing 
(33). 
 
If the consignee’s premises are in 
the downtown the driver can 
experience traffic jam, which adds 
delay to the delivery. If the 
consignee’s premises are outside 
the city, the delivery time is shorter 
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Fig. D.4. FCL Procedure Export from Singapore – Import to Kuala Lumpur 
Unstuffing of 




 empty container 
 
Depot Operator 
Road Haulier Shipping Line 
Warehouse Oper. 
Freight Forwarder 




(35) Release of empty container
  
(36)   
(37) EIR
  
(37bis) Updates, records  
The unstuffed cargo is inspected with the 
FF and the consignee warehouse operator 
(34). 
 
The road haulier brings back the empty 
container to the shipping line depot in 
Port Klang (35). 
 
The depot operator acknowledges 
delivery of the empty container with the 






 stuffed container 
 
Road Haulier 









(2) Delivery Order 
Malay Customs 
(3) IID, Delivery Order, Customs forms 
Freight Forwarder 
(5) 
Delivery of goods 
Terminal Operator 
(4) Released IID, Delivery Order 
Approved Customs forms 
The FF prepares 5 copies of IID 
(Integrated Import Document) from the 
Bill of Lading and Import Manifest (1). 
 
The FF submits the first copy of IID to 
the shipping line in exchange of the 
Delivery Order (2-3). 
 
The FF provides the customs with the 
appropriate documentation to obtain 
release of the cargo, possibly after 
inspection. 
 
The FF takes delivery of goods (5) 
through a road haulier and the Terminal 
operator provides a gate pass (6). 
 
The road haulier process through the 
gate and customs sights pass and 
approved customs forms (7). 
 
The cargo eventually exits the Free 





(6) Gate pass 
FCZ Gate 
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(1) Container Shipping Note 
(2) Lorry Chit 
CFS 
Freight Forwarder 











(4) Lorry Chit, CSN 
(5)  
(6) CSN, Customs forms 
(7) Approved forms, released CSN 
(8) Container Movement Order, Consignment note 
(9) Container packing list, Empty Container Nomination 
(10)  
(11) Container Packing List 
(12) Bill of Lading, Export Manifest 
The FF receives the CSN from 
the shipping line (1), and hires a 
road haulier. 
 
The FF provides the customs at 
FCZ gate with the lorry chit (2) 
to let enter the cargo on truck 
(3). 
 
The FF provides the terminal 
operator with the 
documentation to let cargo 
being delivered in a shed on the 
terminal (4-5). 
 
The FF provides the customs 
with forms and CSN to obtain 
cargo clearance (6-7) after 
possible examination. 
 
The FF provides the shipping 
with CMO and consignment 
note to obtain an empty 
container (8-9). 
 
The terminal operator stuffs the 
empty container (10) and 
produces the container packing 
list (11) for the shipping line, 
which issues the Bill of Lading 
and Export Manifest (12). 
 
Cargo moves in 
shed 
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Fig. D.7. FCL Export Procedure in Port Klang 
 
Road haulier 






(4) Request of Transport, Consignment note 
FCZ Gate 
Container  









(7) Customs forms, Container Shipping note 
(8) Approved Customs Forms, released Container Shipping note 
Shipping line 
The FF submits the 
Request of transport and 
Consignment note to the 
road haulier (1). 
 
With these documents 
the road haulier 
computes prebooking to 
terminal operator’s 
system and registers (2-
3). 
 
The truck driver 
presents the 
consignment documents 
to the customs at the 
terminal gate to enter 
the FCZ (4-5). 
 
The terminal operator 
takes delivery of the 
container in the storage 
area (6). 
 
The FF submits the 
customs forms and CSN 
to customs (7), which 
approve them (8) after 
possible examination 
and releases the 
container. 
 
The container is loaded 
on the vessel (9). 
 
The shipping line 
produces the bill of 
lading and the export 
manifest (10). 
 





(10) Bill of Lading, Export Manifest  
(9)  
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Fig. D.8. FCL Import Procedure in Singapore 
Freight Forwarder 
Interbank GIRO Tradenet 
Freight Forwarder 
(1) GST (1bis) Import Permit Application 
  
(2) Receipt (2bis) Import Permit 
Road haulier 
(3) Request for Transport, Shipment documentation 
Terminal Operator 
(5) Equipment Interchange Report 





FTZ out gate 
(7) Import permit, Inward Declaration, receipt of GST 
(6)  
Examination 
without sealing of 
container 
Examination & 
sealing of container 
(9) Release of container 
(8) 






Unstuffing under  
customs supervision 
customs clearance 
The FF applies for import 
permit through Tradenet 
informatic system and pays 
the GST (5% of CIF) through 
GIRO informatic system (1-
2bis). 
 
The FF hires the road haulier 
(3), which goes to the 
terminal to pick-up the 
container (4-6). 
 
The truck heads to the FTZ 
gate (7) where there is the 
customs checking (8), all the 
process is paperless, the 
container is scanned and the 
custom officer sees the 
corresponding documentation 
appearing on his screen. 
 
The customs officer breaks 
the shipper seal for inspection 
and re-seal the container with 
a red seal (not to be broken 
without custom supervision) 
or a green seal (customs 
supervision not required for 
unstuffing) depending on the 
requirements of the export 
contract (9-9bis). 
 
The truck moves out the FTZ 
to the warehouse of the 
consignee (10), where the 
container is unstuffed under 
customs supervision if it was 
sealed (11) or not (11bis) if 
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Pick up of cargo 
(1) Shipment instructions 
(2) Booking space 
(3) Confirmation of Booking 
(4) Cargo pick up details 
(6bis) Inventory 
Update 
(6) Packing list 
Delivery of cargo 
Freight Forwarder 
Road Carrier 











(8) Cargo Clearance 
(2bis) Request for permits 
(3bis) Cargo Clearance  
Permit 
 Export Permit 
Freight Forwarder 
FTZ gate 
(9) Invoices and measurements 
The shipper in Singapore 
provides the FF with 
instructions as for the 
shipment (1). 
 
The FF book space on a 
flight with the airline (2-3) 
and prepare customs 
declarations (2bis-3bis). 
 
The FF hires a road 
haulier to carry the cargo 
from the shipper premises 
(5) to the FF warehouse 
on the Changi FTZ (7). 
 
Customs clear the cargo 
while passing the FTZ 
gate (8). 
 
The FF warehouse 
operator prepares the 
cargo for transport and 
documentation (9) so that 
the FF can produce the 
House Air Waybill to the 
Airline (10). 
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Freight Forwarder 
Delivery of cargo  
Airport Terminal 
(13) Cargo documents 




(14bis) Control forms 
Airline 
Storage/Building 





(16) Pre notification of arrival 
Offloading of 
aircraft  
Check in of cargo 
Freight Forwarder 
(17) Airway bill, cargo documentation 
(18) Delivery order (18bis) Request for permits 
Malay Customs 




(19bis) Cargo Clearance Permit 
 Import Permit 
The airline issues the 
Master Air Waybill 
(11). The cargo is 
delivered to the terminal 
with its documents (12-
13). 
 
The Terminal Operator 
(CIAS or SATS) 
assumes the cargo (14), 
build it up if it wasn’t 
already done (by the FF 
or the shipper), stores it 
waiting for the aircraft 
to be ready, stuffs the 
airline containers and 
eventually load them in 
the aircraft. (15) 
 
The aircraft takes off for 
a flight of around one 
hour before landing at 
KLIA (16). 
 
The airline staff offloads 
the aircraft and checks it 
in the terminal (17) 
where it is cleared (19) 






(19) Cargo Clearance  
(11) Master Airway Bill 
Airline Shipper 
Freight Forwarder 
(10) House Airway Bill 
(15) 
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(22) Customs Documentation  








In his warehouse the FF 
proceeds to the inspection of the 
cargo (20) and prepares it for 
road transport. 
 
The FF hires a road haulier (21) 
to deliver the cargo to the 
consignee (23). The customs 
sights the cargo documentation 
at the FCZ gate (22). 
 
